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To the Reader

The world today is the scene of the break-up of the old, custom-
ary forms.of life. this ls seen in the sweeping soc-ial changes-taking
plice on our planet, in the ever quickening pace of the scientific and

ECONOMICS

The course towards expanding international economic cooperation,
actively pursued by the CPSU and the Soviet Government, corres-
ponds,- ai Academician N. Inozemtsev underlines in his article, to the
interests of the socialist countries and the revolutionary forces of the
world, to the interests of world peace and the security of nations.

The expansion of mutually advantageous economic ties by the
USSR and other countries of the socialist community with states of a

different social syst idat-
ing the present pos will
mite toi the trahsit and
cooperation that ha

PHILOSOPHY

The relationship between morals, culture and science is regarded in

fifle Samaj Bijnan by present-day social- thinking as a very imp-ortant-and topical..problempresent-day soctal thlnl(lng as a very lmportanr anq roplcal p

ispecially since the regulalities of this relationship are predicated in
miny respects on tfre revolutionary, mobile character ofmany respects on t[re revolutionary, mobile character ot present-day
teality, writes Academician P" Fedoseyevln his article which opensr
the silection of materials in this issue treating of ethics and morals.

-d

HISTORY

of socio-economic formations is a law of
the rical process discovered by the founders of
Ma Druihinin devotes his article to the specific
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features of the genesis of capitalism in Russia compared with the
countries of Western Europe and the USA.

PHILOLOGY, SOCIOLOGY, PSYCHOLOGY

Professor E. Meletinsky's article on these subjects discusses the
uuri,orJ ideological forms stemming from the primary syncretism of

ruitfulness of studying this process
at various historical stages. The

anmythological trend so that neither
nor-politidal ideology are dissolved

in the concept of myth.

QUESTIONS OF MANAGEMENT

Optimal planning calls for the mic
processes and the-objects parti his
irticle V. Likhtenstein, a young ties
of economico-mathematical models.

DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

The influence of various economic and social factors on the
process of class formation in the countryside is examined by Protlssor
V. Rastyannikov on the exarnple of India.

IDEOLOGY

The realitY, the
myths a in the inte
perialist without a P
bt the t qoncepts.
Professor Kh. Momdian critically analyses the ideas of contemporary
Right-wing reformism specifically in relation to the works of Roger
Garaudy.

The- Book Reviews and Bibliography sections are more widely
represented in this issue than before-. We hope that the increased
volume of information material meets the interests of both our foreign
colleagues specialising in the social sciences and of th9 journal's
readers wholollow the latest developments in Soviet social thinking.

The Editors

Nikolai INOZEMTSEV
Academician

Socialism and International Economic

Cooperation

Marxist-Leninist theor:5r.

I"

rhe rounde " " #ii#?,";litT';fl 0*;1""i::::3:'it3 :t:.llli:
ent of one socio-economic formation by another,
paid serious attention to such categories as the
of labour, the world market, the world economy

and world economic relations. In the specialisation of social labour, in
its division-both within one or another industry and country and in
the relations between
tively existing historic
internal requirements
their progress; at the

I Pravdo, April 21, 1973.



Industry, Marx noted, "by means of machinery, chemical proces-
ses and other methods... is continually causing changes not only in the
technjcal basis of production, but also in the functions of the labourer,
and in the sociai combinations of the labour-process. At the same
time, it thereby also revolutionises the division of labour within
socie'ry".2In his analysis of the anatomy of capitalism Marx showed
the close link-direct and inversb-between the development of

over the centuries throughout the world there was to be observed such
basic tendencies as the growth of exchange and the growth of large-

intertwined powerful finance capital, the increased export of capital,
the establishment of international monopolies and the ex
their activitv- the stenoins uo of colonial oolicv. the di
the estab.llshment oI lnternatlonal monopolles ano tne expanston or
their activity, the stepping up of colonial policy, the division andtherr actlvrty, the stepplng up oI colonlal pollcy, the olvlslon ano
redivision of spheres of influence by monopoly alliances and all kinds
of coalitions of states. All this fully corroborated the Marxist thesis
that the character, the main concrete manifestations of the internation-
al division of labour depend not only on the development of the
productive forces but alsb on the mode of prqduction, on the social
relations that take shape in the process of this production.

A number of important quantitative and qualitative changes in the
internationalisation of the economic life of capitalist countrieS took
place after the Second World War-to a considerable degree under
the irnpact of the scientific and technological revolution. Contributing
factors were the transition of the main branches of industry to mass
and large-scale production and connected with this broad industrial

sation; the creation of new
industries, the enlistment by

:";f.J,?iiJ."J"ffi :,i:l"l,"l

of coalitions of states. All this fully

2 K. Marx, Capital, Vol. I, Moscow, 1965, pp. 486-487.
3 V. I. Lenin, Collecteil Worts, Moscow, Vol. l, p. 100
4 rbid., vol. 22, p. lM.
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souices; the formation, as a result of the efforts of a number of
countries,, of large industrial complexes, etc.

It is characteristic that the value of world capitalist trade increased
by four times in the 20 years between 1951-1970 as against only 1.7
times in the preceding 40 years. The growth of international trad-e fortrmes in the preceding 40 years. The growth of international trade for
the said 20 years exceeded the growth of industrial production of theI the growth of industrial production of the

imately by <ine and a half times. Also thecaptrallsr counriles approxlmately by one ancl a half ttmes. Also the
expoft of- capital rapidly increased: total foreign investments (private
g1d sJale) increased from $50,000 million in-1945 up to mor-e than

capitalist countries

capitalist wor]d approximately by 1.6 times, and the export of private

$300,000 million in 1972.
A feature of modern irnperialism is the widespread processes of

economic integration_. These processes are developing in private
monopoly forms (such as the closest cooperation of a nurnber-of US
and Canadian, US and West European- monopolies) and in state
Ironopoly forms (the most_ striking exhmple of which is the European
Economic Community). The economic integration of capitalist coun-

red with all previous ones, in the
tendencies: the coalescence of
national bounds and evolves into
ade up of a number of countries.
the world capitalist economy will;,iJ'ilti,,1?""Xf 1i33fl

Academy of Sci annual
growth rate of t trade

of themay. exceed the growth rate -of _ _

ion of

caplraltsr wor^lo approxtmatety by 1.6 trmes, and the export of private
capital by 1.8 times (by 1990). As regards the conjectirral growth of
receipts and payments under international licence"asreemehts thesereceiptq and paymenls under ilternat licence agreements these
may increase, by 1980, approximately by three tirnes and by 1990,
8-10 times as compared with 1970.



and small, helPs to overcome
omic development, serves to

This mutual economic cooperat

DeveloPment of Socialist Econo
ber-Countries, adopted bY the 25

fully being imPlemented.'"'i;-ir6.;ffii i;;il;J'of socialist integration, which distinguishes it

radically from- capitalist integration, is that it covers the spheres of
production, science and technology, in the first place on the basis of
cooperation in planning and the coordination of both five-year and
lolg-term economic plans. This makes it possible to concentiate joint
efforts on the accelerated development of key industries and proj6cts,efforts on the accelerated development of-key industries and proj6cts,
to ensure the cornprehensive solution of the coordinated probiems.to ensure the cornprehensive

Soviet trade with the developing coqntries showed an average
rual increase of 14.3 Der cent between 1961 and l97O- The Soviltannual increase of 14.3 per ween 1961 and 1970. The Soviet

Union supplies these countries with a large number of machines and
equipment and receives from them (under usual trade operations and
in repayment of credits) many consumer goods, food-stuffs and raw
materials.

The glowing__ec-onomic cooperatio{r of the developing countries
h the Soviet Union and other socialist states is mafiniit oossiblewith the Soviet Union and other socialist states is mafiniit oossible

to put an e_qd to the system of dependence which took ihapl at theto put an end to the system of dependence which took
timc of undivided imperialist domination, to achieve econoiric inde-
pendence.

III.

The division of the world into two different state systems, the
emcrgence and development of the world socialist econoniy of necss-
sity raised the question of the character of its relation-s with the

ll



rY's first s

ic contacts
read the st
the Genoa
existence of the old sYstem
being. economic co.oPeration

stems of ProPerty' ls lmpera-

c crisis of 1929-1933' Our coopera-
in the Second World War greatlY
mmon enemy, although it is com-
the war was borne bY the Soviet

et back
talist co
I of the
market

id the capitalist countries' interest
toting economic relations with us.

Another objective factor that prompted this interest has been the

exacerbation of inter-imperialist contradictions in recent-years, par-
ti""6;t b"tween the thiee main "power centres" of modern capital-
ism: the USA, Western EuroPe 2--Undoubtediy a very n.furthering the socialist
states;-cooperaiion with has been the relaxation of
international tension, th
vears in the Soviet Union's rela
i,f other countries, the fundame
the FRG as a result of the signing
the inviolability of EuroPean fro
of relations between the Soviet
state-and the United States o
rnodern capitalism. The successful realisation of the Peace Programme
;a;pied Uy ttre 24th Congress, of the CPSU is favourably affecting
also the sphere of internaiional economic relations.

s Pravila, MaY 16, 1973.
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The USSR's trade with developed capitalist countries increased
trom 2,200 million rubles in 1962 to 5,900 million in 1972. In 1972
Soviet trade with the FRG totalled 827 million rubles, with
Japan-816 million, with Finland-602 million, and as regards Bri-
tain, France and the USA it topped 500 million rubles with each.

Of particular interest is the wide scale of international economic
cooperation with the participation of the Soviet Union. It ranges from
long-term trade agreements, agreements on industrial cooperation and
credit agreements, cooperation in the fields of science and technology,
in exploration of outer space, in medicine, joint participation in
building various projects on the territory of third countries. A new
form of foreign economic relations that is gaining wide currency is
so called compensation transactions.

The Soviet Union, in the general opinion of its foreign contractors.
is a relidble and promising partner. It is therefore not surprising, that
more and more major industrial and agricultural firms, banks and
scientific centres in capitalist countries are interested in establishing
business contacts with the respective Soviet organisations.

At the same time one should not overlook the fact that there are
active opponents of such contacts and not so much in business circles
as among the most reactionaly-minded political and military figures.
This is not surprising: the supporters of an aggressive course are only
too well aware that the promotion of mutually advantageous economic
relations on a wide basis may prove to , be an effective means of
countering the most regressive tendencies in international relations
known in their aggregate as the cold war".

IV.

What benefit does the Soviet Union derive from its foreign
economic relations in general and with capitalist countries in par-
ticular?

First, the practical realisation of the economic advantages that
follow from the specialisation of production and industrial cooperation
with individual countries or on the scale of several
countries-whether it is a matter of the import of equipment and
goods needed by the USSR or of its own specialised industries
producing for export. In the present age, that of the swiftly develop-
ing scientific and technological revolution, the instruments and means
of production, materials and technological processes are being
changed so rapidly that no country; no matter how big and powerful,
can develop the production of all types of goods with equal success
and the same economic effect.

Secondly, the possibility of exploiting new rich natural resources
of the Soviet Union enlisting for this purpose means, equipment and
technical experience from abroad, repaying credits received with part
of the products manufactured at newly-built enterprises. This makes it
possible to accelerate fulfilment of .Soviet long-term plans, to begin
the economic development of a number of new'regions in the North,

t3



;[; a'PSU; it"i ot steadily raising the living itandard of the Soviet

il
c
a

The rapid expansion of foreign economic contacts raises many new
taski bef6re thb Soviet econo-my such as increasing the output of

Siberia, the Far East and other parts of the country,-and.steeply to
incr"u." the production capacitiei of a number-of industries.

ffilraty, the rational use for export of part of the newly-developedThirdly, the rational use tor export ot pa
natural resources and new industrial produr
inflnw of foreion crrrrencv which can be use

ucts can ensure the steadY
inflow of foreign currency which can be used,for_acc^ompli_shing more-intlOW Ot tofelgn Cuffency Wnlcn Can De USC(I IUf auuulllPtlslrlrts, ruLrrs-

.upiOtv and fufly the main economic taslf- set by the 24th 9o,ngress of

export goods in various industries and improving their quality, improv-
ind the- planning of forqign economic contacts and . their betterlng the plannlni
"dovetailing" wit'.dovetailing" with national economic plans, mor€ closely combrnlng
produgjion- and trade 

. 
functions . lTtt"-,i1:.:1_r_"_l,l9l? ^t.::"n11:;

ing of foreign economic contacts and their better
vit-h national -economic plans, more closely combining

[ci".iiti" and technical contacts with other countries," stated Leonid
Brezhnev in the Report of the CC CPSU to the 24th Congtess-, "will,
of course, require cbrtain measures designed to improve the administ-

ration of all foreign economic activity and eliminate any sli+rt-sighted
approach in this important field."'

Undoubtedly, the decisions of the Plenary Meeting of the CC
CPSU (April 1973), Leonid Brezhnev's subsequen visits to the FRG,
the USA and France, and the new important agreements concluded in
the course of these visits will make for the effective fulfilmenl of the
Congress decisions regarding foreign economic contacts.

6 tuavda, tuly 12, 1973.

1 24th Congrrss oJ the CPSU, Ig7t, Moscow, lgl, p. 74



Problerns of Ethics and Morals

Pvotr FEDOSEYEV
Academician

Culture and Morals

interdenendence of various phenomena that is far from obvious in
""".':-{ ------;-.-. :- -r--.^-,^-r^:l 1 --^ :- +Lo ^^,rroa ^f rprrnlrrfinnqrw;;;i.tt5t ;votrrtion ls alway-s'laid l,are in the course,ot^ry'.{{lqnt^t
il;;;a..rh'i'';.1";i'";:*9,,"I9:q:l-{=g,13,,"3t:,::^11"."^t',tlf:
i*;kfi; tf...ntir" "orpleiiiy 

and diilectical multiformity of problems
;i;;;;;"il-"-'tl""titu -ti" 

ridarded as commonplace. one of thes-e isiiil&3ria-"-.'di.;'ily"#-;;"'d;a ii 
"om',onplace' 

oile of- these. is

i-fii- piJUfli* of tfi"'..l"tioriship be-tween cultrire.and morals,. which
6-ii"6" io the fore the inadequaiy of its settlement, the distinctive and

l6

sometimes diametrically opposite significanCe in various social condi-
tions. The revolutionary changes enforced in the interests of social
equality and free national development today serve as the basis for a
steadily closer integration between cultural achievements and lofty
moral standards. On the other hand, attempts to preserve and
perpetuate the outworn forms of social life founded on the exploita-
tion and suppression of so-called lower classes and nations result in
the use of the latest scientific and technological achievements for
anti-humane, immoral and criminal purposes, to the detriment of the
majority of mankind.

antagonisms, only in the process of a socialist and communist
reorganisation of all spheres of man's activity. In outlining the tasks
of the Soviet youth Lenin linked up the promotion of public education
and culture with the inculcation of communist morality and a
conscious attitude to rabour for the common weal.

Noting this organic link between cultural, moral and socio-political
development under socialism, Leonid Brezhnev said: "During the
years of Soviet power there has been an immeasurable enrichment of
the people's spiritual life and rise of their cultural level and political
consciousness. The entire course of our history, following the October
Revolution, has shown the lofty moral and political qualities that have
been shaped in Soviet people, and the immortal deeds the Soviet
citizen, the free, conscious toiler, patriot and internationalist is
capable of accomplishing. This is one of the most invaluable achieve.-
ments of socialism."l

The contraposing of morals and culture, so widespread in present-
day bourgeois philosophy, reflects the situation under state-monopoly
capitalism with its technocratic and bureaucratic organisation of the
economy and social life. In this situation man's attitude to the world
and other people and the very method of his inclusion in social life
differ substantially from the classical model of culture with its
guideline towards the practical and spiritual independence of the
individual consciously making history.

The philosophers of the Enlightenment believed that far from
being inconsonant with the basic attributes of the personality-intelli-
gence, freedom and aspiration ior happiness-iocial life and the
culture developing in its bosom were the indispensable prerequisites
for the realisation of these attributes: man was intelligent. free and

| "The Fiftieth Anniversary Union of Soviet Socialist Republics". Ner Tintes.

t7
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asanl
piacticat sciente 

- 
whlose- purpole. was .to substantiate defi

According to this view, modern civilisation (with its accent on

foundation of the in the ideological superstructure oftoundatron oI the contradlctlons rn tne loeologlcil supersrrucrure or
bourgeois society. Engels convincingly proved that in capitalist society
alongside bourgeois morals there are proletanan morals that represent

l8

internilly integral,-intelligent being' They regarded^ethics as a
el science whose DurDose was to substantlate detlnlte moral

iiiwi ttrat helped man to soive the ethical problems encountered by

system.
According to this view, modern civilisatioq (w!!h its accent on

scientific anii technological progress and the allegedly resulting stan'
dardisation of the whole of spiritual life) stringently regulates man'slife) stringently regulates man'

lv in the snhere of his social
dardisation of the whole of spifltual life) strmgently regulates man's
behaviour and consciousness not onlv in the sphere of his social,
mandatory relations, but also in the sphere ot hrs rntrmate, emotronal
experiences and moods. This interpretation turns man into a being
devoid of individuality, and society into a "crowd", a "mass", into a
mechanical association of individuals, who hardly differ from each
other, as any other standardised product, and who rest content with a
set of ready-made ideological stereotypes and models of behaviour
and consciousness.

The emrnatlon
through form the
principal so to say'culturil industrial

Marxism resards the antasonism between class interests as the
foundation oi the contradicfions in the ideological superstructure of

ed ethics as a

the interests of the future. A similar situatron exists in culture. Lenin
analysed this situation and his basic conclusion was that "there are
two national cultures in every national culture."2

Developing this conclusion, Lenin wrote: "The elemenfs of demo-
cratic and socialist
every national cul
exploited masses,
democratic and so

Et-I"-l d_raws a picture of modern society characterised by a
horrifying lack of humanity and a destructive influence on man.'He
warns peopl,e of the "threat the technological world poses to man's
personal and spiritual life."a

2 V. I. Lenin, Collected Works, Moscow, Vol. 2O, p. 32.
3 Ibid., p. zl.
4 J""qr". Ellul, The Technological Society, New York, 1965, p. XXX.
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As a result of this disregard of the qualitatively different social
conditions under which culture develops the cultural and historical
situation in present-day bourgeois society becomes the object of
moralising, abstract philosophical criticism appealing to eternal human
values and to a culture lying in the depths of the human soul and
defying rational understanding. The solution to the problem is seen
not in a radical remaking of the existing situation and the removal of
the causes giving rise to that situation but in an operation on the mind
that would release man from the grip of utilitarian technological
schemes and from the domination of depersonalised forces. In the
final analysis, the only recognised way out of the situation proves to
be not an advance to new forms of social organisation but the
rejection of scientific and technological progress, of everything linked
with the existence and development of science. Thus science and not
capitalist reality with its i and antagonisms
becomes the main target o ine of "criticising
science" and scientific con its origin in the
clerical and reactionary romantic schools of the lSth-lgth century,
underlies the irrationalistic conceptions of culture in modern bourgeois
philosophy. This sort of anti-intellectualism reduces the problem of
culture to a pessimistic criticism of civilisation, to which allt the
ailments of the capitalist system are attributed.

By and large, some bourgeois scholars go so far as to set culture
off against civilisation. They see civilisation as a mechanical associa-
tion of people, and interpret culture as an area of organic fellowship,
as an intimately spiritual attitude of people to one another and to their
environment. From this angle culture is something that is inalienable
from man, something that has always been intrinsic to him and
embraces the world of his inmost experiences and emotions, his
innermost "senses". This contraposing of civilisation and culture
thereby conceals the incompatibility of the human essence with social
reality, the conflict between the individual and society.

Modern bourgeois philosophy asserts that rnan becomes a moral
being, only by social links imposed upon
him by society ial sphgre of being, where
man loses his of individuality, the only
sphere where s reflected notably in the

For example, in the view of the proponents of intuitive ethics (G.
E. Moore, Ch. D. Broad, A. A. Ewing, B. Blanshard and E. W. Hall)
moral conviction is the exclusively personal, "intimate" property of
the individual. Moral values are absolute, self-contained and exist
regardless of the structure of the external world, history and the
destiny of different societies.

An extremely contradictory and inconsistent solution to the prob-

20
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"that onIY tactics which reach
are effective".5 He believes that

has ceased to PlaY the role of a

,"i#lil# 
uJf:'?|" ,;il$'f li 

" ffi 3s:
tive forces inevitably leads not to the advancEment of culture and

morals but to their destruction.
But this view ignores the fac

make-up depends not ollY on- t
forces but also on whether this
sciously directed bY the PeoPle.
spontaneously, if it is not direct
desert.'

the

the
the

social reality. By co
system, an individual
so on. Each of these
iii."i"o oii-itser. Bv culture is meant a definite sy-stem of-beliefs,
cenerallv accepted behaviour, standards and models of that behavlout,
inorals ind certain social institutions.-- Th; 

"i,a"rtyirg 
idea of this conception is that in order to under-

.t"ra"""d-iipiairithe culture of a loial community (particularly, its
sei of moral'views), there is nerther the possibUrty nor the need for
discussing jt from the standpoint ot some general hi-storical perspeg-
tive. If tfiese communities ari at all interconnected, this connection is

culture it is enough to
es. The student of such
notions about the laws

history, and so on, which can o
that culture. He must give a Pur
sees. The moral code and culture

the basis of how that
From this standpoint there is no sense in giving a
assessment of which moral code is better. more de-

re progressive and so forth.

I C.h. A. R.idL lfr Gt{,,tbrg of Amcica, New York, 1970' p. 319.

'Scc tid., p. 19.
7 Soc K. M.il ad F. Bqpls, Wor*s, Vol. 32, p. 45 (in Russian)'
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trary, as an area of man's "existentialist freedom" that is not bound
by social relations, by .external regulation. Properly speaking, this
constant wavering between the extremes of scientistic and irrational

problem of culture and, with it, a theoretically true understanding of
the obtaining culturai situation presuppose going beyond not only the
bounds of bourgeois consciousness bui also-the-bounds of the liilited
cullural-histor.ical practice to which bourgeois thought constantly
appeals.

Some theorists and ideologists link such a solution with the at-
tempts at implementing Christian humanisnn, Christian ethics. Christ-
ian theologists contend that morals are the soul of culture and that the
principles of Christianity form the foundation of morals.

impossible and unne social reality, to achieve social
progress. In-neo-Pro 4 existentialist ethics, a dividing
Iine runs between "t and culture with the result thai

Views e relationship betWeen
ethics and Schweitzer, 

-one of the
most emin In his principal work,
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zer's ethics suffers from the same vice as the ethics of Christianity as

a whole: it is abstract and incapable of pinpointing the social forces
that can put an end to the amoralism of bourgeois culture not only in

problem of linking up morals and culture.

24

^ wh.ile they- regard capitalism as an historicaily indispensable phase
of social development, the classics of Marxism have shbwn ihat irnder

of culture is given a contradictory,
sion, and culture itself becornes an
rity is ruled by a minority. In other
real values in capitalism's contribution

these varues are created and 
om the socially limited forms in which

Marxist asseSsment of the bou
development of material and spi
human culture, is well known.
impact of capital", which "surmou

development, manifests itself solely as a tendency, whose realisation
encounters insuperable obstacles raised by capital's very nature.
Capitalism alienates labour and culture, turning^them into'universal
means of .man's p.hvsical and spiritual enslavernent. "since capital isthe opposite of the worker, the advancement of civirisation only

ital over labour."ro

formation of forces that are alien
forces of oppression and destru

anti-humane and this, properly
oblem of culture and morali"

man seems to become enslaved to
Even the pure light of science seems I

background.of .ignorance. All our invention and progress seem to
resu-lt in end.owing material forces with intellectual liie, "una in stuttty-
lng human lite into a material fo cc."rl

while -developing science, technology, education and even art in a
socially alienated form, capitalism gives this development a iharacter
that negates and suppresses in man-the quarities of in acilve, ,,oraiiy
8 K. Marx and F. Engels, Works, Vol.46, part l, p 387 (in Russian)e^V. I. Lenin, Collectid Works, Vol. 25, pp.
r0 K. Marx and F. Engels . Works. Vol. ab,
f f K. Marx and F. Engels, Selected Works,

429-421.
Part l, p. 261 (in Russian)
Mtiscow, 1969, Vol. I, p. -500.
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i;ffi;h-;"vlion*""i "xp..sses 
the social fragmentation of human

standards.

resoonsible and spiritually rich being, who in the act of free historical
;;ffi;ily'd;;ilfi"j-;i onlv -the-heans but also the aims of his

""i1"*itY.'I" 
.tfr"i *orO., capiialism.denies 1o p?+ recognitio_n-,",1_hl:

common ultimate goals, take an active and conscious part in social
labour.

A relativist u tural values is frequent_
Iy attributed to it has adopted a'class
approach to its The critics ^of 

Marxism
contend that a class interpletatipn inevitably leads to the conclusion
that the morals of anv social subjeet are only relative. since Marxisrn

tfi ;;il";q;;;a-;"il;-bpri'posetq.l+11"1:1^\i.:t^::v^l'1,.-q*5t^'i
;i;fi;ilr-l*il;ibt, for man'to control 

-the proq-ucts.of. civilisation

"ilr-tia'uv 
il;,49 " 

moral being lyd*!g:ll:moral being luded. trom the
iiial creati-v rs science and
r them as in of 'culture that

process 5f real hislorical creativ';;ffi; 
"ou"i"iposing 

them as in .-. oI cu.lture that
il;A a;ift"d far ^apartf This incompati6ility of *sEientifiq'1 uld "rnoral"had drifted far apart. ThiS tncompatlblllty oI --Sclenlrlrs anq Inurar

;tG;ii;i; i[is 
-donituaictory 

natirre of tire value and-oli:" qptl:::l

this spells an epocha! c-hange ot the very form of socie,ly's social
I nrrtrrrrqt nr^orecq itri"".i.;sins socid.l advance under privateprivateand culturai progriss. Chiracterising

ivilisation begins,

ical develop--- --S-oiiatiJ* 
ushers in a qualitatively new form of historical develop-

."rrt, it which ttt" Uro"O--rnuiies, united bv common interests and

!2 K. M"rx, Thc fuvcrty o! Phibsophy, Moscow, 1955, p. 68.
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luded from the

property relations, Marx wrote: "The-very mornent clvrhsatron Degrns'
'-'^'..1',.ri^. heoins to he founded on the antagonism 9f :1d",11^:-:_tu1?1-accumulated labour and

ss. This is the law that
Till now the Productive

of this system of class

antagomsms."''
Socialism ushers in a

t3 K. M".x, Copital, Moscow. 1968, Vol.4, part 2, p. llg
n



they argue, links rnolals with class and party interests'.it denies the

"*iit..J" 
of an objective criterion for comparing various sets of

28

proach to morals, Marxism does not recognise the existence of singlemoral _recipes or moral formulas suitabre f6r ail "pr.ti-r.o Jonditions
and. giving the key ro the sorution of ail soiio;"rir,'.rr ;;i spirituarproblems.

many theories put forward in opposition to Marxism,views known as "ethicar sociarisml' which hai becomead. 'Ihis.system was onb of the forms in *ti.t oppo.-
ni1'ested in the working_class movement. Eduard Bbins_tein set socialism as :rn ethical

cal necessity springing from the
ism. The ideas of "ethical soc
school of neo-Kantians, was also
represented neo-Kantianism in the
proponents of "ethical socialism" in effect rejected socialism as a realsocial .system, regarding it as an abstract ethical oesire ;no an unat_tainable dream. Insteacl of demanding- society', ;;;g;;i.atlon Uy

terms of lasting ethical values and oi

of Marxism use the theories of ..ethi_

tradicti on e x i st s bet wee n the t 3iSLT,Tt# 1tr J" ;:'."-',,ru"'l1l*'"'#monopoly capitalist rure. Accordingry, the champions-oi'-..ettr;.ur
social pedagogics" as the means of

of socialist ideals,
all classes. They

ction of socialism

sociatism- is regarded sole|y 
", ", .'^"#3fi 

"',1, 
1"t?H[,1"'il"IT:"ff:liil

unattainable moral ideal. -

tion the principles of ..ethical
ications. In the substantiation
ding its prominence more and
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nary torces against Lhe .c.ha*p.1ons of P-t^9qf^tt^f':l^.[::$""T:h/ild"ri:?;ffi ,h; id;;-tiTti" ;"*dpti5"s of "ethical socialism"'
rxism- needless to suv, tully .ecogoises the immen-se significancefrf"#i.*", ;-J;&";3 t. ."v, t.tty.recognises the immen-se significance

of the moral factot.- of'tir"-unti-impErialist st 1l:oi-iii" niotal factors of 
-the 

anti-imperialist st tne

tr]rffi."i,f-p."pi"-fiettiilg toq tt9 triumph and the

iI""t. "t *ientitic solialiim. Lenin spoke of th nce;;?;tf*, Lenin spokr: of th nce
; -i;""." ^f theiimornl strensth and oI tne mOfalideals of sc

;"itil,H;ili;;;;d";i;;il; of th";i-oral strensth ano or tne moral

and political prestiEe of the worki
liberition struggle. This is borne
world liberati
practical wor
the Marxistsallg Ivrqr^rr!s

onlvwhentheyexpresstheactualrnt€restsoltnec|aSSwllurrrLIIS
I".iaiti.".- of-lit" c-ompel to act in a definite direction'conditions of c-ompel to act in a definite direction'

{< * ,1.
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fl3d"y:,l"11^1r1ll"^l!*:tl"e conditions or socrar life gave rise to, in acertain sense, the simllest, etemeniaiy fii;;i'ilp?;#'";#A;ii:of hurnanity, standardi of 
'-"iri* --of hurnanity,' standardi 

"f';;;;i;:"e, 
uur uruDr uuPt'rrarrt slanqaros

,,.-T._*.:-_gl:r_"-l-rTy-rule.s of social life, repeated and recorded over

or [urnanlty, standards of morals.
., These elementary rules of socii
tne centufles, were, Lenin oointerpointed out, on6 of the t"V .i"-.nti'oi
:?:'i1,,:":1TI'i""1':?:yl.:{^'tL"-.ilT{i..,;;ii#'";t":;:i"",;:g*l"e,j: 

".,,?ld^., P 1.9 .,,-yti," w e," il ;. i"u; T ;;;' #'i"ilY,"'lT,ioud,ili:_l, 
^*il!out a speciat appaiatus Bi'iornputstor,.

Y:,.'"1,?,_r"r',**"t".*1l':*:I,jd;".t";;;;T;;i;;i;rstothesphere
vrorais spflng rrom. society's deveropment ind berong to the sphere

flf":*:llt l_f.:-[1?^hrlt,rhereiore, not 
"'on""rn 

oursetves with the herd
H:l1:rr of animals, wtriirr ;;;; il"lJ^ p."r"nt as the 

"_b.;":";?morals.

XrTl:,_q::j^:p^h1T,of trTu.n retations- and they comprise stan_

$::f.1,;':?#l'"TiT'-i:*f:,t,:1,i{,#t"*:;';;;'k'#:"i'T;
.:,"^"_,,1y;t1.li=re_r,:l,m3nf rbm"li,iq,;t._;rd';;;hil';#;l,^ff '.H;#
1. *d:.Illi:, :: 11g*i:p,9 9. Ji, l.'tr,;'}; ;;; ; #r ;:;; ;i "":l',3,1;
:j,-T:::li1l:.r1T:lyr lh" 'A;d;;A;,'pri""rii".';;'f';;r;:".'ii,'r,u*",relations that most fully andrcra,ons tnar most tury and profoundry express man,s spiiiric Js_s€nce, as a. creative, active being. This ilso answers the ouestinn afalso answers the question Of
iL"- :bi: :,ilg,glit ",q. 

or m o ia rit ! ";e 
;;rd": ;il;il iii "ohiJ.' 

" 
o noi _

113'i:;"'h,i,*Hli""::,'1** ::lo. ;o,;i-"u-fi;;';;"';#:'"11,1'#i.,'?Xfii,
*".?,t:r"T3'j:,.:,e,::lt';;a;";;;;;;ffi ;d;i':'#H"iiihffi :i*flment of the individual.

Pj,..:I.:-i:?l_"-T] o,f these..moral standards, which are sometimes
::11""1., f 1t*"^ ll]If * --^ -^i,.-l' I^-*i :' T;'",; ae 

w ure-rr ar'i s u ureume sur.rprv rowD lCe.,, de Ofsociety's historical ;--i^*:*"rr-i"r,'ti"v';;;':il lrrtli,j 
,11nate element in bot ^r rh-

society's historical ;--i^*: oI*"rr-i"r,'ti"v';;;':il lrrtli,j 
,11nate element in botnale element In bot ^fslave-owner and the stave'a-;fl.l;; ,;:slave differ from the,,ethici;;-LJ-t[i-.Jtrtior.

P:^y--,JI-ltg,il".d";dii,;';n.oi,i"#",';J,"Jr1,lT[,'iit,?il j
worker. rii; ,e"1il;;;;-,,iil,iil".iii,'i'I.,lY#1.'1"^:1P.::"1'i1 ll_q,th:
is mns? frrll., -is most fullv a
of working-pe
system, in the
flra -:^L+- ^-l*:J,flT."3ll;.;::"fl:-, ^rl: 

,n1,_u_,gr,ur. tsy hnd large, _the develop_
Hil,r, ", 

sociery has been uc"o-puri"i" ty ffiil" #' i.r" i#".;f; Jr"J"8;morals.
The workin-g class is.the first.class in history that by virtue of itsective condition is interestea in 

-tire -"n-"riir"" -^i'"ri"i.I]ii 
^"

objective couu,rrL;r.rvc conql,on rs- lnterested in the aboriiion of 
-all 

forms ofexploitation of man uy man. 
-it.--ot""- 

Iibe;;i;; ii"J,.,,T"'.. ,u-own liberation presupposes thJ
llb:'l*l ,oi:9:i:,v .,; ; ;ili; ,-;;iil;' "i;"':'fi',:L.I:'::ff"'ilT *lif;the basic _interests "f "ti ;;;{il#;";i":

3,::J:_q:"."?:rgr1._!g{Jif ;l"-.i.;;s-is, needless to say, not aninborn quality. It is mould;d;rA-;irrr',rn qualrry' lr rs mourded and strengthened in the "or.ll of thestrugsle against the exproiting. 
"rui.".. ilat is wiiv ii; ;;;t.;.nts ofEerbert Marcuse and ihe roEiotoriJ. .r-t'it" srhnnt in +L- orr^^+ rr^.

scruE6re .Ba,ru*rr exprolung crasses. 'l'hat is why the statements ofHerbert Marcuse and- the *Eiol"giri; oi't i. schoor to the effect thatthe working class of ttre 
-i"du.iii"i'"i'rrlirr;", 

cnrrnrriao ,.^. r^^+ :.^rne worKrng class of- the_ industrial capitalist countrieJ- has-'iost itsrevoluqionary potential and is i"iisi"fi"I*irt rf" cqniralio+ a,a+-- ^_^i1-rltegrating.with the capitalist .y.ti^ 
"r.*lli?ph ll -gjlf :l:^, t "e11 

qt.i 
".: G 

-Z 

dl J" #,eei5 Ti' ",'# ii,"Jli.#:unfolds unevenly, but it witi tririt"irv;;;i;;:Ti; ;;;fi"xi,IffI:
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utionary scope' The class,struggle
victorY of the working class' for

ral criteria of
states; it onlY
r, that aPPeals
of solving all

loiting rule, are turned ,bY- co
relati6ns between individuals a

tv embraces the fundamental g

evolved bY the masses in the
against social oPPression and

ra V. I. Lenin, Collected Works, Yol. 3l' p. 294.
15 See ibid., Vol. 4, p" 236.
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Thke, for instance, such a_qr.restion as the struggle for peace, the
struggle to rule out war and violence from the-irlationi between

f6 K. M"rx and F. Engels , Selected. Works, Vol. II, p. lg.
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c.au$e it is it can

iiJanse itse rtgg-P-!

of the com CPSU
Lionid Bre soviet
man, his cornmunist morals and
and uncompromising struggle wi
morais cannot triumPh without
antitheses such as moneY-grubbing
anonymous letters, drunkenness anc
*" i'utt survivals of the past in the actions of pe-ople is a
*"tt"r that rJquires co-nstant atte he Party and all ttre
conscious, advanced forces of rur---;ih; 

divelopment of cial out the truth that the
consiilriress ^of people , their moral vigrys, changes with a

;h;;i;in-ro"l"i-ti?". "nuf and success of this change depend
on the level of moral ed

Progress
principles in
moral factor
trative r
Patty su
by chize on and developrnent of the basic
rules of

In I of ttle moral code are, at the
same t education, literature and art and all
forrns principles determine the attitude of
people to labour and to material Sulturi as cornmon property. The
organic fusio-The more on the one
hand, and th ois societY,
on ttre other, the Marxist
understanding of culture and morals as being socio-historically predi-

a, as well to a new
of socio-ee historical
The inner which on

the basis of mankind's moral pr

progress. For that reason cultural
gauged by how culture facilitates
developmLnt of the individual as the proponent, consurner and creator
of culture.

A state of societv where the hichest value-hurnan life-is
threatened cannot fit 

-into this criteri-on- This threat is constantly
-e-nlendered by the systenr of brutal exploitation of man by man, by
the cult of violence'over the individual, by destructive wars.

r7 24th Congrcss oJ the CPStl, 1971, Moscow, 1971, pp. 101-102.
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It See K. Marx and F. Engels, Works, Vol. l, p.65 (in Russian).
-3' 
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19 '-1'5" Fifticth Annivereary of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics", p' t0'
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in our forebears' way of life, -the choice depending. on what the

;f.;;;;;;;lA-*irro tL, ti.".]"i fiom human soiiety into nature, into

the 
-ivolution of the organic world'

'K. M;rd F. Engels, Selected Wor&s, Moscow, 1970. VoI.3,.p.444.
' K. Marx and F. Engels, Works, Vol. 12, p. 713 (in Russian).
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I K. Mar* and F. Engels, The German ldeology, Moscow, 1968, pp' 62'63'
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moral demands are identified with eternal truths in the realm of

the like. Ref'erence is made to the appropriate pages in Engels's

Engels the context
of icie ed out that,
in this t of eternal
truths and organic

;#,' |;' ll, 3x. :T.:'. HT,i?'l;:

being an object of cog ' for instanc";dtH*,H'll,1.x

samd reasoning, that nal function! It is
unscientific to identify which is one of its
elements. It is also said r than the scientific,
since they combine the descriptive function with that of normative

intention o.f revealing the actual link between knowledge and lnorality
leads up to an exaggeration of the educational role of morality.

In the masses' moral consciousiless which brauded certain social
systems as unjust, Marx and Engels saw a symptom of the impending
replacement of outmoded systems by new ones, a growth of the
consciousness of the oppressed class, and a correct appraisal of a
given social system from the positions of that class.a That appraisal

one's own products
of its existence as

is a product of the

r?"'1",f;*'[?"fi
4t



could a the outcorne
of the spontaneous
empiric emendous: it
possess is correct in
the world historic sense. However, such cognition does rrot, of

The morality of the ruling exploiter classes-at least when the
conditions have matured for the old society to yield place to the
new-operates as a force spearheaded bgainst anything that can lead
up to a negation of the system in question, its foundations and

development of cognition and practice.
Society's moral progress owed much to these philosophical and'

social doctrines, which, of course, developed in certain historical
co ideas of struggle for'the accomplishment
of morals appeared and personal relitinns
be r the influence of such ideas and on the

framework of certain general categories of theoretical (philosophical)

42 43

tho instance, those
of ce, the content
of to nation, and
fro the context of

above cl of them becomes
possible lY gY.t999e class-antagoni al life."E In other
word's, rns into a single
association of all mankind.

The existence of the socialist systern has brought out in -strong
relief the radical differences betwe6n the morality of those who are

7 V. I. Lenin, Collected Works, Moscow; Vol.-31. p. 294.
8 F. Engels, Anti-Dilhing, Moscow, 1969, p. lij.



people. many instances of
clashes 'principle" of profit
(as well d the like). Irrsuch
chashes etreated in the face

morality-has high appreciation for all and any manifestations, in
society and its history, of moral sentiments, views and relations that

Marx discerned an actual embodiment of man's fraternity, that is to
say, a precursor of mankind's future morality.

Writings and discussions on ethics have, in recent years, devoted a
good deal of attention to the rules of nnankind's social behaviour,
which date back rnany centuries. These rules have come to be called
norms of morality specific to all mankind. This is true in the sense
that any human community stands in need of such rules, first and

have, in large measure, Iost their significance outside of a given

community. Thus, what was 
-forbidden within the tribe was permissi-

ble towards strangers; what was suited to the masters did not extend
towards slaves; a correct observance of the rules of behaviour within

, under th
dividualist,
s of comm
that their

struggle for d implementation,
between indi between nations,
the growth a he forces of sociali

e F. Engels, Anti-Diihring, Moscow, l%9, p. 336.
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the Party organisations." to'^'-I[ii it" 6-uty of all Marxists working on problems of ethics to help
in the accomplishment of that task.

*,k*

rnunism.
Of late considerable attention has been devoted, in writings on

ethics, to an elabofation of the structure of moral consciousness,
ieCard"d from the angle of form, and irrespective of its concretely

to 24th Congress o! the CPSU, 1971, Moscow, 1911, p. 228.
tr We micht cite, as an examDle of such research, the book by Franz Loeser, Deontik'
Plonung ind Leitung der moialischen Entwicklung. Berlin' 1966.
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aspect that takes its effect in the form."'o Ail this is, in our opinion,
very true.

Does not the problem of the link betwer:n theory and practice in
the field of ethics boil down to the establishmerrt of the general
correlation between the cognitive aspect and that of normative ap-
praisal, betweerr "is" and "ought"? The author of the book has
restricted her work to this aspect of the link. This restriction of the
tasks set in this investigation cannot be objected to, for that is within
the author's province, but the problem of the link between research
into ethics, and practice is, in fact, more complex and many-sided. As
we have already pointed out, it is very important for socialist society
to have in view the study of the experience gained in moulding the
new type of citizen during the construction of a new society, his
communist education, the elimination of petty-bourgeois mores, the
ascertainment of the conditions in which these mores (and the corres-
ponding psychology) may reappear, and how they can be eliminated.
The study of our society's experience in moulding that new type of
citizen-this being mankind's- moral experience-also presupposes
the application of the most up-to-date methods of empirical and
logico-mathernatical research, and the use of data from a number of
sciences studying man (social anthropology, psychology, linguistics,
etc.); that study, however, should be firml.y grounded in the ge4eral
methodology of Marxisrn-Leninism and its'most irnportant demands,
which have been enumerated in this article.

While ernphasising the tremendous significance of ideologicai work
in educating the masses and in shaping communist morality the CPSU
at the sarne time has pointed out that the "moral and political qualities
of Soviet people are being shaped by the entire socialist character of
our life, the entire course of matters in society"rT; it demands that
Party cadres should devote attention lo the educative results of their
activities and their decisions. All these propositions provide a vast
field for the study of actual processes in the development of morality,
and for the posing of and a discussion on really urgent rnoral prob-
lems.'We are referring to the ascertainrnent of the role of the objec-
tive and the subjective factors in the development of moral conscious-
ness, the blending of the demands presented by the collective and by
individuai's conscience, and so on.

Of course, the posing, discussing, and study of rnoral problems
cannot take place after the advice given by one of the characters in
Thomas Mann's rlovel The Magic Mountain, a man who dreamt of the
future brotherhood of the peoples and wanted to begin by using
science to describe and ciassify mankind's tribulations, discover the
causes of those tribulations and then to remove those causes with the
aid of the selfsame science. The study of the moral problems of, our
society can be fruitful when it is.conducted from the positions of an
active practical struggle for the future, for communism, and for the
moulding of a new type of citizen, new relations and habits.

16 M. Mrkui, The Dialectics of Mnral Censciorsness, Budapest, 1972, pp. 130-l3lt7 Materials of the 24th CPSTJ Congre.rs, Moscow, 1971, p. g3 (in Russian).
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IvIan and the Moral Principles of Scientific
Progress

THE FORMATION OF MORALITY IN THE
PROCESS OF PERCEIVING T'RUTFI

srnce ancient times, people have searched for an answer to the
question "What is truth?" tha
as the "philosoPher's stone"
such an answer should reveal
to find in it a supreme moral cont
al's most genera[ positions before men and God"- Th;.u"i" qrr"ttion-"What is truth?"--constantly stands, al-

ttrough on a ditferent plane, rre science, for truth is the rnain

oUji;tlrr" and the basic- resul research and discovery.
How does its moral content '!

When an idea is perceived as sorne group of people, it
becomes an element uniting thern. s tigh its assertion, personal
opinion is expressed as gr
given truth is not a valid o
unexposed delusion; and al
tional" truth, a "rnaxim of
basis of scientific arguments. Bec
be regarded as potentiallY
Essentially, this applies to al
actions and judgements of
those that are far removed from i
struggle for the tr-iumph of

"upit't" 
of becoming a group as definite moral motivations.

The nat.re of the-l.tiLr de rvhat type of truth is being
asserted and defended and what r all this is played by faith and
doutrt.

If a ..truth" is based on dogrnas of faith, then fraud and decep-tion,
to the extent that they strengthen faith in the authenticity of the
asserted ..tmth", do noi destroy the foundations of this faith, but, on

the contrary, support them. For science, however, it is not enoug{t
that a truth-be pirceived as such; .t must also be tested and confirmed
through practicie zrncl through intersecting theoretical Constructs. Relig-
ion aid iverything that grivitates towards it persecutes and punishes
doubters. Sbiencl rej&ts doubtful truths and through doubt
stringthens itself as it iinds solutions that are more correct. It is in
this ihat the great moral power of science is manifested, the power,
that can free inan from t6e fetters of ignorance, raise him up against
if.,i goOr and elernents, give hirn strength in the consciousness of his
own- might, and turn h---is thoughts not to serving gods and their
deputies on earth, but to serving people.
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Laws of nature an
about morality. But tet
running into moral qu
meate all life situations
a-ny of its forms has definite moral consequences (more direct, as in
the case when ideas in the sptiere of the social sciences are realised,
or more devious, as in the case when the constructs of natural science
are realised).

MORAL ASPECTS OF KNOWLEDGE

Morality is a social phenomenon. Therefore, a man,s overall moral

structur€ corresponds with the idea of faith, even falsehood is per-
ceived by believers as truth.An conviction is fired by knowledge. Incontras not locked up within itself.-It isendless correspond to reality, conviction isreplace ased on blind faith sooner or iater
collapses, tog h
reali(y or the c
knowledge is d
logical contro o
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what is rational.

MORALITY AND THE CULTURE OF ROBOTS

ff s such, in its "pure"'form, abstracted from itshuman nce and morality will turn oui to tt 
"rtyqotenti in this sense wiil possess mutual indeperi-dence. endence can also be preservbd in action, but
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. equipment.

This might seem to indicate that in principle science can break
away not only from man but from human society,.and.hence be
examined all by itself. Let us follow this train of thought. People
create a human society and sctence, and with the help of sc.ience atrd
social labour create robots and their complexes; the robots--with the

o the "social labour" of

,#:Y ;"ili.""r':""o.lfliJ;
into ho discover scien-

tific truths and produce ... robots.
In this line of reasoning-along which not only science-fiction

writers, but many working scientists, have passed in one way or
another, and which contains an endless tangle of arguments-there is
one detail that has a direct relation to the problem of science and

mind, a machine, once it has worked out a truth, may not produce any
action for man at all, or, by virtue of the possibilities for freedom of
act the ma
tha , or dis
an Howev
the ave an
defines only conscious relations betrveen people. It is another rnatter
if the "immoral" actions of a machine are controlled or programmed in
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being served but because his own biological possibilities are limited.
Although the "double" is only a helper in complex matters, an "asces-
sory" to the living brain, it can also compete in many spheres of
human activity which are accessible, habitual and dear to people as
purely human.

Having opened the door to the world of human "doubles", science

FREEDOM AND THE LIMITATION OF SCIENCE

The world of true science is a world of free human thought. But
however paradoxical it may be, the human purpose of science, con-

nected as it is with the social aspects of using its resutrts, introduces
certain limitations to this freedom.

Modern sc tremendous power of.rnoral influence.
The moral pr today is so great that even the obs-
curantists aie that they, toci, base themselves on

historical arena. Meanwhile, the militant know-nothing Philistine has
already found the formula for salvation: Get rid of the physicists, then
we can live in peace.

That a scienfific achievement can be used not only for the benefit
of society but also to its detriment is something that men have long
known. But now it has become especially clear that science can not

controlling its development_-freedom of scientific
of scientific thought. This is the primary nioral p
existence and progress of science. Are we faced w
here?

The freedom to think about anything he likes is guaranteed to man

research.'The responsibility of science for the reality of truth demanos
freedom of research and of exchange of opinions' trn this sense,
equally harmful to science are those limitations
reality of truth that are made (a) from the positi
faith, as, for example, in the notorious Scopes



with the help of the civil court an attempt rvas made to try Darwinism,
having charged this teaching with insulting man's dignity, and (b) from
positions of vulgar and dogrnatised philosophy, as for example, when
the Chinese theorists of the "cultural revolution" regard the whole of
rn'orld culture as unneeded rubbish. The struggle against these kinds of
limitation is a struggle for high morality, and the place of the scientisi
in this struggle largely deterrnines his moral positions.

However, the question of free scientific thought is not restricted to
freedom in the search for the truth. It is an incomparably wider and
deeper question. The freedom of the scientist to search for and
discuss truth is not identical in its moral content to his freedom in
choosing the goal of investigation. Vy'hen it comes to pointing out the
main difficulty, it lies precisely in the choice of goal .

There are an unlimited number of subjects for research, but the
possibrlities of research are limited.'You cannot vzork on everything.
Sorne specific goal has to be selected.

This, then, is exactly where we find the watershed between free-
dorn in the choice of a subject for meditation and freedom in the
choice of a subject for scientific investigation. One can think about
anything whatever. But research requires certain definite conditions
and means. The smaller the moral and social component in the
scientific truths receivecl and the greater the role of direct "thinking"
in the process of their being received, tlten the more there is in
common between the two freedoms-the freedorn to choose a subject
for thinking and the freedom to choose a subject for screntific inves-
tigation. Ftrr the pure mathematician, say, the answer to the question
of whether or not to work on a given theorem depends above all on
him, on his own intel'ests and abilities. But this holds true only so long
as he uses only paper and books. Ilowever, when his work involves
the use of a cornputer, then the question arises as to the advisability
of allocating machine time for his particuiar goal. And if work on
certain mathematical problems requires the joint effort of a Iarge team
of researchers and the involvement in this process of powerful pro-
ductive forces to supply the machine part of the work, then the
selection of the subject for research is no longer determined by the
"free will" of sorne one scientist who had decided to tackle the given
problern because it seemed to him to be challenging.

I-imitation in the selection of the subject and cou-rse of scientific
irrvestigation is found to an even greater extent in the concrete
sciences, where personal choice may be completely excluded and the
scientist, subordinating his choice to social irnperatives, may give
priority to work on a theme that is of urgent importance to society
and its needs. This also creates certain moral limitations in research,
and demands that the scientist resolve, for himself, a number of
ethical and rnoral problems connected with defining the objectives of
his research. Some of these are more or less simple, as, for exarnple,
problems connected with the limitations on manifesting one's "I" in
the field of one's personal interest. Others, however, are complex and
sometimes even tragic. People who run into problems of this kind
more frequently than others are medical researchers, and also phvsi-

cists and biologists who'work on projects that can bring individuals
and society as a rrzhole great good or just as great evil.

Declicatjon to the search for truth with the aim of bringing peopie
good, while defining the moral foundations of scientific inquiry-this
is v;hat lencis moral prestige to science and sciontists. The latter are
frequerrtly endowed rvith such prestige in advance, as it were, just by
virtue of their working in science, for it'is assumed that they are doing
so in the public interest.

In this connection, the scierrtist sometimes has had to cope with
the difficult problem of whether he has the moral right to carry on a
given piece of scientific research. An example of this were the doubts
and anxieties that many Western physicists experienced in connection
with their work on the development of the atom bomb during the
Second Worid War. Knowing what their discovery could lead to if
such a weapon ended up in fascist hands, some scientists refused to
elaborate the corresponding. physical problems, while others actively
involved thernselves in this elaboration, for they were on the other
side of the front, in the carnp of struggle against fascism. Both were
,moved by feelings of high rnoral responsibility for the destiny of
mankind. Yet, although as a result of the moral position taken by
scientists the bomb was created in the countries of the anti-fascist
coaiition, it was not at all used for the anti-fascist struggle as was
contemplated. This was the cause of profound mental anguish for
rrrany atomic scientists, the great humanist Einstein, in particular, who
at a crucial rnoment gave his prestigious support to the decision to
start work on the atom l-.omb as being feasible from the point of view
of physics. As for the scientists of the socialist countries, the use of
the atom b,omb by reactionary forces for the purpose of jeopardising
peace .made their work on creating the atom bomb a humane task,
since it helped to strengthen the military might of the peaceloving
socialist carnp, and that meant also reducing th'e threat to peace and
checking the forces capable of unleashing a nuclear war.

If we were to speak of freedom of research in the name of science
as such, that is, outside of its dependence on the social conditions
under which it develops, then we could say that any realistic goal
having scientific intereit is worthy of efforts to achieve it. Moreover,
any s mage to the
dev of a probing
cha f t<nowledge.
Fro as atomic or
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nuclear explosions, or the control of the pathogenic capacity-of
viruses and bacteria-is a matter without a moral component. But

his start button.
Having become a productive force acquired ties

with sociil relations, with the psycho society. And
that means that the further developm ot take place

in the development of
will become even more
the scientific achieve-

ments that are those
related to th threat maY

be posed by s on man's
nature and m, or dis-
coveries that will free man from rnany kinds of productive, including

activity. Tomo
eVen wider, no
in themselves,
under definite
quences.

THE INCURSION OF SCIENCE INTO SOCIAL AND BIOLOGI-
CAL PRE-CONDITIONS OF MAN'S MORAL IMPROVEMENT
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are allegedly dim-witted by nature. This is a kind of attempt to
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legitimatise rnan's inner
wo_rld and, ny of varied
abilities in 

"6orn 
tiiint

dominates

conjunction with them, consciously acts for the ashievement of a high
goal. The creation of such a society (referenee here is to a communist

science in life. One of the rnost important cornponents of such a
structure is the content and character of society's culture.

MOR.ALITY AND CULTUR.E
Any occripational trab_ou_r. is inevitably one-sided. Thenefore, when aperson's work activity is limited by a- narrow specialty, he has less



opportunity to rnake use of all his abilities, and this tends-to produce a
o^n'e-sidedness of views and'actions. In cases of extraordinary talent,

The most general t that counters one-sidedness, in-
volves rnan in ihe dive activates his thoughts and feelings,
and makes his various ork" for each other is high culture.

engaging in freely chosen activities. This time can be sp-ent.on !mp-1ov-
in{ t'he-personaiity or for destroying it, for example, by ioafing,
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The Problern of Free Choice

*{.*

I The Latin translation of the Gree l,o[9, to one side)

"r*J-rv Eii"*or io dinote a spec oms eously from
the striigtri fiiovement conditioned the
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freedom has been recognised as possible in the sphere of- that kind of
iri,lty *t i"t 

-ailege{tr1y-iends 
its6lt ontry to some kind of extra-sociatr

If an as yet unactualised reality determines the actioo by which it
is effected, then how can one explain that, even when not actualised.
reality operates precisely as something giver with a concrete content,
that is to say, posscsses concrete definiteness and purposefulness, at
Ieast in an ideational form? Thcre seems to be good reason for the
major thinkers of the past, wh
introduced the category of the
whieh stemmed the ability of
necessities.

2 K. Mar* and F. Errgels , Selected VHorks, Vol. I, Lf,oscow, i%9, p' 14.
3 S. Rubinstein, Being and Consciausnes.s, Moscow, 195?, p. 284 (in Russian).
a trbid"-.

I l*_{ Marx and F. Engels, Selected Works, Vot. I, Moscow, 1969, p. 13.o S. Rubinstein, op. cit., p. 294./ Ibid., p. 282.
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freedom.
Thtrs, the "tr"', as the starting point in the chain of man's self-deter-

much as a sociological formation.
ed in t as a personalisation of the
and to hat the structure of sociality

itself finds, in the reality of the "'I", merely a different expression inrluvrrrlrrsor,ttlzvLvtJ

form (narnely the subjective) and an assertion of its objective essence.
Thus, the subject of free will not only cognises his essence as thal

of social beine" but also oracticallv actualises the latter as its owr
t of free will not only cognises his essence as that

of social being, also practically actualises the latter as its own
essence and as the realisation of his own reality.

Why is it that when we analyse the ptocess of the subject's
self-determination, we indicate self-consciousness as the main struc-

It is because the function of
the subject's activities, through

'ff iil'" H8;::iH',f 3";?",,':,"?
content and taken as a socio-historical phenomenon, plays the part of
the or in respect o nly through a
self as shaped and cess of practi-
cal these functions coincide.- This
translation of consciousness frornthe plane ofexternal objective reali-
ty to that of the individual's subjective structure-the interiorisation
of his objective and actual strength he possesses in the capacity of a
subjective (and therefore subordinated to the subject) real, is effected
as an act of the practical realisation of the subject's self-
consciousness-an act of his self-deterrnination.

"In envisaging the consequences of his actions as mentally realised
by himself," S. Rubinstein wrote, "man deterrnines himself towards a
reality that develops in one way or another, that depending on his
actions." 8 However, is he a genuinely free subject of that
process-not merely an agent but also a subject of a given relation-
ship? To a considerable extent, that is determined in the measure in

which his mental realisation of the given relationship becomes a
matter of concern to his consciousness, and measure in which that
,.transformative" element becomes an internal focus of the subject's

awareness of the relationship is evolved, when the inclusion of the
subiect in the chain of events is analysed, not only on the plane of
coniciousness but also of self-consciousness'

The role of self-consciousness as a "transformative" element in the
pumoseful activities of man-a moment personifying the external
detirmination of his behaviour-is distincily manifested in acts of
choice.

e V. I. Irnio, Collccted Works, Moscow, Vol. 38' p' 213.

1t12

8 S. Rubinetein, op. cit., p. 284.



italics-If. N.l can be considered and be rationaiiy urrderstood ouly
as revolutionary practice." lo

of the subject frorn the shain of the conditions of
y makes the situation of that choice purposeless.
n of choice is always fl.rhctional in character: it is

specifically human. "... The animal does not enter into 'relations" with
anything," Karl Marx and Frederick Engels rvrote in The Gerruan
Ideology, "it does not enter into any rei.ation at all. For the animal, its
relation to others does not exist as a relation." rr The structure of
man's interaction with his environment, his practical activitibs, is
different in principle" The latter are mediated by man's consciousness
and self-consciousness, by the structure of his "I". "Where there exists
a relationship, it exists for me."' t' [My italics-f(. ]f.l

A situation of choice arises where this "relationship-for-rne" can
find realisation only in the process of a rational solution of a con-
tradiction which has arisen, by.means of preference given to any one
of alternative trends. That preference comes from the "I". since it
affects a relationship existing for me in the quality of my relationship.
Whenever the "tr" ceases from being a polarity of choice it ceases
from being an "I" and turns, from a causa linalis into the blind causa
efficiendis of a certain process, from an aim into a means, from the
spirit of a substance into a substance of the spirit.

Thus, choice is the presence of freedom of will. trt was evidently
for this reason that, in the past, the category of choice was one of the
most "hard worked" in any discussion of the question of freedom of
will" Following a tradition descending from the classics of philosophy,
free choice is considered a real field of the free will, its condition, and
pragmatic synonyrn. It has long been noted, however, that, in the
social aspect of the will, any level of freedom of choice does not

10 K. Marx and F. Engels, Feuerbach. Opposition of the Materialistic and lilealistic
Outlook, Moscow.' 11b5. p. 103 (in Russian).

l] X. trtarx and F. Engels, The German ldeology, Moscow, 1968, p. 42.
l2 Itnid.-.

always ensure the phenomenon of free choice. That is because the
objeetive alternativeness of a situation-the possibility of choice as
something given to the subject from without-becomes an inner fact
of free choice oniy cn the plane of cognitive activity, this permitting
the individual to find the best possible forrn of rgsoiving a situation of
choice in favour of one of the p<lssible outcomes.

realisation.
An analysis of freedom in respect of the situation of choice can

therefore bd ef{ected in two aspects of the interaction between subject

of necessity included in the systeor of contradictory relationships and
finds the meaning of its activities in the resolution of clashes. The
subject is, as it were, subordinated to freedorn and is intlissolubly
connected with it, as its agent, its spontaneous vector, since, in any of
its actions, it behaves selectively: such is the external definiteness of
action.

fiieasure in which the choosing
of an alternative situation.

::,"" 
"f; 

:iJ::,i%T,:%",i*,Jf, til:
r3 V. L Leain, Collected Works, Vol. 38, p. 164.
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of choice not being the
not always come in for
ct thal, within the range
has to deal with, each

result may be marked by a different level of possibility. Through a
probability characteristic of a process, one can discern a more pro-
found link between the variative structure inherent in it and the trends
in its development.

As an agent in the process, the individual operates as part of a
certain statistical ensemble, since the social process, as a whole, is
subordinate to patterns of a statistical order. However, in each indi-

the subject has mastered the variative structure of the process, and
the more refinedly ald dialectically he grasps the objective trends ofthe more refinedly and dialectically he grasps the o
development. Therefore, the subiect can 'kork".

ve trends of
development. Therefore, the subject can rk". in concrete situa-
tions of choice, not towards a result that has the rgreatest probability

realised in the form of motiv'ations of various degrees of emotional
concentration. As such, motives are of necessity included in a definite
conceptual structure of the subject, the system of his world-
understanding and past experience, and can accordingly be appraised,
measured against one another, and be subjected to intellectual control
and correction.

Against this background and in the process of the formation of
purposes, there takes place a concretisation of some particular sphere
,of man's activities, a choice is made of the concrete objects of his
purposeful activities, and certain stereotypes of behaviour develop. As
a rule, the choice is mediated by other motivated links and regulators.
It is tested axiologically at various levels of the activities of the rnind
and the intellect and is moulded and fixed by the political, moral,
aesthetic and other strLrctures of the subject's consciousness. It is in

desire or inciination is gradually

r 1,1 11"rW"fl3,i,i,?.i',illYil"ir,";

In all phases of choice (the cognitive and the immediately practi-
cal), the subject reveals himself as a socially determined creature but,
for that reason, a being with potential freedom of volition. Just as a
phenomenon does not separate the cognising subject from the
essence-this despite all the trancendentalist arguments, social
determinatedness-despite all the assurances of the inde-
terminists-does not separatg the subject from freedorn: the former
because a phenomenon (as already proved by Hegel) is always essen-
tial, a form of the being of essence, and the latter because social
deterrnination (as distinct frorn natural causality) is a form of the
being of the subject's freedom, a mode of his self-realisation.

In whatever sphere it is effected, the activity of free choice today
affects, in one way or another, the sphere of the individual's social
and political orientations. The problem of the individual's activities
cannot be taken up without a consideration of the question of respon-
sibility"

norms and sets of the subject's behaviour as a social creature, but in
individ_uals' speculative reminiscences on certain non-sensory contacts
with the oniological structure of being, and so on. The- selfsame

proclaiming their adher-
follow the behaviourist

al conclusions, the prob-
instance, deny the verv

of achievement in the given conditions, but towards that which corres-
ponds most fully in content with the deep-lying dynarnics of the social
process. It is this that explains the paradoxical, at first glance,
viability and promising future of behaviour orientated towards an
ideal, as against behaviour based on a complex of utilitarianism, on
considerations lying on the surface of advisability. The sulject's
orientation towards a social ideal that reflects the essence of the

At the level of the individual's emotional life, the inner complex of
determination takes shape in a variety of desires, inclinations and
considerations. In this sense, desires and inclinations are also a form
of expression of the objectness of the o'I": they are functions of
subjectivity. A normal subject is not a slave tb his desires. The
subject is always relatively independent of any particular desire. The

sequence
latter is experienced and "registered" by 1

sequence of portions, a chain of "quantd"
and "registered" by the individual as a certain

uence ot portrcns, a charn of "quantd".
The quantification of desires and inclinations is also expressed in

their not operating as direct realia of the subject's actions,
they do operate as direct realia of his "I". Thev lose their immlhey do operate as direct realia of his "I". They

s actions, though
their immediately

impulsive character at the rational stage of 
-consciousness 

and are
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14 See L. Vygolsky, Th,e Dev'elopment of Higher Psychalogical Futtctions, h{oscow,
1960, p. ll4 (in Russian).
15 Ibidem.
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16 K. Ma.x and F. Engels , Wo*s, Vol. I, p. ,101 (irr Rr.rssian).

of his desires, it is the social environrnent, the system of social
relations in which he is included" that holds the criterion and rneasure
of all his manifestations. The subject is free in the choice of his
actions, but this does not take him beyond the borders of social links,
and is no "breakthrough" into a kind of asocial spac€. in which he
allegedly acts as .an absolutely unique being, a kind of "pure"
individuality. Man always acts as a m€mber of a rlefinite social
community. 'Consequently, any act of choice with some content,
however individual and personal it may seem, can and should .be
regarded, as a rule, as a moment in the functioning of that communi-
ty, inasmuch as the latter is a link in the constantly functioning system
of links among individuals. Man acts as a single subject of choice, but
it is through him - by means of his acts of choice in the totality of the
acts of many other individuals - that Targer socia] forma-
tior,ls-groups, collectives, parties and classes-give effect to their
astivities in the sptrere of choice"

The phenomenon of responsibility and the irnperative of duty that
it induces are realised at this inter-individual level of links between the
subject and his environment. trn other words, the nature of the

his ac n the system of thosegrows his rnounting se[-con-
freely thereby realises in his

acts of choice something greater than simply some individual aim.
.. -In bourgeois society, individual freedom, as KarlMarx pornted out,
'places any man in a'places any man in a position in which he regards anothei man not as
a reslisation of his freedorn. but. on {re iontrarv. as the latter's(he contrary, as the latter's
timit.l6 rhat is *r,v ji3"i?,,aft,ioxxi, ?:,ffi:,,r1Tilf1'"' ,fl: lffiJfilf';i
society is inevitably of an alienated and negativi character. -tne mclvlcual s responstDilrty to the lnt

of an alienated and negative character.
In the co.nditions of the communist system, the content of respon-

sibitrity becomes positive, in the main. Responsibility operates as a
form of such self-realisation of man's individual freedom that takesform of such self-realisation of man's individual freedom that takes
place on the basis of his scientific and practical self-consciousness.
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promotes the rapid growth of towns, generates an intense struggle for
markets and sharpens the class struggle between the employers and
the workers.

In accordance ryith the cnanges rn the basic, eeonomic .relations,
fundamental changes also take place in the political, legal and
ideological relations between men, while the changing superstructure
begins to have a retroactive effect on the course of socio-economic
life. The transition fronr feudalism to the capitalist mode of produc-
tion is accompanied by profound class conflicts: revolutions with the
active participation of working people or reforms put through by the
feudal authority under the pressure of rnass revolutionary movements.

Such are the general regularities inherent in any possible variant of
the genesis of capitalism,.whatever the country or continent. That is
not to say, however, that the process described above takes place
simultaneously and assumes uniform shape everywhere. In his wri-
tings, Marx repeatedly warned against such a primitive notion of the
origin of capitalism. By applying the comparative historical rnethod,
we are able not only to consider the general laws governing the
genesis of the capitalist formation, but also to bring out the national
specifics of this worldwide historical phenomenon. That is the ontry
way we can obtain a correct dialectical understanding of the genesis
of capitalism in the various countries, notably Russia.

In his sis oI
capitalism het the
clearest pi the ofil
the feudal use the

tors helped to accelerate the pace of her econornic development. By
the 14th and 15th centuries, English merchants carried their goods not
only to the European continent, but also to the remote countries of
the East. Following the discovery of America and its settleurent by
Eng)ish immrgrants, trade ties were extended westwards. trn the early
l6th century, large-scale rnanufacture (mainly of cloth) began to take
shape in Britain, undermining the rnediaeval guilds. By then, English
landowners who p:lid quitrent to the feudal lords, had succeeded in
escaping from feudal bondage by means of acts in private law. The
benefits to be derived from sheep-breeding, the source of raw materi-
als for the cloth industry, induced the landowners to start the enclos-
ure of the common lands; the farmers, despite fierce resistance, were

8l



capital. Britain became Europe's leading maritime power and, on the
batis of her colonial might, rapidly advanced along the way, of
capitalist accumulation. Tlie creation of bank credit and the introduc-
tion of protectionist tariffs greatly promoted the accumulation of
money.

industrial
in the genesis of capitalisrn was marked by !h9A new stage in the genesis of capitalisrn was marked by the

ustrial revolution, whith starte I in the early half of the l8th
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relations, the disappearance of the class of small rural producers, and
complete subordination of economic life to the lawi of capiialist
developrqent.

ders), who contin'ued t
leaseholders, who held s
In France, as in Britain ely had their own fields,
and confined themselves to receiv rent. Although the territ-
ory of France was fragmented into provinces, iach with its
own ancient traditions, the population was as homogeneous in national
and economic terms as tha[ o1 Britain: there was n-o sharp distinction

italisr
oped;

i#ffi
century and could.not provide for
sts the fabulous wealth that fell to

the lot of the E-nglish colonialists. There were equally markid distinc-
tions between the political systems of the two co^untries: in contrast to
Britain, where the right of self-government was wrested from the
kings very early _on, France on tlie eve of the new period beiarne an
absolute .monarchy re.sting mainly on the feudar" aristocracy and
safeguarding.the _survivals of mediaeval institutions. Although the
peasantry enjoyed personal freedom, it groaned under the burten of
numerous state taxes and levies in favour of the clerical and the
secular feudals. The result was slower growth in primitive accumula-tion a.nd .less rapid development than in Britain not only of the
centralised but also of the scattered manufactories, and the Lontinua-
tion of the state farming-ou_t system and aristocratic priviiegei which
tended to narrow down the 

-domestic 
market. wtr'ereai "ttri tzttr-

ceniury bourgeois revolution in griiain h"d;;;;1 tt 
" 

,,i"/t"i'L"pit"i-ist that period t6e absolute rn'o"or"t i iurtIea opment.

the #t"'f,li
institution of the common land an
in France in the lTth and l8th cent
giving way to capitalist
(mainly engaged in the
bourgeoisie slowly won its economic positions in the domestic and
external markets. At the end of the lSth century, the clisintegration of



theabsolutistfeudalsystemsparkedoff'afinancial,commercialand
il;;r.,;i;iiir, *ti"r,'*;;f 5{;a in hand with the impoverishment of

At that time, handicraft guilds with coercive regulation of produc-
tion and marketing of products dominated.Prussia's industry. There
were few cities and commercial ties between town and country re-
mained weak and incapable of enriching the burghers. Despit6 the
growing export of agricultural produce. much more was import-ed from
abroad, so that the trade balance carried a loss for the state. The
Electors of Brandenburg, who became the kings of Prussia, set up a
strong military-feudal monarchy standing on guard of the feudal qvs-
tem and the privileges of the gentry. Separated from the other German
s,tates by customs boundaries and divided in like manner internally,
the Prussia of the lTth and 1Sth centuries was an economically
backward state abiding by the traditions of the feudal N{iddle Ages.

Holuever, even the remote regions east of the Elbe could not
escape the influence of the rvorld economy. For military and fiscal
reasons the Prussian kings wele forced to take the path of economic
innovations. With its po!ulation decirnated by the Thirty Years' War,
Prussia was settled by irnmigrants from the West of Europe, among
them the French Huguenots, skilled artisans and merchants. Wtrile
carrlulng on a policy of aggrandisement and building up their armies,
the kings of Prussia encouraged the development of iarge manufac-
t-ories supplying the army with weapons and accoutrements. Indepen-
.dently of the state power, textile and metal-working industries free of
guild regulation developed in the rural localities, gradually falling
under the control of the buye
production of goods. Consequen
lation was taking place, but it
obstacles on its way: serfdom
while the tenacity of the subsistence farming and the absence of
colonies made it impossible for Prussia rapidly to accumulate money
capital.

Handicraft guilds continued to dominate in the towns. Only in a
few industrial centres-Berlin, Silesia and Solingen-were the scat-
tered manufactories developing into large centralised enterprises. The
emergent Prussian bourgeoisie was weak economically and politically,
and was dependent on the state power and the feudal class of Junkers.

Desqite__her active foreign policy, Prussia was unable to compete
economically and, therefore, militarily rvith bourgeois France, who
had been transformed by the lSth-century revolution. ln 1806, Prussia
was routed by Napoleon's army and was forced, for her own salva-
tion, to commence a reform of its backward agrarian system. By the
1807 edict the prfvately owned p"urinir in th.-ilJ ilUd iigiont *er.
released frorn feudal bondage (the peasants owned by the royal family
and those of Pomerania had been formally released back in the late
lSth century). This edict was followed by'other laws on the redemp-
tion of feudal services, with from ore-half to two-thirds of the
allotments passing into the owneiship of the peasants, and the rest of
the lands going to the landowners 

-by 
way 

-of 
compensation. These

reforms met with strong resistance from the Junkers-aud were subse-
quently hedged with various limitations: the categories of peasants
subiect to the announced "regulation" were markedly reduced. while1 Marx and Engels Archivi:s, Vol. II(VII), Moscow, 1933, pp.249-257 (in Russian).
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the redernption paym y increased' At the same time'
;;il;il1'ptu"i'i"6. , among them the compulsory
crop-rotation and the tem.

;Ihe reforms paved the way for the more productive use of land:

the three-field sYstem gave way to
development of feed croPs
of potatoes and beet root.
on the landed estates, an
exceptions, the small farmers con
cultivation.

Nevertheless, the agrarian r
development of indurstrY and t
numbei of centralised manufa
introduced on a much larger scale
develop her railwaYs, manY ro-ads
rivers was intensified. Large fairs
testified to the successes of int
boundaries were lifted and the fo
Zollverein: The extraction of coal
and rnetal products and also o
creased. Prussia s economic life
ing differentiation of the Plasan
peiiod of transition from feuda
of town and countrY were ln
workers and farm labourers wer
while the middle and small Peasa
and the impossibilitY of going

Onlv the 1848 revolution.
attacks on the castles of the ar
the hated feudal and redemPtion

reforms it
sie showed
ss in face
concession

1850 to 1852 abolished all the r
mandatory redemption of
ants had paid the landown

From then on, Prussia

uctive forces in town and countrY'

Hohenzollern monarchY retained i
to dominate its rural and Politica
bauers as firmlY established a

volutionary establishment of parcel holdings among the farmers in
France.

The genesis of capitalism in the United States was in sorne re-
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countries. In the each of these countries took part in
the overall worl m, being constantly in cooperation
and competition of the whole.

Commencing our consideration of the specific features of the
genesis of capitalism in Russia, we need to formulate several basic
questions. What are the natural, ethnic and locio-economic conditions

Ieatures ot natlonal development have on the economic and political
development of the state? In reohine to these ouestions we shorrlddevelopment of the state? ln replying to these questions, we should
start above all frorn an ana'lvsis of the nrocesses fhat were rrnder wavstart above all frorn an analysis of the processes that were under waDL.1lL auuvE dtl rluul ail-alary$rs oI tflc processes InaI were unogr way
in the leading core of the country, i.e., the Russian state: that is
precisely where the future capitaliit system first originated and as-
sumed its forms.

In the 16th century, which Marx considered the start of the world
capitalist era, Russia was a fully-formed centralised state occupying a
large part 9f the East European plain. In expanse it differed iilua-lly
from Britain, France and Prussia, but was similar to Britain's North

both had a much nnore populous core and vast still
rtile lbnds cut by powerful river arteries and latent
mineral wealth.

economically and isolated from the other branches of the Eastern
Slavs.

e to throw off the alien yoke and to
length of the Volga only through
ow Principality and the subsequent

The Russia Urals intosimultaneously south, to
contingents alo subtle diplo
so as to retain . Danger als

from the West, from Livonia, Sweden and Poland. While the possibili-
ty of extensive settlement in various directions rnade Russia similar to
the American colonies, the presence of a constant military threat
made it quite different.

Another basic distinction not only from the American colonies but
also from Britain and France was Russia's remoteness from the
world's commercial sea-rolltes. Russia was a continental country long
unable to use the advantages of the great geographical discoveries of
the l5th and 16th centuries. In possession of no more than the White
Sea coast, whose ports froze over in the winter, Russia was unable
actively to participate in the lVorld economy in the 16th century; small
settlements near the Gulf of Finland, which changed hands between
Sweden and Russia, were likewise unreliable as points for developing
maritime trade. Russia's economic relations with Western Europe
were conducted almost entirely across the land frontier, mainly via
Novgorod, Pskov and Smolensk, with foreign merchants playing an
active role in these economic relations, and exporting mainly agricul-
tural produce from Russia.

Ivan the Terrible did not succeed in his attempt to reach the Baltic
coast and to establish more convenient sea links with Western
Europe: the protracted.Livonian War of 1558-1595 did not result in a
decisive victory for Russia.

In the 16th century, the population of the Russian state was highly
peculiar. In the North East, the Eastern Slav settlers who had come
lrom the Dnieper area. sradually mixed with the local Finno-UgricDnieper area, gradually mixed with the local Finno-UgriIrom the Dnleper area, gradually mlxed wlth the local ilnno-ugrlc
tribes, who were at a lower level of economic and cultural develop-tribes, who were at a lower level of economlc and cultural develop-
ment, producing the type of Great Russian, who differed ethnically
both from the Byelorussian and the Ukrainian. Fanning out north-
wards and eastwards from the non-black-soil center, the Russians
encountered on their way nationalities which lived in tight
p16n63-fhs Karelians and the Nentsv in the Kola Peninsula. thegroups-the Karelians and the Nentsy in the Kola Peninsula,groups-the l(arehans and the Nentsy ln tne l{.ola renlnsula, tne
Udmurts and Komi in the area beyond the Kama River, the Mordo-udmurts and l{.oml ln tne area beyong tne r.ama r(lver, Ine rylorqo-
vians and the Mari in the Central Volga'area. Lagging behind the
Rrrssian seftlers economicallv and culturallv. thev fell under theirR.ussian settlers economically and c
influencg, while maintaining their own
R.ussian settlers economically and culturally, they
influencg, while maintaining their own specific languages, customs and
way of life. The Turkic peoples-the Chuvas-hy and the Volga Tatars
who were Moslems and once a part of the Golden Horde-lived tn
even more isolated groups.

Thus, even in the l6th century the main core of the Russian

as homogeneous, for it had remnants of assimilated Baltic Slavs and
subsequently of the integrated Poles of Poznan; still, in ethnic terms,
Prussii was closer to Britain and France than to the multinational
Russian state. However, one finds rnuctr sinnilarity between Russia
and the North American colonies, where the bulk of the population in
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the northern part of the New World consisted of Englishmen, who
were followed by a flood of immigrants from various countries,
mainly from Western Europe. Like Russia, the United States became
a multinational state. But the imrnigrants who came to Amelica were
not isolated from the English settlers and gradually merged with ttrem
to constitute the American nation (the Yankees).

By contrast, as Russia expanded to the west, the south arid the
east, the main core of the Great Russians was joined by the fully
forrned nationalities on the western fringes, in the Caucasus, Siberia
and Central Asia, each with its own, clearly pronounced ethnic bound-
aries, economic peculiarities and national culture. The existence of
different and spatially separated ethnic complexes made the process
of socio-economic developrnent much more complex and protracted,
until all these diverse nationalities rnerged into a single socialist state
after the Great October Socialist Revolution.

Sumrning up, we find how difficult were the qonditions in which
the Russian state moved from the feudal system to the new capitalist
formation. Russia entered the new epoch burdened with survivals of
the Tatar yoke and the constant threat of armed invasion, lying far
away from the world's sea-routes and sprawling over vast and unde-
veloped expanses with a motley population.

Despite these retarding factors, economic life in the feudal state
continued to develop. Following the rehabilitation of the towns and
villages laid waste by the Mongol invaders, a period of marked revival
came from the l3th to l5th centuries.. The-peasaLts cleared forests,

p virgin lands. The slash-and-burn
system, new types of the wboden
plough, ailowing deep ploughing

ng, a tough, even'if short, species
of draught animals and dairy cattle was grown. Under the prevailioI oraugnl anrmals ano oarry carrre was grown. un(ler rne preval[r-lg
subsistence farmine the household industries were combined withrslstence larmlng tne nousenolG rnoustrles were comDrneo wltl)

iculture, with the peasant farnily producing its own dwellings,agnculture, wltlr the peasa
elothes, footwear and food.

Nevertheless, the separation of industry from agriculture, notably
in salt-making, the collecting of wild honey, fishing and flour-milling,
continued. New towns arose and there was a growth of the urban
handicrafts, continuing the traditions of the pre-Mongol period. Skills
in the working of metals and wood, in the making of fabrics, leather
goods, glassware and pottery were improved. The chronicles of the
14th and 15th centuries contain mention of artisans-blacksmiths,
smelters, locksmiths, coopers, saddlers, bone-carvers, jewellers, and
so on. Loorns were used to make fabrics not only from local raw
materials (wool and fiax), but also from irnported silk and cotton.

The social division of labour continued in the 16th century, with
growing specialisation of the handicrafts in the making of metal,
leather, wood and other articles, giving rise to regional centers of the
handicraft industry, chiefly close to the sources of raw material
supplies. As the demand for various products grew, custom work
developed into small-scale production for the market, while rows of

Such fairs rvere attended not only by Russians, but also by foreign
mer I population
was a new look
and s with their
war arose those

levei of the manufactories, while the towns did not yet have the
economic and political imporuance which they had in Britain, France
and the settled American colonies in the l6th century.

The results of the massive labour effort under the feudal system
went to benefit mainly the big landowners and the state authority. The
formation of the centralised state was, in fact, prepared by the growth
of economic ties but it was gained at the high price of growing feudal
denendence for the farmers, The secular- like the clerical . owners ofdependence for the farmers. The secular, the clerical , owners of
th6 patriarchal estates both displayed thd same urge to enlarge theirtne patrlarcnal estales DoIn qlsplayeq tne sallrc ufgtr tu slllalEE ttrtrrr
feudal farms, to extract maximum produce from them and to convert
these into cash: both strove to take over as much land as possible and
to settle it with those who were to pay rent in kind. trn view of the
wars and the incursions from the Crimea, the feudal authorities sought

peasant corv6e and a growth of
Intensified feudal exploitation to move from

place to place, many fleeing to t start farms on
iheir own. In the l5th century, an such fugitives,
known as the Don Cossacks, took shape in the lower reaches of the
Don. Somewhat later, a community of free Urals Cossacks was



founded in the lower reaches of the Yaik River (the Urals). The
Cossacks beat back attacks from the Crimean Tatars and the Asian
nomads; they were independent of the central state authority and,
defending th-e southern bbrders of the country, maintained relations

ly intensive during
ruthless measures

eas of the country
f one-half of their

place.
The establishment of this official an<i universal bondage sparked

off the first peasant war led by Ivan Bolotnikov. Most of the in-
surgents were fugitive peasants, who were joined by impoverished
townsmen, Cossacks and, for a period, even noblemen in service who
were in opposition to the ruling boyars. In contrast to the Peasant War
of 1525 in Germany, that was the first attempt on the part of the
peasants to throw off the chains of serfdom and reflected the socio-
economic backwardness of the Russian state. Despite its broad scale,
the uprising was internally divided and lacked any solid organisation.
The peasant struggle was complicated by the intervention on the part
of the Polish-Lithuanian state and Sweden, and was suppressed by the
superior forces of the centralised feudal authority.

In the lTth century, the feudal owners demanded even stricter laws
against the fugitive peasants" In 1649, the government met their
wishes: the 1649 Council Code litted all limitations on the period in
which fugitive peasahts were to be tracked down, converting the
search for fugitives into an organised state function, and issued ukases
increasing the power of the feudal owners over their serfs. This
process was completed with the first census of. 1718-1721, whose
records became the basis for the ruthless search of the fugitives over
an indefinite period.

Throug serfdom was gradually extended and
intensified ections of the rural population and
giving the power to arrange the labour and all
the other serfs. This extreme feudalisation of
the economic svstem, bordering on slavery, was in total contradiction

with the socio-economic develoom
states. Neither the secono
Razin, nor the uprising of
even the peasant war of 17
Pugachov, were able to rely o
which in Russia was yet to em
all these movernents came from
material force and the anti-feudal
struggle of the lower social orders
and France.

In the USA, there was an even
in Russia, namely, the slavery of
that was an alien growth oir th
Republic: the slave-owners were
with banking circles and operati
forrnation. In the United States

e serf system constituted the main
rning techniques and prevalence of
of two and a half centuries. The

tracking rnovement which had tak 
a was a repetition of the back-

of the Elbe from the 16th to 18th c
the development of the serf syste
by the.growth of the area under
foreign-policy conditions which for
::9,19r"y to build up a strong army at the expense of the sreadily
enslaved rural population.

The growth of serfdom in the 17th and lgth cdnturies not only
mitive accurnuldtion but also left iti

away with what was left of the r
, it stood on guard of the
of its own military and
_system grew into a single

thodox Church, and into a
patriarchal ideology.
d is that the serf system did not

affe-ct all the working people in t
gradually grew a clisi of state
bondage by the Treasury but wh
recognised by the law. In the fo
volga area, across the vast expanses ol siberia and rn the southern
steppes masses of fugitive men and women settled and managed to
e.sca-pe organised se censuses and harassment bythe local authorities es of free 

"io"o.i"-A;telop-ment,.sirnilar to the of squatterism, took itupri,
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peared in the embryonic form of simple cooperation and manufacture.
These larger industrial enterprises, notably in rnetallurgy and'the
treatment of fabrics, above all met the requirernents of the state in
accoutreffients and weapons for the army.

The economic policy pursued by Peter the Great, who set himrself
the task of making his way to the sea-coast and doing away withthe task of making his way to the sea-coast and doing away with
Russia's economic and cuitural lae behind Western EuroDe, gavelag behind Western Europe, gave
strong impetus to large-scale production. In .the course of the North-
ern War a regular arrny and a Uavy were built up at feverish speed.
The government began to use Western Europe's advanced experience
in prospecting for iron and copper ores, in establishrnent of cornmer-
cial and industrial companies and the construction of large rnetallwgi-
cal and textile manufactories. Tsar Feter's mercantilist peliey was &
natural one; at the start of the capitalist era the advanced states also
supported the emergent capitalist enterprises, as in Britain under
Cromwell and in France, when Colbert put through his econornic
plans. A policv of rnercantilism was adopted sornewhht later than inplans. A policy of rnercantilism was adopted sornew'hht later than in
Russia bv Kinc Frederick II of Prussia. f{owever- in ltussia the
introduction of

by King Frederick II of Prussia. I{owever, in ltussia the
:tion of large-scale production came up against two forrnidatle

obstacles: scarcity of private capital and acute shortage of labour. Nor
did Russia have the rich colonies tsritain and Frarice had in the periocl
of rising capitalism; the rural population of this agrarian eountry was
tied down to the allotments and the nurnber of labourers that triekied
into industry from its ranks fell far short of requirernents"

The needs of the feudal state far outstripped the primitive accumu-
lation of capital in Russia and helped to stimulate it. T'he feuclal
authority had to display initiative in involving wealthy rnerehants and
noblemen in its economic undertakings, holding out the prospect of
subsidies and bonuses, opening up and starting governrnent enter-
prises, which later passert into private ownership. In the eariy half of
the lSth century, the governrnent increased its tax levies, more or less
coping with the task of providing monetary support for the new
enterprises, but because of the serf system it was unable to provide
the -necessary labour.

In trying to step up the development of large-scaie rnanrrfactories,
especially in the mineral-rich IJrals, the governrnent and the flactory
owners resorted to an economic measurs unheard of in Westerm
Europe: tens of thousands of state peasants were forcibly tied clown
to industrial enterprises; the owners were given perrnission to truy
peasants and tO use them in industrial production. ,{t the newly
established factories and plants, the peasants-registered, in posses-
sion, purchased and "handed over for all tirne'"-had to do corvde
work.-This was "'aR originatr" form of large-scale industry, as tr,enin
put it. Its structure refleeted thb internal contradiction betwecn di-
verse econornic elempnts: it was.large in scale and satisfied not only
the orders of the state, but also the requirernents of the domestic and
external markets, and was based on extensive technical division of
labour, something that rnade it akin to the capitalist rnanufactory in
the full sense of the terdr. But in rnost instances it rnade use of forced
labour, provided by the enslaved petty producers, and so was an
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great part of Poland, and, on the other, peoples who were on various
Ievels of feudal development, the population of Georgia, Armenia,
Azerbaijan, the mountain regions of the Transcaucasia, Bessarabia
and Kazakhstan. With respect to the non-Russian fringe areas the
tsarist autocracy adopted the traditional policy of national oppression,
and sought to convert the less developed regions into a colonial
appendage of the Russian Empire. However, economic development
tended to bring closer together the diverse sections of the rnultiqatio-
nal state: trade ties and mutual exchanges of labour skills and the
fruits of mass labour grew between the center of Russia that had
taken shape earlier and the population of the non-Russian areas on the
outskirts. As their living conditions were equalised, the Russian and
other working people joined together in fighting against feudal
exploitation and the government's oppression.

In that period,. the feudai forrnation was also disintegrating in
Prussia, which was ahead of Russia in its advance to capitalism.
Following Napoleon's defeat of the Prussian army, the Hohenzoilern
government was forced to abolish the feudal system and to put
through bourgeois reforms. By contrast, Alexander I proved equal to
the task only of giving personal emancipation to the peasants in the
Baltic areas and wasted his time in lhe futile rvriting of a draft
constitution and ernancipation projects. In Prussia,'the reforms of the
early l9th century gave noticeable impelus to economic development,
while the l84B revolution in the main did Aw'ay with the survivals of
feudztlism. By the 1830s, the industrial revolution was over in Britain"
France and fhe USA, and large-scale production became the basis of
established capitalism. In the tsarist empire, the,serf system continued
to be an obstacle to free economic development.

Nevertheless, even in Russia the growth of the productive forces
tended to undermine the pillars of the feudal formation: new and
Iarge-scale enterprises emerged, the number of industrial workers
increased, and the scale of industrial output grew. Free wage-labour
incleasingly took the place of "factory corv6e". As in the other states,
the textile industry was at the fore. Thanks to the influence of the
world economy, notably, the import of foreign machinery, the spin-
ning of cotton ya,rn was based entirely on new machinery. Gradually
but steadily, cotton printing and, to a lesser extent, weaving, were
also being mechanised. Mechanical looms and steam engines were
being introduced in woollen, cloth and silk production. Similar
changes were also taking place in paper making and sugar refining.
Even the backward metallurgical plants began to install steam engines
and improved rolling mills. The appearance of large-scale factories did
not eliminate petty-commodity production. As in Britain in the late
18th ce;rtury, machine cotton spinning created a heightened demand
for weavers, who continued to use primitive looms in their homes,
fulfilling orders for the big entrepreneurs.

The introduction of machinery led to definite social consequerces:
the emergence of factories not only in the towns but also in the rural
areas became a seurce of intensified use of fernale and child labour as
a substitute for the labour of men. I-arge factory centres began to take98
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The Crimean War, which broke out in 1833, "dernonstrated the
rottenness and impotence of feudal Russia." 2 Russia's technical, in-
dustrial and administrative backwardness was the cause of its military
defeat. The war had the same kind of sobering effect on Russia as the
1807 events had on Frubsia. The serf system had to go: however, it
was not swept away by a popular revolution, but was abolished by
government reforrn frorn the top.

The survivals of feudalism in France had been abolished by the
laws of the 1793 revolutionary Convent, the peasants being given land
into full possession without any monetary cornpensation. During the
second bourgeois revolution in the United States the emancipated
slaves were not given any land, ds the forwardJooking democratic
circles demanded, but the Homestead Act gave the Negroes an oppor-
tunity to settle and farm the wasteldhds free of charge"

Frussia and Russia took a diflerent way: under strong pressure
from the landowners and under the threat of a spontanegus peasant
uprising the government undertook to draft laws chiefly with the
interests of propertied classes in rnind. Not only in the 1807-1816
period, but also in tr848, the Prussian bourgeoisie proved to be
politically impotent and incapable of acting on its own. The amorph-
ous class of the Russian bourgeoisie displayed even less political
Energy after the Crimean defeat. While peasant societies, demanding
radical reform of agrarian relations, appeared in Prussia in 1M8 under
the influence of revolutionary democrats, in Russia all the action from
1856 to 1860 was confined to the rnovement against wine tax-farmers
lnd scattered protests against dispossession of land; the democratic
revolutionary-rninded intelligerrtsia was numerically small and had no
organisational links with the rnasses. While the reforrn was being
drafted, the liberal-minded landowners sought to make use of
Prussia's experience.

A comparison of the content of the laws in Prussia and Russia
shoys that they are similar in basic principles, while differing essen-
tially to the clear disadvantage of the Russian peasantry. In the tsarist

from the serf-owners turned out to be stronger, and
s concessions to the serf-owning opposition greater
se in Prussia"

2 V. I. Lenin, Collccted Works, Moscow, Vol. 17, p. t2l-
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administrative expenses.
The result of ihe 1851 iaws was an accumulation of surplus fnnds

initiative.
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capitalist developrnent and" consequently, the establishment of the
capitalist formation was less progressive and tended to slow down
economic development in the countryside.

Stili, the reforrns of the 1860s-not only the abolition,of serfdom,
hut atrso the subsequent judicial, administrative and educational
changes--were the dividing line between the two forrnations.' The
personal liheration of serfs, privately owned and those belonging to
rnernbers of the royal farnily, provided them with an opportunity of
working where they liked and so gave impetus to personal initiative
and enterprise. However, the first 20 years after the 186l Reform,
until the agrarian question was finally settled, constituted a transition
stage, sirnilar to ttre period between the 1816 Edict and the laws issued
under the irnpact of the 1848 revolution in Prussia.

Frorn 1861 to 1881, capitalism was fully establiihed in Russia's
intlustry. Under the influence of bourgeois reforms, the process of
pfimitive accumulation ran its final stage and ensured the prevalence
of the system of capitaiist exploitation" The 1861 Reform threw into
the labour market sizable masses of peasants and workers, including
those who did 'not receive any land allotments, those who received
"'gift allotrnents", and farmers ruined through kulak usury, excessive
redemption payment and growing taxes. Despite every effort to be-
corne independent farmers, parcel holders were frequently forced to
abandon their farming and to seek their means of sustenance by
woa'king fully or part-time as factory workers or farmhands. T.enin
conside!'ed this disintegratio" oi the peasantry, its "'de-peasantification", as a most irnportant consequence of the reform, a-'clearing of the iandso' for capitalisrn. s

At {i:e same tirne, there was a feverish and growing accumulation
of capital. RetXeurption paynnents over the 20 years helped to siphon
off cash frorn the peasants to the state, the landowners, the merchants
and the speculators who rnade their money on the rise and fall in the
price of securities. Soon after the 186l Reform, numerous credit
institutions began to emerge,,among them the State Bank, and public
and private banks, which collected and accumulated resources and
issured loans on favourable terrns. There was a rapid establishment of
joint-stock companies. Many of these financed the burgeoning indus-
try, which also obtained iarge amounts of rnoney from the newly-rich
tr<ulirks, rnetrchants and landowners. Finally, foreign capital invest-
rnents, flowing into Russia in the hope of using cheap labour and
rnakirrg fat profits, also had played an important part. For its part, the
state of the gentry was chronicaily in financial difficulties, and after a
short period of enthusiasrn over free trade, it reverted to the old
protectirx'list system and encouraged the development of indirstry and
transport iry rneans of customs tariffs, guarantees, subsidies and
credits.

Towards the end of the 1870s, the process of prirhitive accumuia-
teon had ensured progressive growth of the large-scale eflterprises:
according to official statistics, critically processed by Lenin, Russia

3 See V, I. I-enin, Collected Worfts, Vol. 4, p. 421: Vol. 13, p. 2A3.

\l! -t-,?19 _large factories employing 509,643 workers and turning out
629,926,A0A rubles' worth of goods.a

seaports. 'fhe technical re-e the country was promoted not
only by the budding engin try but also by increased im-
ports of machinery, steam and rails.

After the eloped along totally different
lines. The ec the serf countryside could not
be overcome aftef the reform. Ivlost of the
peasants still living as dependent serfs in the private and the state
sectors and, what u,as especially important, the lack of capital, greatly
hampered thc development of capitalism in this sector of the .titioni

a By larg" facto!-es Le-nin meant enlerprises er@loying 100 and more workers (for all
industriei). See V. I. Lenin, Collected' Works.-i|ot. li p. 510.- -- - -----

' See V. I. Lenin, Collected Worlrs, Vol. 3, p. 510.
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and bring about the f agriculture. In-.Brrtarn,
the big landed esta into individual farms to
become the sphere ming' In Russia, the blg
estates had become vals of serfdom as early
as the 1860s and the 1870s: thby were leased out in traets not to

production moved to those Parts.

and machinery, doing away with the system of serf labour and hiring
free farmhands on u aaity, seasonal or annual basis. The rnerchants,
the newly rich peasants and landowners constttuted a section of the
agrarian bou he utmost benefits from
the farming

However in the countrYside Pro-
duced by the 1861 R.eform (an acute,shortage of land-and--money
arnonq the peasants, economic dt pendence and' lack of fuil rightsamons the peasants, economic dt pendence and' lack of fuil rights
u-on-s the pettv farrners, and the pressure of the feudal-mindeda-onE the petty farrners, and the pressure of the feudal-minded
adminlistrationl aiO fittle to Dromote strict profit-and-loss calculationsadmini ) did little to promote strict profit-and-loss calculations

***

completion of the industrial revolution, which coincided with the.

finaf itimination of the feudal system., otd lgt at all m.oan that^fri"irci"ii 
""a 

petty-comrnodity pr-oduction had been altogether ous-

;A 6;-tir" aeietoiine iapiiaiisf enterprises' rn this vast- agr.qrianted by the develoPing_ enterprises. In this vast agr-arian

;;",1y i,iiir, 
*6iit 

Ji["i i" r"ir 
-oi 

i 
" 
o"oml" developm-ent and buidened

*itt, 
-rir.rirals, 

there iouta Ue no rapid or straightforward .transition"ou"iiv 
with differint-leveis- of economic de

;il;;h;'i;"Jir t, iir" i"pit"liitivit"r". rt was rlenin wrro, in.the late[rom the feudal to the caprtalrst system, I[ was LEIrrrI wuu' I LUE rsrw

lgth century, must"iel-'muitr t'actual material to .substantrPt" tlr"

"uiai""i 
i.riilusion ttrii capltatist Russia had a multisectoral socio-

economic structure. Triumphant capitalism did not rule out theexistence petty- and themanufacto d up t the rnorebackward' . The combina-tions continued toexist, vinces which
had d the develop-ment d a multisec-
toral economy. In Russia, by virture of her natural, demographic and
historical conditions, this turned out to be more tenacious and'more
clearly expressed than in Western Europe, the Prussia of the early
20th century included.

phenomeno in the USA. On the country'ssubsequen[ d the revolutionary energy of the
working pe ility of this or that way winning
out in the of Russia. That was the socio-
economic problem that was the basic and most burning one under the
new capitalist system. It could not be solved by the bourgeois-
democratic revolution in its most progressive variant, that of 1905-
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Mytholo gical Theories in the West

author of the philosophical treatise Also sprach Zarathustra. .An
apologetic treatment of myths is typical of the Symbolists in Russia
(Alexander Blok and Vyacheslav Ivanov) as well as in Europe.

A new, positive attitude to myth is discovered in philosophy: it is
vividly expressed by the intuitionist Henri Bergson who regards
mythology as Nature's defensive reactien against the destructivdforce
of the intellect; it is found in the writings of the Neo-Kantian Ernst
Cassirer; myth was positively evaluated by W. I\f . Urban, Niebuhr, N.
Berdyaev, etc. A positive view of rnyth was expressed by the school
of psychoanalysis.

Myth, usually combined with psychoanalysis, was a powerful
source of inspiration, conscious or unconscious, for such different
rnodernist writers as D. H. I-awrence, W. B" Yeats, J. Joyce, T. S.
Eliott, Th. Mann and F. Kafka. Mythopoetic trends in 20th-century
literature have developed the ideas of "eternal return"', of cycie; the
human world is represented as historicatrly and psychologically
'tlosed"; heroes may be "Substitutable" and/or identical, just as
different mythological systems. These features are not identical with
the peculiarities of the "real" prirnitive myths. Kafka, for instance,
built up his "myth" on the hypostatisation of pedestrian, everyday life
and the corresponding legal system, a feature, incidentally, typical of
20th-century myth-making as a whole. Mythopoetic tendencies are
found in the work of other writers as well: W. Faulkner, J. Updike,
the young African authors J. P. Clark and W. Shoyinka, sorne Latin
Annerican writers, among them Gabriel Garcia Marques.

Joseph Frank has pointed out in his interesting study, I that in the
modern novel objective historical time is .replaced by rnythological
imagination, because actidns and events are represented as realisations
of eternal prototypes" Spatial forms of artistic imagery seem to
supersede temporal ones. Frank views from this anlle not only T. S.
Eliott and J. .Ioyce, but also Ezra Pound and even Marcel Proust.

foXythologising in 20th-century literature has gradually extended to
literary criticism, and a new and very popular school of myth-and-
ritual criticism has emerged. This school 2 desc.ribes in terms of rnyth
and ritual not only the creations of 20th-century writers who deliber-
ately turned to myth, but also the work of rnany others, including
such classic figures as John Milton and William Blake who treated of
Biblical subjects, Dante with his own epoch-making interpretation of
Roman Catholic Christian eschatology and, of course, Shakespeare
whose dramas still preserved the ties with the ritual-mythic roots of
drama as a genre; mediaeval Iiterature attracted the attention of the

in the 20th Century
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myth-and-ritual criticism, in particular. the Round.Table cycle emb^,ed]

a.ia l" the Celtic folkloie and rnvthological traditions' Among other
^.,+L^-o ^+ .-^^;ol infaracf urqs J \relwille as fhe author ol MOb'lauthors, of special interest was rl Mefuille, as the author of, Mobyauthors, of speclal rnterest was -a' lvrclvllle, au Lrls auurvr ur
Dick, as wel[ as D. Defoe, S. T. Coleridge, J' Keats, ,{. !e-nnDick, as well as D. Defoe, S. T. Colerrclge, J' I(eats' A. le-nny-son,

Th. Hardy, N. Hawthorne, N'-Thoreau, S' Crane' Y WtgT;^ ]:

3 M. Bodki, in Poetry. Psychologieal Studies ol Imaginolion, New
York, 1934 ( .Chase, Qnesrlor l*iyth, Baton Roirge, 1-949; N..Frye,
Anatomy ol 1957.

othe_r hand, sunset is related to autumn, death, myths about the death
of the god, tragedy and elegy.

Such a blurring of to
what may be describ ich
understandably resulte A.
Murray a while sharing snn
thinks ure may be very similar,
althou ewhat from that of myth,
since,

This sort of identification of rnyth with literature, as well as the
od in liter synth-
lytic psyc logical
archaic is not

accidental that Frye chose C. G. Jung and J. G" Frazer as his

, ancient philosophy, the mediaeval epic, romance and
Fillpots, F. Striim, Jan de Vries, P. Saintyves). In their

on was focused on the myth about the death and resur-

] See Myrh and My 300-353.
'-f"l:-^.f. Harrison, ligion, Carnbridge, 1903 (3rd
ed. 1922); Themis, C I tilropology ani!-tie Classics,
Oxford. 1907; A. B.
0 F. Study in Tradition: Myth and Drama, London, 1936;The , l2d2;- s. E nvman,trte'nituJ vii* Li-Myth;;,ithe n Fotklore, vot.'eS, issj, pt. rcz_t11. 
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both to express stable harmonious order and to describe eternal,
ever-present conflicts, social and psychological. Exploration of ritual-
magical patterns draws one's attention to panchronic foundations of
culture as contrasted to the idea of historical progress. Ort the other
hand, a positive evaluation of myth may be rooted in conservatisrn
with its fear of revolutionary upheavals and sympathies for intuition-
ism and mysticism, for traditional religious forms or ecstatic revela-
tions, or it may be connected with a desire to escape from acute
problems of social life into the realm of fantasy or the depths of the
personal subconscious. Such explanations may often be found in the
press, but, of course, they are far from sufficient.

To put these ideas into a proper perspective it might be useful to
remember that in the 20th century myth has been viewed both posi-
tively and negatively. Thus, for instance, in philosophy such different
figures as the intuitionist Bergson and the Neo-Kantian Cassirer
expressed a positive evaluation of myth; mythological trends have
been prominent in the work of James Joyce and Thomas Mann, who
otherwise might be placed at opposite poles of the creative spectrum.
However, the main argument lies not along these lines. Mythological
tendencies, apart from the ideological atmosphere of the 20th century,
reflect new interpretations of myth within anthropology and ethnog-
raphy. We know that the myth-and-ritual criticism is based on the
work of C. G. Jung and the ritualists, followers of Frazer and
Robertson Smith; but there are other so_urces as well: they often quote
B. Malinowski, E. Cassirer, S. Langer, J. Campbell and others. The
identification of myth with political doctrines is partly rooted in the
discovery by 2Oth-century ethnography (8. Malinowski) of the funda-
mental role of myths in maintaining the stable social order in primitive
societies. The conclusions reached by R. Barthes are based on the
mythological theory of Claude L6vi-Strauss; the use of mythological
material in psychoanalytic studies is closely connected with new
ethnologic studies of "primitive mentality" (cf. the ideas of L. L6vy-
Bruhl, etc.). Twentieth-century ethnology itself developed in a definite
ideological atmosphere which, to some extent, enhanced anti-
evolutionist and irrationalist tendencies within this field of resEarch.
While ideological overtones do remain in the background, some
achievements of 20th-century comparative mythology deserve careful
study and evaluation. In spite of all its contradictions, overestimations
and one-sidedness 2Oth-century ethnology has deepened our under-
standing of mythology and it is our duty to take account of its
achievements. Traditional l9th-century ethnography viewed'myths as
largely naive, pre- and (anti-) scientific attempts to explain the world.
This explanation was to satisfy the "curiosity" of the savage unable to
rise above the awesome forces of nature. Such a view was gradually
abandoned, and at the turn of the century new approaches to myth,
often emphasising only one of its aspects, but at the sarne time
capable of far deeper insights, were elaborated by such different
scholars as J. Frazer, E. Durkheim and F. Boas. The new mythology
then achieved its complete expression in the ritual functionalism of
Bronislaw Malinowski, in L6vy-Bruhl's theory of reprdsentatktns col-

7 R. Barthes, Mythologies, Paris' 1957'
8 See H. Hatfield, ."The Myth of Nazism", Myth and lulythmaking, pp. 199-22O.

9 w-w. DouSlas,'"The Meaning of 'Myth'in Modern criticisn", ModernPhilology,l'
1953.
rc Fh. Rahv, "The Myth and the Power House'", Partisan Review, Vol. XX' 1953' pp.

635-648.
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'\'"" t-" Meletinsky, The Oigin^o! the-Heroic-Epos' Moscow ' 1963; Edda and the

eoii ririi ifEits,'Moscow, ixe (in Russian)'
ir"#. il;;'"r1e l,rvtt-nituat rheory." Journal o! American Folktore, vol. 70, 1957,

-- r^1 rrl. u/ r ^*.--;;.;-ti;;;;iirr; Amone the Primitives", Folklore Associate,vY. Dasculu' tuE rvrylrt-r\r'u4t LL'vvar

pp."rbl-t1a; W. J. Greenwav' "Literature A-olgpp.!03.ll4;W.J.Greenway',,Lltera1ure-,a.mongtI]Erll11ll1lvg!
Hatboro, 1964; G. fort"rr.o-.L, '"The Ritual Th"qt-V of Mvth"' Univ' of California Press'
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"*r."]ili,'-r.o"-a"'n;[.. 

liee'r Ci. Xluc(totrn, "Myths and 
^Rituals.

-iiiitii'il"aie.i, 
18, Berkeley-Los Angeles' t966;-Cl' Kluckhonn' -Mvms ano .luarD'

A Generar rheorv". rt"*il2'fiiiiiiiii nrii2i"v"t' !451v' tyt?: pb Y1lz3i9;i;ie;;"I-Th;orv;','Harvard'Theologiiol Review'. vol' xxxv' te42' pp' r4)-r /'; u' r'
Kirk,. Myfh, Its Meaning'iia'iiiiitiii ii- incie"t and Other CultirZs, Los Angeles,A General Theory"'

1970.
13 See E. W. H. Stanner, ,.On Aboriginal Religion", oceania Monographs, No. 11,

Sidney, 1966.
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Trobriand Islands (Myth in Primitive Psychologyla and other works).
After Malinowski's pioneering work it was no longer possibie to share
the naive views of Tylor and Lang. His ideas were supported and
developed by H. Preuss, and late_r by Georges Gusdorf and Mircea
Eliade. The ideas of M. Eliade '' are especially interesting. in this
respect. He elaborated Malinowski's ideas on primitive mythological
ontology and showed that in myth the reaiity and value of human
existence are determined by their relation to sacral mythological
times. Their justification is derived from the "paradigmatic" sanctions
instituted by supernatural ancestors. According to Eliade, primitive
and archaic ontology possesses a "Platonic" structure, and the same
principles underlie the Indian technique of meditation. At the same
time while classifying myths in terms of their function in rituals Eliade
gives a rather modernistic interpretation of mythological conscious-
ness: it is believed not only to ignore historical time, but to actively
oppose the profane tinne with its irreversibility and historical perspec-
tive. This is, supposedly, the meaning of periodic purification and new
creation, of all cyclic regeneration in rituals. In our view, the annihila-
tion of historical time in myth is a "by-product?' of a specific mode of
thinking, rather than the purpose of mythology which, on the whole,
is free from any subjective fear of history. It is understandable that
the experience of certain highly developed 20th-century societies may
provide a legitimate source for such a fear; this, however, is not the
case in primitive archaic communities. The cyclic conception of time
which is so important for 20th-century mythological tendencies, was,
strictly speaking, a feature of ritual rather than mythology. It reflects
the desire to maintain through rhagic the existing natural and social
oider (the emphasis in ritual is also not on repetition and return, but
on the magical enhancement gf declining fertility). The idea of histori-
cal epochs and cycles becomes explicit only in more developed
mythologies, in Ancient India, Greece and Iran. Thus, an all too close
identification of myth with ritual supports modernist interpretations of
myth. In fact, primitive mythology gave birth not only to the ideas of
cyclic time but also to the Promethean notion of cultural achievement
which puts man above nature. It is also important, in our'opinion, that
the sacral mythological time of creation is an archaic diffuse notion of
time, but in no way its negation. This mythologicai notion contains,
although in a naive form, the seeds of the future causal concept of
time elaborated by Leibniz and Kant (the past-the sphere of
"priori"-is the domain of causes for "posteriori"). This time is
irreversible in principle: it is precisely this feeling of the irreversibility
of mythological time that correlates with the idea of ordering the
world, transforming chaos into cosmos. Again, this correlation re-
minds one of the negative correlation betweert irreversibility and
entropy as it is treated in modern physics and psychology. In this way

t4

$ 1926.
r, Paris, 1949: Mythes, r0veset mythe, paris, 1163; Le sacri
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Itraven, 1946.
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same time Cassirer was not able
completely autonomous with reg
ihis iutonomY is relative owing- t
itself. Cassirer sometimes combi
the ideas which affirm the existen

An interesting later examPle of
is E.W.Count's article "MYth as

Let us now dweli shortlY on t
mvth. The Freudian school
R6heim) regards the mYth as

cal situation and as a realis
were historically satisfied before
myth about Oe
is believed to
the subconscio

Freud, Jung admits the possibility of multiple interpretation of the
unconscious content depending on the situhtion, as well as a double

civilised society, although in primitive societies dreams do play a
major role in rnyth-making. Not every form of imagination deserves
the name of myth. This should be especially emphasised because such'
a panmythological tendency is a very typical product of modern
thought. However, for all his spiritualist and even mystic exaggera-
tions (as distinct from Freud) Jung has discovered several fundamental
truths about mythology: that it is homogeneous with some other
(basically collective) forms of human fantasy, that it is rooted in the
unconscious iayers of psyche and that all human irnagination is symbolic.

The latest significant theory of myth was advanced from the
vantage point- of structuralism by the French ethnologist Claude
L6vi-Strauss.22 It should be stressed that L,6vi-Strauis is ruore
dependent on the preceding mythological conceptions than is usually
admitted, irrespective of whether or not he consciously borrowed their
ideas. Thus, I find that L6vi-Strauss is quite close to.Iung in spite of

l^_S3e-hjs -main works: Anthropolog-ig_s.tr_ucturale, paris. 1958; La pensde sauvage,pafis,l%2; Mythologiques, l-IY, P&is, 1%4-1972.
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his own very critical attitude to the Swiss scholar in favour of Freud'
The achievements of Ldvi-Strauss would not have been possible
without studies of Cassirer; he was also directly
influenc Dum6zil, although this influence apparently
became teresting that L6vi-Strauss' approach is, in a

refiect on" itself. For L6vi-Strauss
the fre reflection of the intellectual
flexibil may pursue all conceivable
logical a slavish mirror of the tribal
social institutions.

L6vi-Strauss has elaborated a new theory of mythological thinking

latest scientific approaches. Mythological thought generates a variety
of sisn svstems. and L6vi-Strauss analyses kinship systems and totemicof sign systems, i-Strauss analyses kinshiip systems and totemic

the traditional lfth-century cognitive view of myth, the modern under-
standing of myth's role in the control of social and natural order, the
realisation of close affinity between myth and ritual as well as of its
affective and "pre-logical" aspect, etc. Certain aspects of L6vi-
Strauss' method may give rise to doubts, arguments or, even, objec-
tions. In our view, he does not draw a clear enough line between the
two classes of oppositions: fundamental antinomies like life/death,
good/evil, etc., and allomorphs in which the same relations are pro-
jlcted onto different planes (space/time, abovefbelow,
feminine/rnasculine). He also does not seern to differentiate between
the oppositions which are relevant for the real (be it even uncon-
scious) thinking processes of the natives and the oppositions which
structure the mind of the anthropologist. Thus, his favourite opposi-
tion nature/culture is hardly immanent for the thinking of South
American Indians. At first Ldvi-Strauss used language, this universal
medium of information, as d frame of reference for myth (cf. his
article "The Structure of Myth", 1955), but latet Mythologiques,
1964-1972) this position is reserved for music as the ideal artistic
structure. This later correlation ernphasises the metaphoric nature of
rnyth. However, to conclude that information can easily be transposed
from one level to another, that correlations between codes can easily
be established would mean to agree that inforrnation in myth is not

model for the structural analysis of narrative syntagmatics already in
the twenties.23 Recently a number of attempts have been made to
combine the L6vi-Straussian paradigmatics with the Proppian syntag-
matics, e.9., in the work of the French semiotician A.J.Greimas.'"
Incidentally, a certain underestimation of the narrative aspect of myth
is a common shortcoming of practically all theories of myth. It should
not be forgotten that the events of mythological time are elernentary
units of the mythic model of the world. There have been interesting

23 V. J. hopp, The Morphology of a Fairy Tale, Moscow, 19(i8 (the first edition,
Leningrad, 1928), (in Russian).
2a A. I. Greimas, I-a simantique structurale, Paris, 1966; Du sens, Paris, 1970.

classifications in terms of their semiotic stiucture. He has elucidated
the role of eneral-
isations. A ehicles
in myth do ture of
distinctive fact, a
potentially infinite chain of transformat
rnythological thinking is basically metaph
limit the intelligibility of myth. One
achievements has been his synthesis of
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recent attempts, the most promising by the Marandas,2s to apply
structure.

ment of the theory of mYth in the
plicated path. Many theories could
and one-sidedness. Some have even

led into philosophic and ideological blind alllleys. However there can be
yth in the 20th century hasno doubt that as a whole the study of myth in the 20th century has

made very_ irnp-ortant discoveries. These discoveries should receive,a
deeper siientific and philosophical interpretation. To ignore the
achievements of 20th-century scholarship because of the narrow ap-
proach or ideological limitations of some authors would be short-
sighted.- The 20th century has broadened our view of myth, its function and
stnrcture. A close ielationship has been dscovered between myth and
the creativ6 psychology or the psychology of the individual. Myth hasthe creatlve psycnology or IIt€ psycnology ol LIIG lllutvluuar. tYlytu Iras
been established not only as the genetic source of the artistic imagina-
tion but also as its irnrnanent model and essential ingredient. At the
same time the current panmythological trend shouid be somewhat
limited so that the notion of myth should not be allowed to include
and dissolve such important spheres of consciousness as literature,
psychology or political ideology, no matter what it may be.-The.fact
init mvtfi-is hohoeeneous with other ideological forms as we]l as with
psychology or political ideology, no matter what it may be.-The.fact
ihit mytfi-is homogeneous with other ideological forms.as-well a^s withihit mytfi-is homogeneous with other ideological forms.as-well as with
personll fantasy does not make it actually identical with them. On the
iontrary, it is necessary to study the process of their crystallisation
from the original syncretic unity of the mythological consciousness.
'Iarcir relafionchin af variorrs historical stases should be studied inTheir relatignship at various historical stages should be studiqd in
detail. and modein rationalist methods should be used to investigate
Their relatignship at various historical stages

the common psychological background of mythology and other types
of fantasy.

5 E. K. Ktingds, P. Maranda, Structural Models in Folklore anil Transftormational
Analvsis. The Hacue. l9ll P. Maranda. "ComoutErs in the Bush". Essavs on theAnalysis, The Hague, l97l; P. Maranda, "Co
Verbal and Visual Arts. ed. by J. Helm, \l

in the Bush", Essays on theAn4lysrs, lne Hague, lylli y. Maranoa, -uomputers rn tne l'r.!sn-., nssays on tne
Verbal and Visual Ats, ed. by J. Helm, Washington, 1967, pp. 77-83; "Analyse
quantitative et qualitative de rnythes sur ordinateur", Calcul et formalisation dans lesguantitative et qualitative de rnythes sur ordiguantitative et qualitative de rnythes sur ordinateur", Calcul et Iotmalisalion dans les
iciences de l'hommc, Paris, l%8, pp. 79-86, cf. I. B. Buchler, H. A. Selby. A Formal
Stutly of Myth, Austin, 1968.
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Discrete Variables and Random Factors in

Mathematico-Economic models

The rapid development of mathematical methods in economics
has put forward a number of new problems-both computational and
methodological. As we know, the actual statement of an optimal
plannin inition of an optimal_
a given the economic unit. T
in ques ial or agricultural ent
tion as I firm, etc., in short,
tive-economic entity or any chain of technologically related produc-
tion operations. It is assumed that the mathematical model adequa-
tely describes the economic unit, i. e., gives a sufficiently complete
and precise picture of the properties of the economic unit needed for
planning.

The mathernatical model used in planning consists of two main
components: the set D of admissible plans and the objective function
g. Suppose X; is some techno-economic index characterising the econo-
mic unit and let / be the total number of such indices in the mathema-
tical model. X, is called a component of the plan, and by the plan we
mean the sequ6nce of all the components X:(Xt, ..., X). A plan is
called admissible, if it satisfies a set of conditionS gr, . .., So,called admrssible, it it satrslles a set ol condltlons gr," ..,p,o, expres-
sing the specific technical, technological and economic aspects of
the economic unit. and inadmissible if it does not. Thus, D:{Xlthe economic unit, and inadmissible if it does not. Thus, D:{Xl
g' (X), . . ., c" (x)).

The objective fur
value rp (X). Let X'.

The objective function g assigns to every plan X a corresponding
ue ro (X). LetXr- XzeD be two certain admissible olans. The olanvalue g (X). Let X',X' €D be two certain admissible plans.

Xr is considered tobe better (B) than the plan X2(XrBXz), i1

I (X'). [Depending on the problem set, it is possible that

Ians. The plan

'), if g (X)>
that Xl-X'ifBxl il

9 (X')<q (X). F; a more definite solution we shall deal wit_h the
maximisation problem, in other words,we shall consider that XrrX'zif

Thus the planning problem in the above described model is an extreme
value problem.

To determine the optimal plan we must:



l) design a mathernatical model of the economic unit, i. e., state
the limiting conditions 9r,..., En and the objective function p, and

2) solve the problem max q(X\.
xeD

COMPUTATIONAL PROBLEMS. DISCRETE VARIABLES

There are various rnethods for the solution of the problem
max q (Xl (extreme value methods). Their applicability and effi-
XeD
cacity depend on the properties of p, gr, ..., gn and D. For example,
if all the S,t, ..., En ate- expressed as equationsgi (x):0, where all the
gi and g are continuous differentiable functions, we may find the
optimal plan by combining the Lagrange multipliers method u,ith
the classical extreme value methods ol calculus.

However, in economic problems, conditions Er ..., gn are most
expressed-in the form of linear inequalities, soD in this case is an
I-dimensional simplex. Usually q is also a linear function, so the prob-
lem mnx g (X) turns out to be a problem in linear programming.

xeD
A large and constantly increasing number of practical economic

problems has been solved by means of linear programming. But expe-
rience shows that the possibility of applying Iinear programming has
its Iimitations. Many problems considered today cannot be solved by
linear programrning, or indeed by other usual rnethods, in view of
computational difficulties" These difficulties cannot be resolved even
by using the largest existing compdters.

One of the sources of computational difficulties is the discrete
nature of the variables. The incorporation of discrete variables into
the mathematical model makes it possible to take into consideration
many important aspects of the economic unit and to improve the ade-
quacy of the mathematical rnodel. For example, any discrete produc-
tion, such as that of plant and machinerv, assembly lines, etc.,
calls.for discrete variables in the mathematical model. It is important
to note that the incorporation of discrete variables allows for taking
account of logical relationships within the framework of the mathe-
matical model.

Let us consider P, and P, as propositional variables, related by the
logical operator A which is defined by the following truth table:

Pr{

Here I and F stand for true and false respectively.
As we know, Iogical operators combine simple propositions-in

the given case the propositional variables P, and Pr-into a compound
proposition Pr L Pz whose truth-values may be obtained from the
truth-values of P, and P, by means of a truth table.

In working out the plan, an opposite problem arises: given a true
compound proposition P,/.P2, find the truth-values of P, and Pz. lt
is easy to see that this problem has three solutions (its difficulty grows
considerably when the nurrber of propositional variables increases).
Denote by (P) the truth-value of P. Then (P):7, (P2):F, as well as
(Pr):F, (P,):T and (Pr):(Ps):f', are admissible solutions.
(Only (Pr):(Pr):T is inadmissible). The existence of an objective
function allows for choosing the optimal solution from among the
admissible ones.

Now consider a method by which the condition (PrAPr):I may
be incorporated into the mathematical model. Suppose a (P) is the
representation function :

q (p): { l ll ,,ii=I
Obviously, the condition (P,APr):'F may be equivalently ex-

pressed by the inequality
a (P,)-t.o. (P,)(l

Thus we have discrete variables q (Fr) and a(Pr) in our model,
which are capable of taking on only one of the two values: 0 or I
(they are called boolean variables). Boolean variables also permit
expressing other logical relations, €. 8., implication. The implica-
tion * is defined by the following truth table;

,,{

--^--

rlr
F

F

i
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methods, especially designed for specific.problems in discrete
mins- have been'developed. And still' a large number ofming, have beeu oped

ic problems in discrete program-
ill' a large number of problems

METHODOLOGICAL PROBLEMS (RANDOM FACTORS)

The problem of an optimal plan assumes that any admissible plan

,uV U. idopted and then precis6ly fulfilled. If this is not so, the search

for an optimal plan, or indeed the notion of optimal plan itself, be.
comes meaningless.

Since the plan is admissible, i. e., satisf ies all the necessarv techni.
cal, technological and econornic conditions, it would seem'natural
that such a plan may be adopted and fulfilled. Nevertheless, in the
vast majorit is not so.
plans which fulf illed, e.
or cutting-p ons. This i
sence and op number of
factors interfere with the process of production. For example, such a
random factor as the weather has direct effect on almost all branches
of agricultural production, on the construction, fishery and hunting,
transportation. Indirectly (via these branches) the weaiher influences
production as a whole and each of its links.

Further, any production process is linked with a large number of

sations.
As we know from cybernetics, under certain conditions a regulator

may lead to vacillations. Such vacillations constantly arise in various
places with various force and are another random factor. The actual
process of decision-making does not exclude errors or miscalculations.
Thus another random component, u'hich may be called the "error
noise", arises here.

Random factors to some extent permeate all human activity: as
an example of a random factor with positive influence we may men-
tion unplanned inventions facilitating the process of production. The
breakdown of machines, accidents, illness are examples of random
factors which exercise a negative influence. The failure to take them
into consideration will result in the choice of an insufficiently realistic
or completely inapplicable plan.

Accounting for the influence of these rardom factors calls for a
different definition of the notion "pla nning
and forecasting, a reconsideration of plan-
ning. An analysis and a strict definiti plan"
opens the way for overcoming these methodological difficulties.

We must note that methodological problems, as well as specific
computational problems, connected with random factors, are the sub-
ject of a number of papers which constitute a separate branch of mathe-
matical programming, u,hich is called stochastic programming. It
contains a number of theoretically and practically useful approaches
to the problem considered. But these approaches are disparate, each
of them is only suitable for resolving a narrour class of special problems.
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It is im astic problem is characteri-
sed by the

l)'a me d through .the. set ,D;
Zi tfre 5 is determined with the aid

of P and q.

programmlng.
Here discrete variables or non-linear relations between the variab-

les give rise to no specific computational difficulties. Thus, the sirnu-
lative model opens up ample opportunities before the deviser of an
economic unit model by considerablv widening the range of mo-
delling means.

In other words, in this case we do not kno\1,n, for instance, if ll is-
convex, continuous, simply-connected, etc. The cases when we can
ascertain some of these properties are few and far between. Onlv in
these exceptional cases can we apply, to find the optirnal plan, iuch
methods as the gradient method, the method of tangents to the level
line and so on, which constitute so called "partial combinatorial
simulation".

Just as rare are the cases when D is finite and consists of a small
number of elements, so that the.optimal plan may be found by total
enumeration of all the admissible plans. This constitutes so"called
"total combinatorial simulation"

Sometimes it is possible to apply one of the rnethods of random
search, in particular, random learning search Thi.s i.s called "forma!
euristic simulation". But the application of random search methods
also involves a number of difficulties. For example, random search
based on the horneostat principle necessitates simulations to be effected
so that plans can cover each por'nt of the region D with equal probabi-
lity, and this cannot always be realised. Moreover, thb nuhber of
necessary simulations grows exponentially with the number of variab-
les, so this method is practically inapplicable in problems u'ith rnore
than four or five variables.

The method of iterated random search also requires simulations
to be carried out so as to embrace each point of the region D with
equal probability. On the other harfd, if 

'the 
optimum ialue of the

objective function is not given in advance, thls method is in fact

ANALYTICAL AND ALGORITHMIC MODELS. THE SIMULA.

TIVE METHOD

We lytical rnethod of
gbrithmic method - Howev-

€r, 6n at all, althoug trarY set

D if some sPecial rates its

"operation" is intuitively clear).-'CGarly, 
not only arbitrary sets, but imagg.s to.9, can.be defined as

,nutlti.uily or alg6rithmicaily given. This-tirectly follows [r.om tnl
ir"lifrrt ahy imale f : T-'G is"a subset of the universe of discourse

T&JG and.'therefire. f mav be defined and given as a set'7'@ G and, t f may be defined and given as a set'
X""" -rir,"iirIi;';;;i oJ-* ."onorni. init in which either the

lans or the o n q' or both, are

is called a si
hod consitrs i ulative models to
s in planning c.
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inapplicable, since we do not know when to stop.the search. and how far

iio,iiit" optimal plan (in absolute values of the objective function)
i.-i-tr" piun'we have touird. These reasons explain the wide use of so-

called "nonformal euristic simulation"'---itri" 
type of simulation consists in carrying out a.number of simu-

tationi-aicbrding to the orders of an expert or a client, after which

ite.*p".t analyles the results and makes a decision. Here the simula-

tion model .etv""t simply as a means of e.computation
oirutioru possibilitie's,'All the tasks, c the search for

[t" opti*uf'plan, involving risk, rrnc"itr hen dependent

* th'. ;*p.ri and his intu"ition. This, of be considered

as a solution of the problem.
Besides the abovb methods, the so-called "stochastic simulation"

method is used to solve forecastin
in the following. Suppose a numb
shall denote thern by X1,..., X
given laws of distribution, while
iietermined functions of X',. . .. X
sation of the values Xr,. . ., Xa we
Xn*" ' ' '' X'') 

,,"ira ranrlnm nrrm.hp late the-ln 
this case, by using random number units, we can slmu

realisation of the values X',. . ., Xe and
ding Xp+r, . ., Xr. This will constitute
carrying out a sufficient number of sim
tistitallnformation about Xp+r, . . ., Xrr
pute any statistical characteristics of th
[tre predicted values of Xe+r,..., -X, with the aid of the known pre-

ai.tiln" X|r,,..., Xe. This.ctieme foi the application of the simulative
model for forecasting- purposes is, at the s'ame time, a scheme for-"iptvilg 

tti" M*t. tailo'method. this scheme isextremely effective,
bli ; ?. see,.here ttre planning problem is neither stated nor solved

METHODOLOGICAL PRINCIPLES OF THE EVOLUTIONARY'
SIMULATIVE METHOD

we shall
Here shall no longer need to a-s:yT.e that X

is a fini nor that D is a region of finite-dirnen'

a finite family of arbitrary sets Ar,..., A,, i" e., A-: f, O,. In
th[s case each element (plan) is, as before, a set of componenls'(X,,...,
x).. Here, however, each component does not necessariiy take on nume-
rica.l values (it can, for example, take on values for a iet of functions,
vectors, etc.).

X,, i:1"..., l, i{d and ig-r,
then the original planning .into two completely inde-pendent.problems. Inoneo blesu,ill beXa iia X-rna
;n the other - X i, i:|,. .

we come to the conclusion that alt the components of the plan are ran-
dom variables, some independent, others bependent. 

- r'-"'
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ables) there is a set of algorithrns p.g (called simulators), which in

each simulation realise the value of X,#. (lf, X,* it 
'real 

random

variable, then p i# is a randorn nurnber unit.)

Besides t[e iimulators, we are given a set,-of -algorithrns, which
allows for firiding the values of X;,1€ {1,' .., lrlli"d from the given

realisations p t, i E li"d.
Thus we come to the structure of a simulative model analogous to

the one referred to above as an example illustrating the use of stochas-

tic simulation for forecasting purposes.

futilttea or strictly fulfilied.
When D is continuous, the rea!ity of the optimal plan Xont equals

*ro,,i.e",P[p(X'\2rp(XoPr)]':0.Thisimpiiesthatincaseswhen
iundo, fictoil 'ur"'ln'operafi,on it is meanlngless to search for an

optirnal plan. An optimal plan in this case is not realistic'

if o (X2):tp (Xl), and not fulfilled il tp (x')<q (A^).
Bv'the reaiiiv 6t ttre plan Xl we mean the probabiBv'ti* 'r.uiiiv of tt" plan Xl we mean the probabitilv plq (x')>
(^rvrrr Ho,i^o lho raqlitrr nf thp nl:n is ihe nrohabilitv of it beinp)*(i;ll. H.,i.., the reility of the plan is the-probability of it being

Suppose p" is the .a priori.level.of rgrlill.l i. ";: l"lllr,*,b:l]i,!tSuppose P" is the a priorl level ol reatlty' i. e_.' a-numoer
intervbi Itr; !] expressin[ the.desired probability oiJulfiliing the plan.

if'" ntari *triif, cal be"fulfilled with probability P'will be denoted
interval [0; ll expressing the.desired probaDlllty olJulllllln-g Ifle praIr.

tf,. piuri *i,t iif, can beTulfi[ed with probability.P' will be. denotedThe plan which can be fulfiLqd wlth probablllty Ir" wlll De.(

Xt uira called the best plan. Thus the 6est plan X& is one which satis-

into a determined conditionally
ext for an optimal plan.

ical rnodels for concrete economic
units, P" can be found directly, e. g., with ttr"e aid of expert estirnates.
But P' can also be found by means of the so called penalty function
F. Suppose f' (X*, Xa) is an arbitrary penalty function of two vari-

have obtained two definitions of the best plan: P trp (X$pe (Xa)l:
:P" and M@ (X*, Xb) * rnin.

These two definitions are equivalent, since for any P" there exists
such an F that XE, defined via Po, coincides with X&, defined via F,
and, conversely: for each Fthere is such a P" that XD, defined via F,
coincides with XD, defined via Po.

In the preceding exposition we pointed out some of the most

factors.
not by fa c nature of the problem.
random among the components

e are not termined by each. other
course, a

able X;.). Hence, independently of rp (X), we can search for the best
value of Xr. To do this, consider a new problem, in which Xr,, and
not r9 (X), plays the role of objective function. Defining for Xy its
a priori realit! level Pi, or its penalty function F1',, wc can use the

l8g

fies the relation Plp 6\2s-(X9l:P"
Having introduced this definition, we have in fact stated the_prob-

tern of siSchastic programming. Its solution is the best plan X&'

lator.
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rol figures of theplan xf best values ted

techn6-economic lndices onding pro € v
of fulfilling the plan.fo target; 2) the
rest of theie indjces, i. lity distrib all

changes in organisation.
TEis ls not"only practically valuable, but. also-very noteworthy'

lndeed, in practice'(in constra"ct to.theory), the.influenge oj random
factors has hever been ignored. On the other hand, planning by meansIaCtOrS haS neVef been lgnored. Un lne Otner rtaIlo' plallllrlrg uy Irrearrs

of control figures permits realising centralisation and de.centralisation
combined. T-he rninaging unit standing higher in the hierarchy cont-Combined. "lhe rnanaglng Unit Stanolng nlgner In Ifle Illeral'clly uurrt-

rols the ,,adopted tedl'in-o-economic indices", whereas the lower unit,
- ---r-^t^ rL^ ..t^-^-^^l^.1

whose model is represented by the simulator p, controls the."forecasted
indices". This is "also fullv ih line with the existing practice of plan-
ning.

it tf,. present time, seven different-rnodels based on the ES-method
have been'developed, which clearly iilustrate the possibilities of this
method. Sorne of ihese models have been applied in practice and serve

as a methodological ioundation for short-range or long-range
planning

134

THE ES-MODEL. EVOLUTIONARY ALGORITHMS OF THE
ES-METHOD

. By the ES-model we mean the determination of the best plan by
^L^^^:-- ^- ^ --:--: ---r:a t- l r L .choosing an a priori reality level. Let us consider this definition in
more detail. Suppose X;, is a planned techno-economic index. and pl,, and Pi,
is its a priori reality level.

The setr

0.. _ ( lxeDtp txf,>xr)>pi,\, xt,+ max
( txe DtP 6!.<xy)2Pi,), xi,- min

will be called a set of sufficiently realistic plans, and the setB!,:
:DlFpi" a set of insufficiently realistic plans.

The stochastic programming problem

model. Its solution is the best plan.

max (min) Xi, is the ES-
* rO 

oi,

carried out over D
given by the random
search this d solution
obtained by is consi-

a plan from p"., in a singlesimulation equals 1-Po. This last quantity

is the probability of not finding a plan from p*1
Considering simulation as a statistical experiment with two possible

outcomes: X (Fpi,and X 6 p*1 and also keeping in mind that a sequence

of simulations may be considered as a sequence of independent
experiments in Bernoulli's scheme, we conclude that in N simula-
tions at least one of the plans obtained will belong ,o E with proba-
bility P*:l-(l-P)N.

r Here we assurne that the objective function g(X) is at the sarne time one
of the components Xi, of the plan'X, i. e,, g(X):}1,(X1.
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Hence ,v=]1ffi)+o.sf
(where lC[ denotes an integer part of number C).

It can be shor,r'n that P* should be taken equal to 0.9. In this case

the relationship between Po and N may be expressed in the following
table:

o.roo 
i 

o.oso

22 i nu I n,

The evolutionary algorithms are as follows: l) using the table
above find N from-the given Po, 2) carry out N simulations and find
X", e:1, ..., ff (here Xe==g (e),3) choose such a plan ,t whose com-

ponent R,,:*o* (min) \Xi,,..., XI). The plan * will be called a
pseurdo-best plan, and Xi,-a pseudo-best control figure.

Let us note the main properties of these algorithms and of the plan

any'T r of sirnulations N depends neither on the dimension I
ol th nor on the distribution law Pl and the law P given for
D, n properties of the images Xr,(X), nor on the prsPg:ties

of the region D, although all these factors determine the set Fp;," the

best plan Xb and, f inalll', the best control figure Xf,.
The pseudo-best plan X found by meansof algorithms l-3 has the

following property: u'ith probability P*:0.9 it assigns to the compon-
ent X;, iv'aiue n6t greater than the best value Xf, of this component
tl Xy --->rnin, and not less than its best value if Xi' * max.

The probability of deviation from the best plan in the direction of
the optimal plan (as well as [n the opposite direction) decreases

136

lem: max (nrtn) p (X).
XED

Suppose that to find tne Dest plan with some accuracv /, (we shall

say that the pseudo-best plan X approximates the point X of the re-
gion D with accuracy 1if X:lXi,-Xrl, algorithms l-3 require for
Ihe purpose N simulations and give us a realibility equal to P, (by

the realibility of the pseudo-best plan X, with accuracy X we mean

P*:P | ft.r-Xt,l(d, whereas- !9. obtain .the optimai . plan Xopt
wiih the'same accuracy and realibility bv using, sav, algorithms based
on the homeostat principle, u'e shall need an average of N.2I simula-
tions.

Herc P t,Di, are the
probability distribution
iaw and the set oi planned
values of the plan compo-
nent X;,; Xf, - the best

value oI this component
(i. e., the best control Ii-
gne\i X?,Pt- the oPtimal
value; Pi,-the reality of
the plan (i. e., the pro-
bability of Iulfilling the
plan for X;.). (The reality
of the best plan is the a
priori level of reality).
Ba^" - n set oi values as-, rl,
sumed by the component
X,, when the plan X ran-
ges over the set of sulfi-
ciently real plans, i. e.'

por;,: { x,, (x)/x € 0pr", }.

Pi,

lL_
I
!

t
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The Developing Countries:
New Researches

V i c t o r RA STYAI\INII{O V,
D. Sc. (Econ.)

The Agrarian Evolution and Class-Formation

Processes in India*

It has become increasingly apparent over the last few years that
the old structure of agriculture in the Third World countries is having
a slowing down effect on the economy. Signs of a powerful new
upsurge in the peasant movement are evident in a number of
developing countries (for example, in India). Hence, it is economically
and politically important to study the changing socio-economic basis in
the Afro-Asian village and class-formation processes in a multistruc-
tural economy.r

The researcher who studies these processes is inevitably faced
with the following questions: what is the relationship between the
contemporary (bourgeois) classes and the "traditional" classes (and
their separate strata)? How intensively is this relationship ch4nging?
How in general have the socio-economic features of contemporary
classes been shaped and to what extent. and in what directions are the
traditional classes changing? For example, to what extent has the
petty-bourgeois peasantry been formed from the peasantry engaged in
subsistence farming in developing Asian countries? To what extent
has a class of wage earners in capitalist society emerged from the
huge army of people in the village who sell their labour power
(including the existing sections of agricultural workers)? Wrat is the
socio-economic role of the vast mass of impoverished producers?
What characterises the exploiters who represent the epoch of primi-
tive accumulation? To what extent have the exploiting groups in the
countryside been divided into a class strata of capitalist society, on
the one hand, and of pre-bourgeois society, on the other? And so on
and so forth.

A study of these and other aspects of class formationis of prirnary
importance in understanding the nature and the stages, the trend and
intensity of the revolutionary process which is taking place in the
countryside today. Such a study also makes it possible to trace the
bases of the class alliances between the industrial proletariat and

various class groups in the village, at the stage prior to and after the
completion of the democratic anti-feudal revolution.

For this study we have chosen India, a country with diverse
eoonomic structures and regional levels of economic development. In
the Third World India represents a unique example of the extensive
form the agrarian evolution can take. Practically any variant of ag-
ricultural development in the Asian countries that have not undergone
a radical break-up of the socio-economic system, can find a parallel in
India's agricultural development.

The general laws of tne epJcn of tru.rrition from the feudal to the
capitalist mode of production were defined by Marx and Lenin.
I-enin, describing the peculiarities of the two types of capitalism in
agriculture pointed out: "There are various kinds of capitalism-the
semi-feudal capitalism of the landowners with its host of residual
privileges, which is the most reactionary and causes the masses the
greatest suffering; there is also the capitalisrn of free farmers, which
is the most democratic, causes the masses less suffering and has
fewer residual privileges".2

In Indiir, the mainstay of agrarian capitalist evolution of the con-
servative type is not the landowner class as a whole (as was, for
example., the case in the Prusso-Russian variant of the conservative
evolution), but a separate (socially isolated) upper exploiting strata of
rural society: the groups of landowners who under the two-tier struc-
ture of the former feudal class made up of its lower tier and represen-
tatives of the moneyed classes (merchants and usurers) who in the
colonial period expropriated property and possessions on a scale
unprecedented in European countries.

The big landowner system which evolved towards capitalism along
the conservative path represented the two main types of relations:
namely, the disintegrating relations of rent paid in kind and in cash
(exploitation of the free or enslaved producer who possesses all or
part of the means of production); and the relations of a bonded
dependence of the worker deprived of all the means of production by
the exploiter, relations which are being transforrned into capitalist
systems. Thus, as compared with the European variant of the evolu-
tion of labour rent directly (to be more exact, with other types of rent
which did not develop historically into dominating stages) towards
capitalism (former Eastern Europe) or a variant of the conservative
evolution which occurred under a more or less complete sequence of
the stages of pre-capitalist rent (in a number of regions of Western
Europe), the agriculturai economy of India, like that of other newly-
free Asian countries, furnishes a different core of forces and
economic forms which ernbody in agriculture the tendency of the
development of capitalism "from above". This variant which emerged
in a later historical epoch, and is obs.erved still now, is determined by
the socio-economic pattern of Asian feudalism and by the changes

tv. l- r-*i^, Collected lUorks, Moscow, Vol. 19, p. 377.

* The article is an abridged version of the ers of the monograph
eiiiiiii iipit"lism in a'Multistructural So of Independent India'
(Moscow, Nauka Publishers, 1973) written
I The multistructural economy of the Third World countries was the subject of an

article try A. Levkovsky in Social Sciences, No. 2(4), 1971.
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wrought i
Coloni tion of the results of

primitive this basis, of capitalist
ielations. evolution of the village
has led to a tremendous growth in the intermediate economic struc-
tures which assumed a stagnant nature. Hence the formation of a
mass of impoverished people.

The ernergence of small-scale commodity production, wtrich forms
the mass basis of the "capitalism of free farmers", was to a great
extent retarded. The structures which in their reproduction relied on
natural ancl semi-natural relaticlns tenaciously retained the biggest part
of the national agricultural output. The specific barriers (relative
overpopulation, the hampering of the reproduction of fixed capital on
a national industrial basis, and so on) created by colonial oppression,
combined' with the influence of old types 'of property and other
relations, greatly restricted the development of the small-scale com-
modity structurg. In this situation capitalism, which matured on the
basis of the latter, was often "polluted" by the sediment of previous
economic forms. Not the struggle between "capitalisms" as such (this

capitalist agricultural development.
In the period of liberation from colonial oppression no radical

break-up cif the socio-econornic patterns prevailing in the countryside,
occurred in India. The land reform carried out in subsequent years
was most conservative in nature and as a whole facibtated the change
in the relationship of agrarian structures in favour A
characteristic feature of this process was that with a on
of the economic basis (landed property) for the of
small-scale comrnodity production and capitalism evoiving from it, the
reform Ied to an even faster development of the intermediate struc-
tures, and made thern more uniform (for example, by abolishing the
hierarchy of landed rights and by some other measures); at the same
time, it created conditions for the developrnent of the type of capital-
ism which arises on the basis of the use of direct force against the
producers by the exploiting sections of the old society (eviction from
ihe land). This is why the increasing shift of agriculture towards
capitalism exacerbates the main agrarian contradiction of the epoch
and gives rise to a situation fraught with an open explosion of the

the countryside.
of land relations, the forrnation and development of

nomic structures rnanifested itself in the spread and
evolution of share-cropping tenancy.

An analysis of materials pertaining to the last fifty years of British
rule in trndia shows that there was a direct interconnection between
the increase in the expropriation of peasant landed property by the big
landowners and moneyJenders, on the one hand, and the spread of
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share-cropping, on the other. Within the framewqrk of share-cropping
tenancy different forms of "partnersliip" of the landed proprietor and
the producetr arose, which rested, however, solely on the old technical
basis.

The tremendous disproportion between the demand for land as a
source of subsistence and its supply, caused by the increase in the
relative overpopulaiion, the consequent possibility of extracting ex-
tremely high' rents, the absence of national reproduction of fixed
capital and its excesSively high prices-all these resulted in the
process of the evolution of farming based on share-cropping .into
capitalist production being extremely dragged out and retarded at the
stage of stagnant transitional forms of relations. In the agricultural
economy there operated the law of the extensive increase of surplus
labour (i.e., through a maximum use of the relations of landed
property as such), which was fully appropriated by the landowner,
and not the law of the intensive increase of the surplus product (i.e.,
by investing of additiona! capital of the owner or share-cropper, or
both of them, in production). Only the labour power of the producer,
Iiving labour as such, was intensively consumed; on the contrary, the
use of materialised labour was limited to a number of absolutely
necessary elements (seed, a plough, draught cattle. This was not
always the case as, for exarnple, in Kerala). Whatever shifts in the
distribution of the means of production between the producer and the
landownei (from zero to a full set on one, or the other side) rnight
occur in a share-cropping tenancy, the personai factor of production,
living Iabour and its consumption, rernained the basis of any variant of
a systenx arising within the bounds of this tendency.

The primitive social productive force of labour which, owing to the
unchanged technical basis, was in a stagnant state; the barbarous
exploitation of the direct producer which presupposes the systematic
expropriation in favour of the lahdowner of a part of the prodr.rcer's
means of existence; the reproduction of'labour power-in a "crippled
state" (Marx)-all these intrinsic phenornena of any form of share-
croppilrg gave rise to all its variants and crqated a deep inner unity of
economic forrns arising on its basis. The share-croppers, at whatever
stage of expropriation they were, forrned one of the most numerous
sections of the impoverished rural population.

Naturally, such a system of share-cropping placed a rigid limit on
technological progress wittrin its bounds (in fact, literally over the last
three to four years separate centres of share-cropping tenancy have
come into being in India, under which some additional investments of
capital are being made, but so far mainly in the forrn 'of mineral
fertilisers).

As regards the whole complex of these features, the Eastern
variant of share-cropping, in contrast to the Western, belongs to the
category of intermediary structures which perforrn the mission of
"de-peasantisation", of clearing the land for capitalism in the most
painful ways for the producer. Under the dominant relations of landed
property, however, these structure* have an insignificantly small
capacity to generdte capitalist prrlduction relations. In this respect
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they are the mainstay of the worst variant of conservative capitalist
evolution.

What influence has the land reform exerted on the developrnent of
intermediary structures in agriculture?

Firstly, it has given essential impetus to the mass de-centralisation
of big landed property. This has mainly been brought aboutas a result
of th6 tense siluaiion in the countrv'side; to a certain extent it was also
cut in absolute terms (chiefly by the transference of land through the
market).

Secondly, with the removal of privileged land tenures (withip the
bounds of the zamindari system and its multi-step ladder of inter-
mediary rent-receivers of the feudal type, free rnarket tenancy, i.e.,
tenancy with actually unregulated rates of rent (despite the law), is
being intensiveiy shaped as a universal type.

reforrn as a ban on leasing out land
enancy, simultaneously permitting
rmed into trartsitional forms of
ing a landholding ceiling and other
the intensive develoPment within

the framework of the share-cropping tenancy system and, on the
oihe., a major shift towards replaiing the "open", officially registered
tenancy by-concealed tenancy, under which a leasing-in producer is
not regarded as a tenant.

foirttrly, ali these circumstances brought about -a-worsening in the
terms of tenancy and became one of the causes which engendered the
trend to raise the rates of rent'

The upshot of all this was in the early 1960s non-occupancy
tenancy of all orms o
spread-to not I cultiva
moreover, sha minant
and the small share-cropier beca n type

The reform was unable to stop the expropriation of small landed
property. It has continued throrighout the post--reform epoch' Its
iratural consequence was the further spread of share-cropping. "Te-
nancy," an ofiicial paper said, "poses an ever rectlrring problem-; as

ioon'ir it is dealt *itt ;" one fbrm, it re-emerges in another."3
The experience of the developing countries in Asia shows that the

main prerequisite for the capitalist mode of productio-n, which results
from completing the process of separating the mass of producfrs from
the conditions - and means of production, is not realised in the

rneasure.a Besides the
producer with the land
an see the excessivelY
the labour power of the

3 Implementation of Land Reforuits, Planning Commission, New Delhi, August 1966, p.
129.
4 The essence of the main contradiction of such an econorny was formulated by Lenin
as follows: "The old, semifeudal, natural economy had been eroded, while the
conditions for the new, bourgeois economy had not yet been created" (V. I. Lenin,
Collected Works, Vol. 19, p. 488).
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Various motives prompted the producers to use outside labour.
The labour market is inflated by ttre extra-economic demand for
labour which results from the influence of traditional social institu-

l, not allowed to
endence between
mmunity, and so
outside labour in

a-griculturarl production, not determined by normal economic needs, is
the -struggle for the means of subsistenie in small-scaie commodity
production.

expropriated producer, which is not linked with the functioning of the
capitalist structure, on the one hand, and the relations of doriination
and bond'age in the exploitation of labour of such a producer, on the
other.

In the first three years of the 1960s a little more than half the rural
families in India were engaged, to this or that extent and on some or
other terms, on the farms and in ruraler terms, on the farms and in rural petty industries f.or wages.

An analysis shows that the overwhelmins Dart of the labo-ur rng part of the labour of

The pr-oblem is that the agrarian overpopulation is displayed in the
leremployment in the labour Drocess of the -rn.,.r*^u. 

-.o*.,r."..underemployment in the labour process of the man
not onlv of the fullv exnronrieteri nonrrlafinn lrrrf e
uuuErErlpruyrucur. rr] Lfle taoour process or tne manpower resources
not only of the fully expropriated population but alio of numerous
strat?--of peasant produceis. (According to Farm Management Studies,in different regions of India the aveiage per farm iequirements in
family labour is one-fifth to two-fifths of the annual labour time of
actual family labourers, i.e., not even of all the.able-bodied membersactual family I
of the family.)of the family.) Small farms, faced by extreme want. intensivelv orrsr

i.e., not even of all the.able-bodied members



itsspreadisinverselyproportionaltothelevelofdevclopme.ntofthe

"upit-utirt 
structure u'.d airi"it, proportional to the level of relative

huge mass of workers drawn into production on
e riarket exchange of their labour power for the
e. or on the terms of bondage (also including the

"professional" agricultural workerS), represents not a single class but a
.'"""f"-.r"te of- classes and class'strita whose economic aspect is.;Gl;;;;;;; ;f 

"1u..*. 
and class'strita whose economic aspect is

5 K. Mur* and F. Engels , Works, Vol. 46, p- 452 (irt Russian)'
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determined by the nature of the econornic structures in which they are
engaged.

a dominant place in this
in pre-capitalist (including

tremendous impact on the
the nature of the socio-e

workers (allotment of land, i.e., the selfassertion of the worker as an
independent produger; social equality, i.e., abolition of the forms of
ex isn-6'snl6uchability"', and so on; an increasein abolishing the different relations of bondage
an workers).

In studying the 
* :t 

l"na"o"i", of capitalist develop-
ment. rnuch attenti se, be given to the developrnent
of a modern class rs.

Although they ed in wi sing their tand-
ownership, -never at the he-1960s they
possessed about all the the leased-out
areas wer 0s
under the
area held re

than 5o u t*

. As for changes in the farming system on the lands of the large
landowners, the latter, seeking to obtain rent as an exchange value,just as in the colonial period, e; erted the utmost pressur-e on the
personal factor of production, living labour. without chaneine theperso-nal facto-r _of production, living labour, without changing the
foundations of the system (hence the tendency to increase lhe rent

landowners, the latter,

the tendency to increase the rent

technical basis. This is one nrore ltep in clearing tlre land for

Another trend in the changes was the radical clearing of the land
by force: the eviction of peasants from the land became a condition
for organising a personal entrepreneurial farm of a large lan<Iowner

e-xtracted from the producers which was observed iu many regions in
the post-reform period). At the sarne time there is a great;r tJndency
to extend the form of 'to-partnership" of the landowner and producei
within the bounds of share-cropping, but, as a rule, on the old
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give irnpetus to the further socio-political consolidation of the conser-
vative class strata of capitalism.

Control of a considerable part of the state budget by large landow-
ners determines yet another trend in their crystallisation as a conser-
vative social stratum of capitalism: they have begun to acquire the
features of the "bureaucratic bourgeosie"'.

Large landowners actively utilise the surviving feudal institutions,
first and foremost the caste system, in their interests. The latter
performs a dual function for them. First, the estate and caste disunity
of the rural population, existing where the general situation in the
village is becoming more tense, enables the small, wealthier groups,
primarily the landowning 6lite, to present the divergence of their own
interests with the interests of the wide sections of the peasantry as an
antithesis of the interests of castes and to uphold-so far, as a rule,
not without success-their privileges and property. Second, the caste
structure in society provides the large landowners with a "legal" basis
for enrichment by m ulsion (applied
especially intensively rs from among
"untouchables"). This s why the top
groups of landowners offer the most
frenzied resistance to any weakening of the institution of "untouchabi-
lity".

The broad penetration by the large landowners of the "second
stratum" I superstructure and, above all, into its major
elempnt, tate power, is a new process, the conditions
for whic the period of independence when colonial
political eradicated.

landowning families seized posts

I,1,1"t,?!nii.1"#1il: 3f T:i:: ?i

up rurar serr-government bodies, r"f;i"i3$'"T11J:;fl;i'1il:',t&3::
opened up a new, wider front of struggle for the influence on the
state, and it is the large landowners and the wealthy upper crust of the
dominating castes that, in most cases, won key positions in these
bodies.

Thus, the formation of a rurai 6lite is an intricate and multifaceted
process encompassing both the econornic and socio-political spheres.
The rural 6lite in its present variant is a phenomenon of receniorigin.
In India its rise and-consolidation was determined by the structiral
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changes in this formerly colonial society. (this was. first of. all the
r.i"r.-o""1;' of the upper itratum of the teudai landlords. for which the

elimination of the^direct political rule of imperialisrn was a prere-

6lite.----an 
analysis of the interaction of the rural 6lite with the superstruc-
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- Such a pattern of power bgcomes possible precisely in a situation

the "outside world" by
vision of society into
int'ensifies the oligar-

. R.rrral oligarchy which is gaining in strength possesses ever greater
freedom of independent action within the--framework of the-social

ries. It is not simply the
, but the resistance of the
cked the implementation of
the 1950s.

where there is a)vher-e. there is a gigantic'prevalence in ihe rural economy of structures
in which an inordinatelv iaree shar. is taken bv natlrai renrodrrcfionly iarge shar. is taken by natural reproduction,
i.e.,_ the structures represented by the mass of srnall ind tiniesiproduction units (individual housefrotasl which in facr qre ienlqred qrcproduction units (indiv households) which in fact are isolated, are

*,F*

The data on regional differences in the topmost strata of the Indianyil$ge are of .exceptional inrerest. If we titJlnfi, *Jd"t-grorp.
f mins we find f hot fhp m,ro+ a,,L-+^-+i^r ^a-^.-- - - r

' 'rming,-we find rhat the -rii sr6-itrnii"f;;ril;;irming, _we find that the most subitantial strat-um bf
se i.n the rayatwari, i.e., in the regioni where tfrein the-epoch_ of recarving the entire-old feudal land

.'J:.:.Xl s-1u: property rights in land fo taxed landowlng housJtl-olds oithe vrltage community (raygts). on the contrary, a sim-irai ai;Cdt ;i
holds ofthe village cohniunify dalptt). oi tiri Jontr.ary, i si

owners, as a rule, is much weaker in the for'mei iiiiaiii &iiii"iswhere the extra-communiiy i.ro"l--t";A i;i;;-;"J#vlillr&iel top
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6 V. L Lenin, Collected ltr/orlts, Vol 15, p. l2l.
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tradictions developing on this basis: first, the trend to replace the
functions of the private sector in a numbdr of economic spheres by
the functions of state institutions, the trend on a much smaller scale,
towards the direct shifting of private, exploiters' property into the
hands of the state; second, the trend to abolish this property under the
influence of democratic movements. In this respect, the shifts taking
place in India's social life are a highly indicative phenomenon'.

The burden of unsolved agrarian problems, the worsened lot of the
mass of the toiling peasantry and agricultural workers as a result of
the drop in real wages since the mid-1960s and also because of
expropriations in the course of the "green revolution" have prepared
the ground for a new, mass agrarian movement. The centres of
agrarian conflicts, formerly localised on relatively small territories, are
gradually being extended. The seizure of the land of large landowners
by the propertyless rural population in a number of the country's
biggest regions is a characteristic feature of the new advance.

Mounting social tension in the countryside again brings to the fore
as a pressing necessity in India's socio-political life, the problem of a
land reform,T whose implementation was curtailed in the 1960s.

To combine the direct mass struggle to eliminate the old economic
structures and redistribute the land in favour of the working peasantry
with the powerful dernocratic movement for the creation of economic
and organisational forms meeting its interdsts (formation of indepen-
dent land reform committees in which the exploited groups of the
peasants are predominantly represented a wide programme of organis-
ing cooperatives of small producers, and so on) is imperative at the
present stage of the agrarian movement.



CRITIC^AI, STUDIES AND COMMENT

Khatchik MAMDJAI'{,
D. Sc. (Philos.)

The Fhilosophy of Apostasy

acquired a new lease of life as a result of the scientific and technologi-
cal revolution. What also made itself felt here is the lack of faith in
the forces of socialisrn, the exaggeration of its contradictions and
difticulties of growth and of the differences which had arisen within
the world socialist system.

struggle and social revolution pointiess? From here it is easy to draw
the false conclusion that the Marxist ideal and the ways of realising it
are unsuitable and obsolete. The more cautious prefer to speak of the

socialism engender and strengthen in this stratum a sense of fear and
confusion and orient it on reconciliation, on searching for short cuts
to the "world of plenty".

THE ARGUMENT ABOUT MARXIST SELF-ISOLATION

In his attempts to explain the trials and tribulations of Marxist

from the idealist doctrines of the past and the present for enriching
Marxism? If it is a question of scientific knowledge gained in idealist
doctrines, Marxism has sibility. Let us recall
that when it first origin a revised form quite
a few ideas which had doctrines, albeit in a
distorted way. Suffice it to note the attitude of the founders of

doctrines is one of life's real contradictions. The idealist system
inevitably distorts and misinterprets the elements of scientific kno-
wledge, which are contradictory to its very essence. It is no accident
that these elements, as it were, seek and find a systern of philosophi-
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For our critical analysis of the ideas of contemporary Right-wing
revisionism we have decided to take the works of Roger Garaudy.
While contin on
the path of of
fieht-ing the the
inlernational of
anti-Sovietists and now vilifies everything he previously extolled in his
nurnerous speeches, articles and books.

The queition arises: why did Garaudy make suctr a cornplete turn
about frbm Marxisrn to evaluations and views which sharply run
countor to scientific socialism, to dialectical materialist philosophy? In
curren finds attempts to explain Garaudy's behaviour
by his his inability to hold iirm, consist6nt views, hisfreque om strict scientific thinking, his tendency to be

in his political afid theoretical views.
Lenin, revealing the obje f revisionism and revisionist

departures from the funda sitions of Marxisrn, wrote:
"...These departures cannot to accident, or to the mis-

What then are the reasons
bourgeois reformist views, whic
Right-wing revisionists are now
Marxisrn, as a creative interpre

What told here in the first place, apparenfly, is the re-evaluation of
the "reserve of strength" of th-e capitdlist system, the belief that it has

I V. I. Lenin, Collected Works. Moscow, Vol, 16, p. 147.
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cal generalisation adequate ialist doctrines.
The-development of 19th-c ectics confirms
this point. Only a materialis true instrument
of cognition and action.

Today, too, Marxist philosoptry does not challenge the real
achievements of a specialist in physics, rnathematics, chemistry, biolo-
gy, geology, economics, history, ethnography, and so on, on account
of his idealist prejudices and delusions. trt would be wrong, for
example, to deny the achievements of P. Teilhard de Chardin in
geology, palaeontology, the theory of evolution, and so on just be-
cause of his religious views. No one wcruld ever dream
oneself from the scientific.discoveries made by Freud s
he created a mystique around the human psyche.
remember Lenin's statements on the need to make a strict distinction

ph subjective idealist.
the "dogmatic Marxism" of
se ory of relativity, genetics
ara that these were mistakes

but of individu incapable of
idealist and my problems of
tics, the theory theory, etc.,
of these new

- The argument about the self-isolation of Marxism from science,
f,Iom progressive ideas is a false one. Marxism, as Lenin pointed out,
did not originate far from the highway of world civilisation. Marxism
is the logical result of social progress. It has assimilated, and. con-
tinues to absorb, in a critically interpreted way, all the achievements
of progressive thought. The self-isolation of Marxism can mean one

Garaudy
should be a
and idealist
tween Marxi
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subjectivity, activity, initiative, etc., one cannot help asking, why
does he not choose the shorter and rnore reliable way, the way leading
to Marx, Engels and Lenin? For no serious importance should be
attached to the malicious and ignorant assertions about the fatalist
nature of Marxism which, it is alleged, in upholding the idea of "iron"
historical laws that predetermine in detail the entire course of histori-
cal development, leaves no room for man's freedom, for conscious
human historical creativity. Garaudy agrees that this is a false picture
of Marxism. Why then should it be necessary to appeal to Kant and
Fichte if he knows that Marxism inherited in a critically revised way
the rational dialectical ideas of these philosophers and was the first to
give scientific substantiation to the active role of the consciousness,
will, and the initiative of the masses, political parties, and the indi-
vidual in social development? Yet more ridiculous are his appeals to
Sartre and even religion in an attempt to arm himself with arguments
in defence of the principle of subjectivity, activity, freedom of choice,
self-expression, the self-assertion of the individual, and so on. Despite
many of his statements to the contrary Garaudy assumes that
Marxism has not fully succeeded in substantiating the principle of
subjectivity, of activity. Perhaps that is why he undertakes to com-
plete the task with the help of past and present idealist doctrines.

Garaudy tries to borrow from Fichte not only progressive ideas but
also those that could not have been inherited by Marxism from the
German philosopher. Let us recall that Marxism highly valued his
striving to substantiate the activity of the subject, the creative role of
his thinking. Fichte did indeed pay much attention to ethical con-
sciousness and especially to the problem of freedom. Thus, he saw
that the degree to which a person may attain freedom is determined
not only by his level of intellectual development, but also by the
historical conditions of his existence. These and many other rational
dialectical ideas of the German philosopher were absorbed, in a
revised form, in the formation of Marxist philosophy. Garaudy's
idealisation of Fichte's philosophy compels us also to recall a number
of other well-known truths. Fichte's defence of the idea of subjectivi-
ty was purchased at the price of patent subjectivism, and his glorifica-
tion of the principle of will was inseparabie from extreme voluntarism.
Fichte tried to overcome Kant's dualism frorn positions of subjective
idealism, sought to oust the materialist elernent in Kantian philosophy
altogether-the recognition of the objectively existing world of
nournena, "things-in-themselves". In the subjective idealist system of
Fichte the Ego creates the non-Ego, that is, the "objective" world, but
ultimately both of them are the products of a supreme, supernatural
element which has predetermined everything. The Fichtean subject,
too, is governed by this inexorable predetermination. The subject,
however, strives to gain freedom. Proof of the possibility of this
freedom is regarded by Fichte as one of the crucial tasks of his
philosophy. He endowed the Ego with a super-active nature, great will
and creative element which recognises no barriers to the achievement
of his aims. Fichte subordinated even the subject's consciousness to
this all-overpowering will.
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The question arises as to how the Fichtean Ego could gain freedorn
of action in a world where, according to the philosopher himself, fatal
necessity reigned supreme? It should be noted that Fichte was unable
to resolve this contradiction, just as Kant failed to do so. Ultimately
the super-volitional subject of F'ichtean philosophy was compelled to
confine his activity to trying to comprehend necessity which kept him
firmly fettered. Fichte was obliged to call for moderation and self-
restriction, and passive contemplation. In this spirit of reconciliation
with the inevitable he wrote: "Everything exists (as it does exist) not
because God arbitrarily wants that form of existence, but because it
cannot manifest itself in any other form. To understand this, to
humbly reconcile oneself to this and to be blissful in the realisation of
our idi:ntity with the Divine force, is accessible to all people."2 It is
easy to notice how Fichte contradicts himself in the understanding of
freedom, how he confuses the mutually exclusive principles of volun-
tarism and fatalism in his'philosophy. The elements of Fichtean
dialectical thought do not simply coexist with idealism, but are dis-
torted by it, and it is not so simple to accept the dialectical flashes of
thought of the German philosopher by rnechanically rejecting his
idealism.

Ignoring these facts, oversimplifying the problem in the extrerne
and idealising Fichtean philosophy, Garaudy urges Marxists to learn
from Fichte not only dialectics but what almost amounts to historical
rnaterialism. Thus, if we are to believe Garaudy, Fichte offers us
model of the effort to keep hold of both ends of the chain-ethics
and society" "Fichte,"'he writes, "can help us to keep hold of both
ends of the.chain. It is on the meeting ground of Fichte's philosophy
that the dialogue on morality can be most fruitful if Marxists learn
again to assimilate the theory of subjectivity to be found in the
existential thought of Fichte and if the present existentialists do not
mutilate Fichtean existentialism by depriving it of two fundamental
dimensions-the rational and social dimensions."3

One cannot deny the existence in so-called practical philosophy
and especially in Fichtean ethics of ideas, which were interesting in
their time, on the predetermined nature of human actions, and orr
freedom and necessity. But why should Marxists of our day have to
turn to the idealist Fichte for understanding the real interrelations
between society and social consciousness? Does-not the scientific
solution of these questions constitute an outstanding service rendered
by Marxist theory,by Marxist philosophy? But the whole point is that
Garaudy, carried away by the principle of subjectivity, of activity,
which he has elevated into an absolute, displays a heightened interest
in the Fichtean glorification of the supercreative Ego. It seems to bim
that the revival of some of Fichte's ideas could facilitate contact with
contemporary idealist trends, in particular with the philosophy of
Sartre which a few years ago, prior to the publication of Marxism in
the 20th Century, Garaudy rejected. Today, however, Garaudy,

2 J. G. Fi.ht" , Charactefistics o! the. hesent Age, 1906, p, 128 (in Russian).
3 R. Garaudy, Marxisme du X)( siDcle, Paris, iSfO, p. SJ.

through the agency of Fichte, seeks to enrich Marxist philosophy with
the philosophy of Sartre. Garaudy writes: "Cannot we, Marxists,
inspired by Fichte's efforts tr: keep hold of both ends of the chain
[society and morality.-Kh.M.] integrate the demand of Sartre and
turn it into an element of our own thought."4 Sartre's demand means
the recognition of .the subjectively active nature of the
calling to model himseif, to make himself rhe measure

Let us now sum up the first results of what has
Marxism in tke 20th Century, Towards a French Model af Socialism
and in his other works, Garaudy with sufficient frankness steers clear
otthe antrthesls ot materialism and idealism and is engaged in "enrich-
ing" Marxist philosophy with ideas of the idealist brand.

It is interesting to note that in his attempts to analyse 2
Marxism, Garaudy ignores the crucial problems in tfie
struggle of our time. One may think that the struggle b

classes and po es is a thing of the past, that the
acks by the bourgeoisie, its philosophers,
economists, cians on communism and its

plrilosophy have idea of
Marxisrn in thc title he
would think that ism has
given wa1, to a seek a

against dialectical materialism. A knowledge
tedly will enable us tn understand better the
of German existentialism. All this is so. Bu
the poorer without Husserl, without his "
"'pure essences", without rnany of his ideas borrowed frorn the irn-
mamentist Schuppe? Garaudy does not tell us, because it is irnpossible
to do so, exactly what scientific, progressive and promising ideas are
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I R. Garaudy, Marxisme du XX' sidcte, p. 91.
'lbid.. p. 208.
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to be found in Husserlianism? W
served by this unnecessary flirting

In his book The Greot Turning-
the principle of
ple of mutual e

call s for a tolera edlY of
"and"
all the

alreadY had occasion to note
xism has alwaYs develoPed bY

mental truths, discovered bY the
human intellect and tested by practice; all truths, except those which
aie--"ot actualty ed as truth. It is to these
ql".i+i"it., ".it 

that Marxism tightly_ shuts

iis doors. iu.r o a closed system of know-
ledge?

Tt" idea of the muttiplicity of truth, which has nowbeen accepted
tv GaraudV and dec to be a "nccessary consequence of
iri. -n.rv-.-,1"..pt of ourgeois
ia-"oiogv. This- new monistic
;i;; ;i the world, u ersitY of

or the co ndamen-
luralism total of

:rT.":
question of ontological Plu
epistemological Pluralism, a
to existence until the conf

uccessful rivals. The latter do not
ents of the hYPothesis which has

does not sPecifY his concePt of a
a criterion which would make it

YPothesis from an unscientific or-Wo 
ParticularlY emPhasise this

ideaihat the conflict of hYPoth-
rious hypothesis incorporating the
fied themselves" In order not to

on the question of interest to us.
need foi a critical assimilation, th
discovered thanks to the pluralism
them; moreover, ultimatelY the tru
will be capable of absorbing all

linows many instances when a confirmed
fact, to use Garaudy's expression, absorb
the rejected hypotheses. But the correct-
ypotheiis can 

-hardly. 
be.measured by its

ability to absorb all the otheihypotheses opposed to it' Most often the
; I g*"ud" Le grand tournant du socialisme,paris, 1969, p. 2g4." R. Garaudy. Toute la vdritd. paris, iSlO. p. tSZ.6 R. Garaudy, Marxisme du X* siicle, p. 52.
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RELATIVISM DIRECTED AGAINST ADEQUATE KNOWLEDGE

In his Marxism in the 2Ath Century, Garaudy more than once
returns to the dogmatic mistakes made in theory and points out that
most often they were connected with the distortion of the dialectic of
absolute and relative truth. There can be no doubt that Garaudy's own
mistakes stem from the distortion of this dialectic, although in a
different way: by absolutising the relative and removing from the
process of cognition the established truths confirmed by practice.

In combating real or imaginary dognnatic statements (iaraudy erften
blurs out distinctions between diaiectics and relativism. EIe presents
the matter as if atrtr scientifie truths are e,r'entualtry discarded and
replaced by new scientific trutl"ls whiclr, in tFreir turn, give way to new
ones and so ad infinitum. "'...Dialectical materialism," Garaudy writes,
"recognises that reality is inexhaustible, is irreducible to our know-
Iedge of it, and that every seientific conception is alvrays ontry a
provisioual construction pending the appearance clf richer, rnore effec-
tive, truer constructions".e This idea is correct l'n itself, but taken
without reservation and amplification becornes rneaningless. Do ttne
scientific discovories of past centuries or decades necessarily lose
their scientific nature and are they ejected frorn the body of' scientific
knowledge? Do they turn frorn truths into falsehoods? Tr: insist on
this proposition is tantamount to saying ttrat the process of eognition
is nrerely the replacement of one seerning truth by another seeming
truth. With such a view of things retrative fruffus actually becorne
relative delusions. According to this wretched diaiectics every new
truth has its genesis in the totatr eregation of what was considered to be
true. Every new truth, in its turn, shares the same tragic fate as its
predecessor, ancl as a result (Garaudy avoids this point) there can he
no curnulative process'in the sphere of knciwiedge.

The real cognitive process is quite a different one" Sorne proposi-
tions which were accepted as true ones are discareled vrith time as
being false; at the sarne time, ideas which were considered faise turn
out to be true; sorne relative truths give way to other, more profound
ones, which nnark a more serious advance towards cognising absolute
tnrth; scientific assurnptions, hypotheses turar into proved truths or,
on the contrary, are refuted and discarded.

Garaudy replaces this rnutrtiple rnovement towards tfuth by his
far-fetched scheme of the substitution, at trest, of one relative truth hy
another relative truth without the accumulation of the particles of
absolute truth. It should be pointed out that Garaudy regards saiewtific
generalisatio,4s merely as hypotleeses. In reality, however, a hypothesis
is an assumption which has somre scientific grounding: confirrned bv
experience, by practice, it becornes a seientific proposition. The
reduction of scl'entific propositions ts hypotheses tuitry rneets
Garaudy's desire to avoid any stalrle knowledge and to emrphasise the
pronounced relative, fluctuating and flirosy nature of peopie's know-
ledge about the world and thernselves. It goes withou{ saSring that our
objection does not refer to dialectical c*range, the development and
enrichment of scientific knowledge, the replacement of obsclete s*:ien-
tific concepts by new ones. We object to sornething else, namely, the
statement that all truth is temporary. Can the law of gravitation eease
to be true? Even Garaudy hirruself notes that the doetrine slf {he
primacy of matter and the secondary flature of comsciousi'less canno{
turn into its opposite.

It is interesting that Garaudy, occasionally forgetting his eategoric
judgements to the effect that the emel'gence of new kuowledge can-

e R.. Caraudy, Marxisme du X* siicle, pp. 45-46.
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component part of the constantly revised, always relative concepts,
theories and modols." r3

It is not difficuit to see that whereas in the first part of the
quotation Garaudy is exaggerating the idea of firrn, fundamental
principles and extending the sphere of extreme relativisrn, in the
second, he gives a definition of absolute tmth which sirnply does not
make sense. Indeed, what kind of kernel of absolute truth is it that
can be re-duced to the surn total of "real possibilities which we possess
and pesernbtrance which that entails between reality and the scientific
models we have constructed?"

The rnain definition of the kernel of absolute truth deprives it of all
absolute nature and reduces it to relative truth. trndeed, what sort of
kernel of absolute truth is it that is "never cornplete", while its growth
presupposes a '"full revision clf concepts at every stage"?

Individual correct formuiations which Garaudy includes in the
interpretation of the dialectic of absolulte and relative truth should not
rnislead anyone . There ls no reason for absolutising relative truths just
as there is no justification for attempts to turn absolute truth in'..r
relative. If the cronversion of relative truths into ossified dogrnTs
destroys science and turns it into sornething akin to clericalism, .o
religion and deprives it of the possibility to colnise and transform
reaiity, is thoughtless relativisrn any bettqr? What sort of science can
Le built on it if there is nothing stable, permanent, reliable in our
knowledge of the world? Is it not clear that relativisrn is inseparable
frorn subjectivism in cognition? "To rnake relativism the basis of the
theory of knowledge,"' I-enin pointed out, "is inevitabiy to condemn
oneself either to absoiute scepticisrn, agnosticisnn and sophistry, or to
su'bjectivism." rr

trn his Iatest works Garaudy poses as an exponent of authentic
diatrectical rnaterialism and what is. more as a man who wants to
creatively <levelop and enrich Marxist philosophy, deliver it from
dognnatic ossification. But are renunciation of the principle of parti-
sanship, tlirting with idealism, filndamental concessions to it and the
mastery of the relativist jargon cornpatible with diatrectical material-
ism? This path leads to the gradual sliding down to idealist, subjectiv-
ist positions which, in turn, rnay serve as the methodologicatr basis for
revising fhe econornic and socio-politieal conceptions of Marxism-
I-eninisrn. r

TI{E T'HEORY OF R.EFI-ECTiON AS VIEWED BY GAR.AUDY

So" far we have examined Garaudy's deviations from Marxist
<Iialectics to eclecticisrn and relatlvisrn. But it is irnpossible to revise
the Marxist philosophical rnethod. wittrout encroaching simultaneously
on important principies of the materialist theory" The history of the

r0 R. Garaudy, Martisme du XK sidcle, p" 48'
tt n. C*""av', Paur un moddle franqaise ilu socialisme' Paris' 1968' p' 85'

12 R. Garaudy, Marxisme du XX sibcle, p' 46'

13 R.. Garaudy , Marxisrne du XK siictre, pp. 47-48
14 V. i. t enin, Collected Vlorks, Vol. 14, p. i37.
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revision of Marxist philosophy, beginning with Bernstein, fully cor- back to the theory of knowledge of metaphysical rnaterialism. He does

l5 R.. Gara.rdy, Marxisme du XX siicle, p. 49.
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Obviously foreseeing principled objectrons to his incorrect state-
rnent that consctousness is not the reflection of real being, but the
anticipation of something which exists only as a possibility, Garaudy
is compelled to rnodify his formulation. "Consciousness which would
reflect only that which was directly given," he writes,'"could not take

a priori nature of
y with regard to the
of reflection-they

To demonstrate his resolute break with the metaphysical interpre-
tation of the problem, Garaudy adds to the principle of reflection the
principle of constnuction, the principtre of project. He does not reject

t

16 R. Garaudy , Pour un modble lranPais du socialisme, p' 96"
r7'K. Mu.* and F. Engels , The German trdeology, Moscow, 1968' p' 37 '

l8 R.. Garaudy, Pour un modble frangais du socialisme, p.97.
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FROM TF{E PRINCIPI-E OF "CONST'RUCTION" TO "NEGATiVE
DIALECT[CS'"

conta;rs this kernel.
From the staternent by Garaudy cited earlier we have learnt what

is nof the point of departirre of cognition but have not been told with

!

I

I

le R. Garaudy, Mavxisme tlu XX si2cle, p. -58'
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direct.
But where do these models and overall hypotheses come from, if

they are independent of the reflection of real
result of a sudden inspiration, the result of dir
cannot tre reduced to sensuous experience
thinking? Garaudy does not gi-ve clear answers to these questions, but
there is no doubt that about it instead of a scientific, dialectical
materialist epistemology the author af Marxism in the 20th Century is
offering us theoretical cognitive views permeated with relativism and
sr-lbjectivist judgernents.

Froceeding lrorn the correct idea about the contradictory nature of
the devefopment of hurnan knowledge, Garaudy reproduces, in a
fantastic way, the developrnent of cognition where the principle of
determinism, of regularity, is eroded, and what is more, also the
principle of the simple succession in the ascendency from non-
knowledge to knowledge, from less deep knowledge to knowledge
which more adequately and profoundly reproduces the truth. The
movernent of human knowledge, depicted by Garaudy, is somewhat
rerniniscent of Cuvier's theory of catastrophes. Accolding to Garaudy,
knowledge does not develop through accumulation and a leap-like
transition to new conceptions. In this movement of cognition he
acknowledges only leaps without an accurnulation of knowledge, with-
out observance of the dialectical unity of the discrete and indiscrete"
'"Reasoil," Garaudy writes, "has its history. This history is not the
history of successivs answers given to one and the same qtrestion, but
the history of upheavals introduced in the very forrnulation of the
question."2' This desire to exclude succession from developrnent as
completely as possible. from the formulation and solution of new

m R. Garaudy,
2l rbid., p" 02.

Marxisme du X* si?cle, p. 59

I

I

d
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tion of the oid conception, nowhere speaks about its dialectical
sublatian.

Garaudy wants to deduce knowledge not from the process of
reflection by consciousness of "prirne data" or, to put it more clearly,
actual reality, but from rnythological thought. At some stage, accord-
ing to Garaudy, scientific thought breaks with mythical thinking, but
originally thought was mythical and rituatr. There is a functional
continuity between rnyth and science, Garaudy asserts, myth being
the past of science.

No one would dream of denying the educational content of myths.
They generalised and explained in a peculiar way natural and social
phenomena at the dawn of human civilisation. The aesthetical value of
many myths is also indisputable. But lhis should not give rise to any
doubt that mythological and scientific'consciousness are phenomena
of a different order. Where realisti.c thought begins-albeit in most
rudimentary form-mythological thought gradually reeedes. "Every
mythology overcomes, subordinates and forrns the forces of nature in
the inaagination and with the help of the imagination; consequently, it
disappears together with the advent of real dornination over these
forces of nature."22

Garaudy, howevern seeks to establish, as we have seen, the func-
tional continuity between nnythology and science, forgetting or un-
willing to emphasise the antithesis of the scientific and the fantastic,

clarity is significant, if.we consider Garaudy's atternpts to find points
of principled contacts between materialism and idealisrn, between

Christianity. We, therefore, right to say ttrat
tles the realistic reflection of order to exagggr-
of one of the forms of the reflection of the

world.

ONE MORE RETURN TO KANT'IANISIVT

Let us recall that the Kantian subject of cognition is endowed with
the ability to possess a priori forms of sensubus,contemplation, a
priori , and so help of which he puts in
order mena, e them with categories and
iaws experie y has not reached such
frankly idealist positions but the desire to push in the background the
theory of reflection leads him to srtbjectivist arguments akin to Kan-
tian ideas.

In this context let us examine Garaudy's interpretation of the
nature of scientific laws. '"Scientific laws," he writes, "are not a copy
of anything; they are constructions of our mind, always approxinnate

Works, 2nd edition, Vol. 12, p. 737 (in Russian).
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and temporary, enabling us to take ho
not created and of which only practice
tion can guararltee us that our models
to its structure, that frorn a iertain

,l

I

I

I

I

23 R. Garaudy, Marxisme du X* siicte, pp. 6i 68.
2a rbid., pp. 101-114.
25 rbid., po. 43-44.

22 K. M"., and F. Engels,
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in substance, coalesced, rnerged with agncisticism. Is there any need
to prove that the critical nature of Marxist philosophy is revealed

the principle of dialectical negation and has nothing in
the aims of Kantian criticism, nor can it have anything

In the sarne way the concept of subjectivity has a fnndamentally
different meaning in Marxist philosophy than it has in idealist doc-
trines understands subjec-
tivity tion with the object,
in its object, its indepen-
dence means the case in
idealism. Su , of the subje phied, and
the object of the str ing as an
independent raudy is co the desire
to obliterate the impassable barriers between the Marxist and Kantian

at our knowledge of
as an unhappy and

he is now mastering
Marxism, how he is

Iosing sight of the distinctions between subjectivity and subjectivism,
and treating hypotheses, models and other conceptual constructions as
a priori elements, in order to "encornpass", to 'ocognise" the real, we
have every reason to interpret Garaudy's sentence as hc wrote it: our
cognition is subjective, i. e., it is not the reflection of objective
reality.

Now sotne remarks about his strange definition of dogmatisrn, in

Frorn the viewpoint of Kantian on
bility of cognising the wortrd of "' is
the worst kind. This is so from tia
of Marxist philosophy"

Iu his revision of the Marxist doctrine about ttre adequacy of the
reflection of reality in human consciousness and nullification of the

That the truth as ive subjective in form, but
objective in content is dou tested in practice reflect,
generalise and adeq repr finite connections and
necessary relations which exist independently of hurnan conscious-
ness. Only recognition and ciear ernphasis of these statements enable
us to say that there is no truth without the subject, in the sense that
the reflected. image is inconceivable without consciousness.

il
{
I
l,

f

As for Garaudy, all his dubious and wrong arguments about
relativ I are divo re problern
truth. nd borin of the prin
subjec ion, the of truth as

Is, projects ornpanied
of the que ve nature
ct that ali heses are
ruth.

NEW "UNDER.STANDING OF R.EALITY"-_NEW SURR.ENDER
TO AGNOSTICISM

As we know, Garaudy has solemniy renounced his works of the
early 1950s on epistemological questions, specifically his doctoral
ttresis where the theory of reflection held a very big place. Of course,
in these works there were some vulgarisations of the problern, and the
active nature of thought was not examined flllly and comprehensively,
the question of the resemblance between the object and its conceptual
reflection was interpreted in a somewhat oversirnplified way, and so
on. Garaudy has renounced these works in order, as he states" to
return to lVf,arx, to knin's Fhilosophical l.{atebooks. But Iet us say
outright, this is a very strange return, for it is rnade on the crutches of
Fichtean and Kantian subjectivism and a priorism.

Garaudy proclairns a new understsnding of reality" We shall have
the opportr:nity to see that in this new understanding of reality a too
"'dialectical" dialectics is suspended from a very thin and weak
materalist thread. It is not surprising therefore that this thread keeps
breaking.

Tleis new reality, of which Garaudy writes, is eharacterised hy the
fact that it is largely the prodr.rct of man himself, of his constructive
Iabour, his creative intellect. This statement undoubtedly contains a
tlig share of truth and it l's expressed and substantiated in many
Marxist works.

The contemporary epoch is rnarked by the tremendously increased
part played by spiritual elements in social development. The role of
consciousness, volition and organisation is gaining in size and strength
in the struggle to consolidate the new socio-economic formation.
Today when the objective conditions for the glotral collapse of the
capitalist system have matured, revolutionary consciousness and in-
itiative are becoming a decisive factor in society's advance towards
new fnrms of human society. Poudering over the problem of the

t in history, e
of the fact a

c one of the s
s decisive elem e

[I','i.:,:',Ti,:
pecial clan'ty

twining of the object and the subject. and the enhanced .role of the
latter in the historical process. What we call the objective and prirne

t72
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26 R" Garaudy, Marxisme du XX sidc/e, p. 68.
27 rbid., p. 'tlu. 28 R. Garaudy, Marxisme du XX sidcle, po. 91-g2.
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socialisrn and cornmunisrn"

BOOK REVTEWS

JI. fi. EPEXI{EB. K.I./CC e 6opude
so eduucmea scex_ peoaflnyiloH-
Hbtx u uupotuodueutx cun. M.,
llag-no nMbrcrr,>>, tr972,3A4 crp"

L. I. BREZHNEV. CPSU in Stwggle
far Unity of AN Revoluiionary
and Peaceloving Forces, Mos-
cow, Mysl Publishers, 1972, 3A4
pp.

The book is the first in a new
series calle d "Library of the
Working-Class Movement", which is
heing pubiisheA by the Institute of
the International Working-Class Mo-
vement of the USSR Acaderny of
Sciences and by Mysl Publishers.

The Cornrnunist Party of the Soviet
Union has always given rnuch atten-
tion to the creative elaboration of
irnportant protrlems in the theory and
practice of scientific communism, in-
cluding questions of the class struggle
in the world arena. The past few
ye:irs have been especially truitful in
this respect, as the Cornrnunist Party
of the Soviet Union solved rnany
important problems of present-day
social development. The Leninist
Central Cornmittee, the Folitburo of
the CPSU Cenlral Committee, an<l
I-,eonid Brezhnev, General Secretary
of the CFSU Central Committee, ha-
ve played an active p;rrt in formula-
ting and solving these problems.

t,. Brezhnev's reports, speechtis
irnd articies show the Leninist Partv's
consistent struggle for greater unity

Editorial artiele in the newspaper Pravda,
f)ecember I, 1912"

of the intcnrational communist and
working-class movernent, for cohe-
sion of all the anti-imperialist forces,
for rvorld peace and socialism.

These runrks contain a profound
analysis o1' the problems of world
socialism. rvhich is a powerful accele-
rator of historical progress. The
worid cf socialism, with its successes
and prospects, wr'th its problems, it
was said,at the 24th Congress of the
CPSU, is still a young and growing
social organism in which far frorn
everything has yet been settled and
much still bears the irnprint of past
historical epoch" trt is in constant
nlovement and is being ceaselessly
improved and developed. Its develop-
ment, quite naturally, runs through
the struggle between the new and the
oid, through the resolution of contra-
dictions. Past experience helps t<r
effect correct and- timely resolution
of its contradictions and confidently
to advance along the path indicater1
by Marx, Engels and l-enin, the great
leachers of the proletariat.

The CPSU considers its internatio-
nalisl duty to promote in every way
the further growth of the wollc! socia-
list system. I-. Erezhnev says: "We
want to see every fnaternal country a
flourishing state, harmoniously
cornbining rapid economic, seientific
an<J technical growth with a flowering
of socialist culture and rising living
standards for the working people. We
want the world socialist system to be
a well-knit family of nations" building
and defending the new society toge-
ther, and mr-rtually enriching each
other with experience and
knowledge, a farnily, strong and uni-
teci" which the people of the world

l'',|7



v/ouid regatd as the prototype of the
future world eommunity of free na-
tions."

out every aspect
along which real

irrfluence on the
narY Pt'ocess. The

tion that it is inadmissible both to
un
po
no
to
of
anvthinc to change its suhstance, or
,tr. 

"rp-ul'tl" 
of preverrting the further

deepening of the general crisis of ihe
capitalist system.

One of the centrai Problems consi-
Oereri-ln the book is a-comprehensive
analysis of the importance of the
wolking class as the chief and stron-
gest adversaly of monopoly power,
as tlre centre of attraction for all the

Y eois
eeki the
of ass,

d th and
technological revolution allegedly
ieads to a shrinking of its boundaries,
to a reduction in its numerical
strength and ultirnately to its disap-
Dearance. Their "last word" is capita-

a "new middle ciass"- "ih; i".r.i- "i irre internationai

that scientific-and technological revo-
lution ieercls to a shrinking of the
bounrJaries of the working class, and

now the largest class in the Soviet
Union.

Exposing t vulgari-
sing concepti leading
role of the-w e social
structure of and in
the revolutionary rnovement of our
dav. Leonid Brezhnev ot'ients
l\,Iarxist theoretical cadres to ftrrther
creative elaboration of this exceptio-
nally important sciehtific and ideolo-
gical-political Problem'

The working-class movernent in the

178

;rrrcl all the otlrer working people in
the struggle for their vital interdsts.
In the class battles fhat have starterl.
1,. Brezhnev stresses, there is an
cver more pronouneed tentlency to
which the Communists hirve drarvn
tirncly attention, namelv, the growth
o[ the economic struggle inio action
rigzrinst the whole system of state-
nronopoly domination.

At the sanne time, the book says,
the split in the ranks of the working
class has been and remains the main
ob:itacle in the way to its victory.'l-he experience of the proietariat's
class struggle, the erperience of tbe
rvorking-class moveme nt provirles
conv. incing evidence that it is a vital
necessity to ovel'come this split. Mo-
re favourable conditions are. now
being created for an extension of
contacts urith the Social-Democratic
movement for the purposes of joint

.r;truggte by the Communists and the
Social-Democrats against the division
of Europe into military blocs, and for
pe:rce and social progress. Leonid
Brezhnev says: "The CPSII is prepa-
red to develop contacts tvith Social-
De mocratic parties desirous oI going
aloug rvith us in the struggle against
aggressors, and for peace and securi-
ty of the peoples of Europe." Politi-
cal developments in the recent period
have provided convincing confirma-
tion that this line is realistic and
looks well into the future. There is
good reason why public opinion in a
number of West European countries
(for instance, the frRG) has been
giving an ever broader support to
Social-Democratic Ieaders showing
their rvillingness to join in the search
for constructive solutions in streng-
thening peace and security in Europe.

An important aspect of the works
of the Generai Secretary of the
CPSU Central Cornmittee is asses-
sment of new phenomena in the mo-
dern national-liberation movement.
As he says in his book, the main
thing is that the struggle for national
liberation in many countries has, for
:rll practical f,urposes! been devqlo-

ping into a struggle against erplr:itati-
ve relations. both feudal and capita-
list. Success in the fight against impe-
rie.lism anci neocolonialism, and for
social progress in the young lationai
states can be secured only on the
irasis of close interaction between the
national-liberation rnot,ement and al!
the revolutionary forces of our day,
the world socialist svstem in the first
place. One of the most characteristic
features of our epoch is the great
alliance between the socialist
countrics end the young progressive
states, which have throrvn off the
fetters of colonial oppression.

'Ihe book shows the nee <i ttl
strengthen the unity of the nlain
streams of the world re volutional y
process, brings ot-lt the anti-
proletarian sutrstance of the line pur-
sued 'oy the Maoists, who have rejec-
te<i Lenin's principles of internationa-
lism, and shou,s the harm that this
line has beerr doing to the internatio-
na! cornmunist mo\iement. At the sa-
me time it stresses that an improve-
ment of relations between the IJSSR
and the People's Republic of China
would meet the fundamental, long-
term interests of both countries, the
interests of sociaiism, the freedom of
nations and stronger peace.

The book convincingly shorvs the
unceasing and great concern clis-
played by thc CPSU and other frater-
nal parties in strengthening on the
basis of Marxism-Leninism, the ideo-
lcrgical-political cohesion of the
Communist fi'lovernent, the milirant
vanguard and experienced ieader of
the interniitional rvorking class. In
defining the main lines of more vigo-
rous struggle to strengthen this unity,
L. Brezhnev points to the need to
concentrate the Cornmunists' practi-
ca! efforts above all on everything
that brings them closer together; in
every way to extend the ties and
contacts between the fraternal par-
ties; to generalise the parties'theore-
tica! work, to de velop Marxist,
Leninist theory on that basis, to de-
fend and creatively develop its princi-
ples and fundamental ideas; antl to

2t t19



intensify the struggie against irnperia-
list ideology, and against Right and
"Left" revisinnism. In implementing
the joint line worked out by the i969
Meeting, the CFSU has treen eonsis-
tentiy working to strengthen the unity
of the international Communist and
working-class rTrovement on the basis
of [,larxism-Leninism and proletarian
internationalism.

Millions of working pe oPle, the
democratic and peaceioving forces
wholeheartedly approv.e and^support
the Sovret foleiCn poiicy of peace.
freedom and social progress, because

at
a;

f
violence aimed against the working
c]ass and its Comrnunist vanguard,
and creates objective conditions fa-
vouring the struggle of the working
class and ail the working people for
thd satisfaction of their vital econo-
mic and social demands. It prornotes
the furttrer growth nf the prestige of
the USSR and the fratemal socialist
countries.

Peace Pro-
by the 24th
, the Soviet

and firmly
stood for the interests of socialism
and the freedom of nations and has
disnlaved a hieh vigilance. It has
ext'ended allioriid assistanee to the

heroic people qf Vietnam who has

scored a historic victory in its stiug-
ele asainst the imperialist aggression.
Ior its freedom and independence' it
has supported and continues to sup-
port t6e Arab peoples' just struggle-
to elirninate the consequences of
Israeli aggression. Together with the
fraternal socialist countries and the

The propositions put forward by L-
Brezhnev 

- are basbd on the solid
foundation of 1\,Iarxism-Leninism, the
everJiving and creative revolutionary
doctrine.

At the present stage in the develop-
ment of the world revolutionary pro-

study of their exPerience.

The oublication of the book bY
Leonid iSrezhnev is a big contribution
to the ftrlfilment of these tasks and
trhe developrnent of the theorY and
practice. ot-the modern world revolu-
tionary movement.

of states with different social sys-
tems, the systern of re.lations within
the socialist community and between
capiialist states, the role of the young
states which have ernbarked on the
road of independence-these are the
questions which in their sum total
constitute the fabric of the mono-
graph's ,theoretical study of interna-
tional relations.

The author of the book, drawing
on the major achievements of Soviet
historical science in studying Lenin's
legacy in Soviet foreign policy, has
successfully coped with the task of
sY e fun-
da theory
ol shows
that this legacy is extensive and
many-sided.

Lenin's deep interest in interna-
tional issues sprang from the pro-
foundly internationai essence of the
Marxist ideology. He theoretieally re-
vealed and indicated the praitical
ways of building a new society, free
f rom exploitation. The I-eninist

was based
is nf objec-
knowledge

laws of so-
cial t, for
the f the
worl ni "we
,nust seek new ways of solving our
internationai problems"r anri gar.e
brilliant exarnptres of how this was to
be achieved l'n practice. The rnono-
graph traces in detail the Leninist
principles underlying any analysis of
international relations: an allround
dialectical approach, a historic,c-
rnaterialistic interpretation of realitv,
a class and Party approach.

The author devotes much attention
to defining and assessing, in the .ig.ht
of I-euin's ideas, the place of interna-
tional relations in public life. T'hese
now extend to many scores of na-
tions and states, alliances and unions
of states, to national and internation-
al organisations. They include politi-

I V. I. Lenin, Collected. lVrrrks, Moscow,
Vol. 30, p. 302.

cal, economic, miiitary, cultural anil
many other ties intertwining in vari-
ous combinations and proportions.

to account this growing
the author particularly
leading role international

politi ng
confi e si-
tions ed
expression of economics. He quotes
Lenin that politics "have theii own
objective logic, irrespective of what
nlersorrs or parties plan in advance".2
It is precisely the objective logic of
contemporary international relations,
stemming frorn the main contradic-
tion of our epoch-the contradiction
between socialjsm and i*pe-
rialism-that has made relations 6e-
tweer the states of the two world
systeros a central, pivotal issue.

Tomashevsky carefully exalnines
besides ttre political. a!so other as-
pects of international relations. A
particulariy important factor here is
the socio-economic consequences of
the scientific and technological re-
volution which, as rightly stressed in
the book, lead to new forms of the
internationalisation of economic Iife,
noted by Lenin in his time.

In the light of the aforesaid it is
tinderstandable that the author should
dwell at length on such a question as
the alignment of forces in the interna-
tional arena. Taking issue with the
bourgeois concepts that the growth ol'
the military-economic potential au-
tonaatically leads to the growth of
politica! influence and that force is
absolute, the author shows the utter
faliacy o the military-
economic rnething apart
from the I facton.

Marxism-Leninism gave a funda-
mentally new theoretical interpreta-
tion of the factor of force in world
politics, and victorious socialisrn jn
its international activity irrefutably
proved the correctness of this in-
terpretation. The author quotes in
this connection Lenin's weighty
words; "A nation in which the rnajor-

A. T'OMAIIIEECKI4I4. Jlexuucxwe
uleu u coapeileHHbae nteilc-
AyuapoAnae Grtt*otaeHun. M.,
flornrns4ar, 1971, 280 ctP.

D. TON{ASFtrBVSKY, Lenin's fideas
and Fresent-Day Internatianal
Relalions, Moscow, Politizdat
Publishers, 1971, 280 pp.

The monograph under review ex-
amines some of the nnost gen€ral
laws and categories of international
relations. The dynamics of change in
the modern world, the place of inter-
national relations in putrrlic life, the
correlation of forces in world poli-
tics, questions of war and Peace and
the prlnciples of peaceful coexistence

1E0
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2 ibid., vol. 11, p. i79.



itv of the workers and peasants real-
isl, feel an<i see that lhey are fighting
for.,. the rule of the working people,
for the cause whose victory will en-
sr;re them and their children all the
benefits of, cutrture, of all that has
been created lry human labour-suclr
a nation 

"ur, 
,r-er". be vanquished".S

especially the significance of Lenin's
works toclay. Lenin elatrorated the
general methodologY of anaiYsing
wars, the doctrine of the Peaceful
coexistence of states with different
social systems. The Prograrnrne of
the CPSU states that one of the basic
aims of the historic mission of eom-
munism is to end wars for all time
and establish eternal peace on earth.
The book rightlY underscores that
one of the greatest advantages Marx-
ist-Leninists have over bourgeois and
petty-bourgeois pacifists is that they
do not just cotdemr wars between
nations, but show the waYS and
forms of struggle to prevent wars, to
stop them.

One of the chapters treats of the
problems of peaceful coexistence of
iocialist and capitalist stdtes, gives a
theoretical appraisal of this specific
forrn of class struggle in the interna-
tional arena. In our times peaceful
coexistence is the aiternative' to
world war which, if it is not averted,
will irnperil the very existence of en-
tire countries and oations. The policy
of peaceful coexistence of states with
different social systerns calls for a
realistic perception of reality by both
socialist and capitalist states. Such a
policy is objectively conditioned by
the growing might of world socialisrn
and also by the fact that it corres-

3 V. X. L,enin, Collected Works, Yol. 29,p.3i9.

ponds to the vital interests of all
nations.

'Ihe author shows that the verY

that such a policy is an effective in-
strument in the hands of the re-
volutionary, forces,
that tlre 

- 
P ence of'

states with systems
oDens up new possibilities for the de-
viloprnent of the world revolutionary
process.

In his analysis of international rela-
tions within the framework of each
of the large grouPs of states-
imperialist, socialist and newly-free
countries-the author devotes a spe-
cial
imp
thei
and
their blliances.

The reader will also find a chaPter
on the position of the emergent na-
tional states in the international
arena. Irr it the author discusses a
number of comrnon and specific fea-
tures which determine their role in

s, the ProsPects of their
, the difficulties theY
tend with as theY over-

come the legacY of centuries of
e gives a
ialisrn's at-
process of

rly those of
o turn the

zone of the national-l.iberation move-
ment into a zone of military conflicts
thus jeopardising world peace and so-
cial progress.

In the closing chaPter Tomashevs-
ky analyses a new tYPe of interna-
tibnal ielations - the relations be-
tween the socialist countries.'fhe

a number of inter-
s and, in our view,
empt to estirnate,

theoreticallY, the new Phenomena
that have appeared with the forma-
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tion of the world sccialist system, the
role of the relations between the
socialist countries in world politics.
The author shows in this connection
the irnportance cf their unity for his-
torical progress. tr-ikewise interesting
from the theoretical point of view is
the author's attempt to show the typi-
cal features of international coopera-
tion engcndered by historical condi-
tions, within the framework of the

B. AOAHACBEB. Hayuxo.iinexnu.
qecKafl peeonb4un, lnplenewue,
odpazoaaxue. M., floaufi.r3Aar,
1972, 430 crp.

V. AFANASIEY, The Scientific anil.
Tbchnological Revolution, Man-
agement and Education, Mos-
cow, Politizdat Publishers, 1972,
430 pp.

The book un{er review evokes in-
terest by its analysis of the essence
and the main trends .of the current
scientific and technological revolution
in socialist society.

The book pays special attcntion to
the intensive conversion of science
into a direct productive force as a
result of the increased interconnec-
tion between science and production
and the accelerated materialisation of
scientific knowledge in technology.
The-scientific and technological re-
volution has raised the unity of sci-
encq and technology to a new stage.

Formerly, an analysis of this prob-
lem tended to oppose to each other
two processes, namely, the "es-
trangement" of science from direct
material production (as manifested in
fundamental pure research) and its
approximation to production (as ex-
pressed. in applied research and de-
velopment). As the author correctly
points out, it is important to see not
only the difference between these
two processes, but also their intrinsic
dialectical interconnection. While the
applied sciences directly meet the re-
quirements of production, the funda-

socialist community, features which
make it the prototype of a future
international communitl' of nations.

Based on extensive factual materi-
al, D. Tomashevsky's monograph
closes with an analysis of the 24th
CPSU Congress's conclusions regard-
ing international reiations.

D. Yermolenko,
D. Sc. (Philos.)

mental sciences are "estranged" from
production even today. The funda-
mental sciences are connected with
production more indirectly, the re-
mote connection being maintained
through the system of the applied sci-
ences.

As emphasised by the author, the
distinction between the fundamental
and applied sciences is relative ,and
should not be absolutised, nor'lead to
their opposition. The organic link be-
tween them is one of the factors of
scibntific progress and it increases
the efficiency of science in commun-
ist construction. Fundamental re-
search serves as a theoretical basis of
the applied sciences.

The 24th Congress of the CPSU
made it clear that the responsible
tasks of Soviet science are to in-
crease its effectiveness, develop fun-
damental research, concentrat€ on
the more important and prospective
trends of scientific and technological
progress, and to find ways for a rapid
formulation of scientific and techni-
cal decisions and their implernenta-
tion in production. In this resp€ct,
special attention, in our opinion,
should be devoted to the author's
analysis of progressive orgdnisational
forms of combining science with pro-
duction and stimulating technological
progress.

A significant characteristic of the
scientific and technological revolu-
tion, as shown in Afanasiev's mono-
graph, is the change in the correlation
of material and personal elements of
the productive forces, of objective
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and subjective factors of production.
The accelerated introduction of scien-
tific and technoiogical achievernents
in productiorr, management and edu-
cation, and the resultant development
and utiiisation of, modern autormatic
systems, lead to a redistritrution of
the functions fulfilled bY man and
those performed by his instrtlments
of labour in the production process.
The study of man's changing Piace
and functions in productiol prooesses
today has shown that living l{urnan
labour has been and rernains the
basis of productive collective ac-
tivity.

Afanasiev's study devotes a great
deal of attention to the irnpact of the
scientific and technological revolution
on the formation of the human per-
sonality, on the changing spiritual
world of man, on his advancing edu-
cation and qualification. In anaiysing
this process, the author proceeds
from the fact that the conversion of
science into a direct productive force
is characteriseci by its embodirnent in
the material (technical) as well as in
the personal elements (improvcment
of rnan's knowledge and habits, edu-
cation, cutrture, professional skill,
etc.). Under socialism, the scientific
and technological revohrtion does not
belittle the role of man nor lea.ds to
"dehurnanisation", as ctrairnetl by
bourgeois ideologtres; on the con-
trary, it makes new, higher denrands
upon the ievei of his development.
Furthermore, man's specialised
knowledge, high professional training
and general culture are an indispensa-
ble requisite for the scientific and
technological revolution.

The implementstion in rhe [.-ISSR
of the socio-economic measures out-
lined by the 24th Congress of the
Cornmunist Party, the development
and improvernent of socialist democ-
racy, the growth of public activitY
and civic rbsponsibility depend large-
ly on the effectiveness of education,
the incrtiment of knowledge and gen-
eral cultural growth" f,he point is to
rnake rnaximurn use of the inteliectu-

al potential endowed bY knowledge
and culture in order to accelerate the
progress of Soviet societY.

In this co$nection nevr tasks arise
in the sph
training of
on special
research,
under present-day conditions what is

is not to
obtain as
e, but to
the rapid

tific picture of the world and to put
the human knowledge to effective
u5e.

Much space in the book is devoted
to the place and role of dialectical
materiaiism and Marxist-Leninist

the develoPment of con-
scientific knowledge.

nce is a single comPlex
of knowledge in the uattlral, social
and philosophical scierrces. Scientific
and iechnological progress is ensured
by the cornprehensive development
of all these sciences. Any attelhpt to
oppose these spheres of knowledge
to one another can onlY imPair the
creative cooperation of scientists.

" The union belween Marxist-Leninist
philosophy and the sPecialised
branches of knowledge, between the
social and natural sciences, is an in-
dispensabtre requisite for their mutual
enrichrnent, for raising the effective-
ness and general standards of
theoretical thinking.

nn his monograph Afanasiev deals
at trength with the impact of the sci-
entific and technological revolution
on management. He shows that the

t of societY is a com-
problem that has its own
philosophical, Political,

, socio-psychological,
tregai, ethical and many other aspects,
and that its solution, therefore, re-
quires the joint effort by social scien-
tists and practical workers.

Considerable changes in. the sphere
of administration and its increased ef-
fectiveness are now associated with
the rapid computerisation, with the
utitrisation of economico-mathematical
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simulation, systems analysis, and so
on.

The author examlnes and sums up
the experience of automated produc-
tion managernent in the USSR, the
ways and means of developing and
effieient functioning. of automated
control systems, the establishment of
a nationwide automated system of
collecting and processing information

for calculating, planning and rnanag-
ing the national economy. At the
same time, he warns against the ab-
solutisation of the role of technical
rneans of management, and makes his
conclusion that the social sciences
are of decisive irnportance for scien-
tific rnanagement.

c""a. sf'rFfl,llili

E. PIJEAKOB. oC,taeo o no*Ky
I4eopeee" u e?o coepeJt4eHHuvu.
M., Lla4-uo nHayra,,, 1971, 296
crp.

B. RYBAKOY, "The l-ay of trsor's
Campaign" and lts Times, Mos-
cow, Nauka Pubiishers, 1971,
296 pp.

A great deal of literature and liter-
ary research in many languages is
dedicated to The Lay ol lgor's Cann-
paign, ar,d in the recent period the
epic has also becorne a subject of
historical research.

In his book Academician B.
Rybakov seeks to give the reader a
cornprehensive account of his re-
search in the historical interpretation
of all sources on the rnen and events
celebrated in the immortal poem.
Events of 1185, natr.rrally, occupy a
special place in the monograph. But,
unlike many other authors, Rybakov
also explores previous decades of
political history and the activity of
R.ussian princes and traces the impact
of the poern in subsequent periods.

The book has four parts. The first,
entitled "The Poem and the Age", is
concerned with The Lay of trgor's
Campaign in the chronicles of the
late 12th and early i3th century; an
attempt is made to establish the origi-
nal order of the various parts of the
work, Works by A. Sobolevsky, 1/.
Peretz, N. Gudziy and other authors,
as well as his own research lead
Itybakov to believe that copyistS and
binders of the 14th and l6th centuries
are responsible for rearrangements in

the text, in the form in which it has
reached contemporary scholars that
is recognised as classic. These trans-
positions have affected the structure
of the poem both from the point of
view of grammar and meaning.
Rybakov proposes a rearrangement
of the classic text" He suggests a plan
for rearranging passages from the
poem and gives the text (in transia-
tion) which he believes reproduces
the texf in its original form. The au-
thor regqrds his rearrangement of the
confused pages and the establishmertt
of their correct order as a working
hypothesis, and invites criticism and
discussion. He believes that certain
pages, devoted to Vladimir Mo-
nomakh <lepicted in the poem as the
rnain positive character of Russian
history, are missing.

Rybakov atternpts to reveal the to-
pical nature (for the period and the
retrospective part of the poem) of the
historical parallels drawn by the au-
thor of the poern, who is convinced
that reminders of ancestral glory will
help bring about victory. The his-
torian believes the chronological
pattern of the poem to be approxi-
fnately as follows: The Troyan
age-98-375, the Yaroslav
age- l019-1054, Oleg's wars- l07B-
1096.

The author makes valuable obser-
vations pertaining to the drawings in
the R.adzivill Chronicle devoted to
Igor's crusade of 1185.

Details appear here, which are aot
taken from the chronicle, but from
some additional source and which do
not fully correspond to the text of
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the chronicle. Rybakov believes ttre
artist could only have tlrawn this ad-
ditional informaiion from images in
the Lay, He suPPorts V. Danilov's
view that The Lay af tke Fall of
Rxssiar Laild is connected with the
feuds betwcen the se.ns of Vsevolod
Big Nest, and considers that the
poern of Igor's crusade also influ-
lnced this work, and served as its
model. I{yl-.akov traces the "life of
the pcrem from generation to genera-
tion'r, and points to its special influ-
ence at the time of the Kulikovo bat-
tle, which ended in the Mamai mas-
sacre, fatal for the 'I'atars. Sixteenth-

The second part of -the book is
called "The Characters af The Lay of
Igor's Campaign" aad abotrnds in in-
teresting detail on the participants of
the events. Taking as his basis the
material formed in the chronicles the
author traces their lives ovei the dp-
cades and refers to the activity of
their eider contemporaries. A table of
"'fhe Main Genealogical Links of the
Russian Frinces (l0th-l2th cent.)"
provides a substantial aid for appreci-
ation of the extensive factual materi-
al. The narnes of the great princes of
Kiev are picked out in special print
and the names of all the princes men-
tioned in the poem are underlined.

Some very apt and vivid portrayals
of princes have been given by the
author (Vsevolod Olgovich, Svyatos-
lav Vsevolodovich, Igor Svyatos-
Iavich, Fierce Aurochs Vsevolod).
The chapten brings the reader much
more than even the most elaborate of
commentaries on The Lay of Igor's
Campaign. It is, in fact, an evalua-
tion of the major events in the politi-

cal h;story of Eastern Europe ol the
second half of the l2th century,
events which were consiCered of sec-
ondary import4nce. When dealing
with the second half of the l2th cen-
tury and the beginning of the l3tit
century attention (at any rate in
works of a general nature and text-
books) was centred on events in the
history of Novgorod; Galicia-Volhyn
Rus and especially the princedorns of
Vladimir and Suzdal, where the nuc-
leus of the future united R.ussian
state were atrready taking shape.

Rybakov has, in many respects, re-
discovered the historic significance of
the activity of the Sotrth Russian
princes and brought out their charac-
teristics as statesmen and individuals
which were not always attractive.
Convincing evidence is pres€nted by,
the author that Svyatosiav Vse-
volodovich was a powerful rtrler. It
exprlains why the anthor r:f the poem
sets his hopes on the efforts of this
prince in the struggle with the
Folovtsy.

Rybakov makes an important con-
clusion which refutes the traditional
concept of the political eiecline of
Kiev after 1169 when the town was
ravaged by the joint armies of the
Russian princes. However, the essen-
tially negative portrayal of Andrei
Bogolyubsky can hardly be accepted.
It seems this ruler was not an unsuc-
cessful tyrant but rather a statesman,
who was ahead of his times. He was
a figure who planned imaginatively
(although many of his plans were not
realised), who had a brbad under-
standing of sricial and historical is-
sues and whose fate was a truly
tragic one. Indeed his brutal assassi-
nation can well be viewed ils one of
the first manifestations of aristocratic
opposition to the emerg€nt autocracy.

The third part, "Chronicle Sources
on lgor's Crusade in 1185", consists
largely of an analysis of the narrative
on the crusade included in the
Ipatyevsky Chronicle. In the collec-
tion of chronicles this narrative i-s

second in volume only to the tale of
Bogolyubsky's assassination, and, ac-
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cording to Rybakov, its style shows
that the apthor was familiar with ?he
Lay ol lgor's ()ampaign. In this
chapter Rybakov outlines his ideas
regarding the composition of the
Kiev collection of chronicles of 1198,
and the relationship between the Lay
and the chronicles. trea.ted with more
derai! in his bbok Russian Chroniclers
and the Author of the "Lay of lgor's
Campaign".

The fourth part is entitled "The
Events of I 184-1185 Celebrated in the
Lay". The author makes a critical
analysis of all the existing interpreta-
tions of Igor's crusade and attempts
to reconstruct the sequence of
events, the nature of the crus.ade,
and the sites of the battles with the
Polovtsy.

He considers all the successive
stages of Igor's crusade in detail and
takes into account the dates of
events, drawing on a wide range of
cartographic and scientific rnaterial.
Rybakov is inclined to think that the
battle took place at the river Siurliy
near Samara River. The book con-
tains maps: "Igor's Route from April
13 to May 10, 1185", "Igor's Route
from the Salnitsa River to the Siurliy
River,May 9-10, 1185", "Crusades of
the Polovtsy Khans After the Defeat
of Igor's Armies" (Ma5,,-Jun" ,rtrr.
Since the 1930s Rybakov has been
devoting considerable attention to
historical maps. which the scholar
does not regard as "'reference" mate-
rial but as the means to a historico-
geographical method, to a form of
analysis. In keeping with this ap-
proach, apart from the maps listed
above, the work carries a map dia-
gram, "The method of locating the
field of Igor's battle with the
Polovtsy, May 10-12, 1185".

Rybakov believes that the main
part of the poern the "Golden
Word" was probablY comPosed at
Svyatoslav's court in Kiev and re-

cited at the receptioir given by the
prince in honour of Igor, his guest
and petitioner. This part is a diploma-
tic appea! for the prince to assist
Igor. Elsewhere, lhc author describes
The l-ay of [g,or's Campaigr as a
progressive political treatise in
support of Svyatoslav's policy. It is
possible that sorne of if s contem-
poraries did see the political appeal
of the poem in this light, but it would
seem Rybakov is nearer the truth in
his introduction, when he says that
the author of the poem "stood above
all feudal barriers, beyond royal fam-
ily feuds and petty grievances". The
emotional impact of the poem was so
great that even then it could well
have rung with the voice of all the
people. 'fhe poet himself was evi-
dently aware of its power, when he
recalled in the presence of Svyatos-
lav and Igor the wicked actions of
their grandfather Oleg Gorislavich.
The author's appeal for unity was not
confined to remote princes; he al-
lowed himself to state with sufficient
frankness that unity was indispensa-
ble also among princes, who were
close relatives (the Olgoviches).

Rybakov's new book, like his other
publications, is a thought-provoking
work of a scholaf passionately intere-
sted in his subject. It provides inter-
esting food foi thoughl and suggests
major lines and approaches for furth-
er research. Scientific research and
popularisation interact closely in his
work and serve to characterise his
creative activity. This is not only be-
cause of his literary and artistic talent
but because in this way Rybakov pur-
sues the finest traditions of Russian
scholarship, and in his research re-
gards it as his duty always to address
his ideas directly to his readers.

S" Schmldt,
D. Sc. (Hist.)



Eepona .e cpeluue eeK6: gKouot4uKa,
noltunTuKa, Kyrrbrnypa. Cdapxux
crnam'eil. I{ $0-lremuw axa1e-
auxa Cepeea fiaxwtoauua Cxas-
Krraa. M., trIsg-no .Hayxa,,,
1972, 441 ctp.

Europe in the Middle Ages: Econo"
my, Politics, Culture. A collection
of articles published to rnark the
80th anniversary of the birth of
,dcademician S" Skazkin, Mos-
cow, Nauka Publishers, 1972,441
pp.

this book may be said to be a
report of Soviet nnediaevalists to one
of their teachers, dcademician Sergei
Skazkin, who died a year after i1 was
published.

In the course of fifty years of
pedagogicql and scientific activity
Hero of. Socialist Labour, Sergei
Skazkin, trained hundreds of Soviet
historians. Many other,historians
have in one way or another felt his
influence. Naturally" rnany of the
contributors to this collection are his
pupils or the pupils of his pupils; the
rest were his colleagues. f{owever,
the link of this book with Skazkin's
work is not confined pureXy to the
successiveness of generations. Skaz-
kin had made a considerable con-
tribution to the elaboration of many
cardinal problems of mediaeval his-
tory. To this day his books on ab-
solutism, the agrarian problem, the
history of mediaeval heresies, and
the Renaissance form the foundation
of Soviet historical science in this
field. trt is not accidental, therefore,
that the papers on this subject recei-
ve prominence in this collection.
Onethird of it is devoted to mediae-
val culture and the Renaissance; rno-
re than halt of the papers are on the
history of France, Italy and Spain,
countries that had been studied by
Skazkin.
The subtitle Economy, Politics,

Culture quite fully mirrors the qollec-
tions contents, which, nonetheiess,
are more diversified: there are papers
on historiography, the study of

sources, the study of archives, an-
throponymy and cryptograptry. The
geographical range of the papers is
likewise broad-in addition to Bri-
tain, France, Italy, Spain and Ger-
many they deal with Sweden and Ire-
Iand. The subject-matter likewise fre-
quently ranges beyond the traditional
areas of historical research and
touches.on questions like the organ-
isation of fishing, village crafts, the
formation of the salt market, the
level of education, and so on. Most
of,the papers in the collection repre-
seRt original research, and together
they cover almost all the problems
dealt with by Soviet medibevalistics.
Many highlight either new originatr as-
pects in the approach to the studied
problems, or the utilisation of the
most up-to-date statistical methods,
or a critical interpretation of the
rnajor achievements of foreign his-
toriography. However, some tradi-
tionai subjects of Soviet mediaevalis-
tics that had been studied for a long
time and have deep-going roots, have
received less attention than might
have been expected. Problems of the
class struggle, for instance, are anal-
ysed. in only one paper. Inadequate
attention has also been given to ag-
rarian history and the history of the
peasantry as a whole.

Of the papers dealing with the ag-
rarian theme mention rnust be rnade
first of the paper by &{. Abramson,
who describes peasant associations in
the comrnune: these associations
were widespread in Eulope but they
have been scantily studied. In an in-
teresting paper Y. Bessmertny sug-
gests a rnethod of deterrninirrg grain
yields with the aid of indirect data,
notabtry the size of the share rent
paid by the peasants. On the basis of
his own computations he comes to
the conclusior: that there might have
been an intensification of farming in
the Rhineland in the 12th-l3th
century.

A much larger number of papers
deal with the history of torvns and
crafts. A paper by the late Y.
I-evitsky ,examines the early develop-
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rnent of cloth-rnaking in England in
the l2th-,l3th century and criticises
the theories of British and dmerican
historians that weaving developed
chiefly in rural localities. Cloth-
nnaking and the policy of towns to-
wards it are dealt aiso by L. Kotel-
nikova, wtro suggests that scattered
cloth-making sprang up in the Tos-
cany countryside in the 13th-14th
century but had little prospects for
development because it was confined
to guilds. The struggle between the
burghers and ttre local count for the
salt market in Toulouse in the llth-
l2th century is described in a paper
by S. Starn. A. Svanidze examines the
social aspects of the organisation of
fishing in Sweden in the l5th cen-
tury. T. Osipova traces the develop-
rnent of crafts in Irish towns in the
13th-t5th century" An economic
problem is deait with also by A.
Shevelenko, who discusses the pro-
cess of feudalisation in Brittany,
where the first phases of the rise of
feudal property were strongly influ-
enced by the Catholic Church.

Four papers are devoted to the
history of the state. Two of them
exarnine the problern of estate rep-
resentation in France and Spain. N.
Denisqva-Khachaturyan traces the
rise of general assernblies as the re-
sult of the actions of the social forces
ot the epoch-the clergy, nobility
and burghers, who sougtrt to consoli-
date their privileges, and the throne
which defended its sovereign inter-
ests. I. Pichugina takes a close look
at peasant participation in the Cas-
tilian Cortes in the 13th-l4th century
and takes issue with bourgeois his-
toriography, whieh assufiiles that
there was democratic estate represen-
tation in Spain. N" Basovskaya writes
of the policies pursued at the close of
the l3th and early 14th centuries by
the British authorities in Gascony,
where they combined a striving for
centralisation with encouragernent for
the locai separatisrn of the feudal
lords.

The views on the state held by
Fatrizi, Piccolomini, Nfachiavelli,
Guicciardini and othcr Italian feudal

Iords of the 15th-l6th century are
scrutinised by V. Rutenburg. These
views, which in many ways antici-
pated the theory qnd policy of ab-
solutist states, are analysed from the
angle that ttie Italian feudal domains
of. that epoch were (as, in the au-
thor's opinion, were the German
principalities of the second half of
the 16th century) a form of "regional-
absolutist states". trfowever, we feel
that this thesis requires additional
proof.

Problems of the class struggle are
dealt with by M. Srnirin, who shows
(on the example of actior.rs by the
miners of Slovakia in 1525) what hap-
p€ns to workers' movements when
ttrey are not supported by a powerful
anti-feudal peasant movement or by a
rnore or less influential opposition of
rich entrepreneurs of the capitalist
type. A. Chistozvonov considers
some features of the Netherlands re-
volution of the 16th century against
the background of the rise of capital-
ism in Europe and the formation of a
world market.

Many of the papers are on the his-
tory of culture, reflecting the large
interest shown by Soviet rnediaevalis-
tics in this intriqate but topicai prob-
lern. A wi{e range of subjects are
covered in these papers: ideology in
fhe Middle Ages and the Renais-
sance, culture in the Middle Ages,
the history of social thought. The
ethical and aesthetic views qf cultural
leaders qf the Middle Ages and the
R.enaissance ate discussed by V.
Ukolova (Boethius), L. tsragina (AI-
berti) and N" Revyakina (Vergerio).
The political ideas propounded by
Thomas Moore are analysed by I.
Osinovsky. This collection includes
an extremely interesting but uncom-
pleted paper by G. Shevkina (death
cut short the work of this young re-
searcher) on Averroism in l3th-
century Faris. A kindred subject is
dealt with by V. Kerov, who writes
of the struggle waged against the Pa-
pacy by the spiritualists led by Olivi.
Two papers are on mediaeval Enligh-
tenment: V. Romanova-on French
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l3th-l,lth century manusciipts; and
N. Bogociarova-on the level of edu-
cation in Engla.nd in the l4th-l5th
century. Som
aspects of
thouBht: idea
mon property
literature (Y
century Spanish economist Mercado
(E. Litavrina), the codifier of the
"second editir:n" of serfdom Husanus
(Iv{. Barga). The latter paper touches
on the protrlern of the international
consolidation of the nobility of differ-
ent countries.

J'here are sorfle outstanding papers
on various aspects of the studY of
sources. Theso include "A Discussion
of the Edict of Theodoric" bY A.
Korsunsky, and papers bY Z. Udal-
lsova, A. Kazhdan and A. Gorfunkel.
In her paper on the views of BYzan-
tine historians of the 6th-7th century,
Z. Udaltsova goes beyond the studY
of sources, vividly showing the cul-
tural background of that ePoch. A.
Kazhdan's short study raises the big

problem of arr author's dependence
on the realities of his age (including
the overall psvchological background
of his country and epoch). A. Gor-
funkel writes of a copy of Tommaso
Campanelia's Kingdont of the
Messiah found by him in the library
of the Institute of Marxism-Leninism
of the CC CPSU. This copy was pub-
lisheC in Campanella's life-time and
contains a large insertion written in
the hand of the author. This discov-
ery gives a deeper insiglrt into the
his,tcry of the writing of one of the
great Utopian's principal treatises.

Mention must also be made of two
other interesting papers: "Synthesis
in the History of I-avr and the State
in French Mediaevalistics of the Sec-
ond Half of the 19th CenturY" bY E.
Gutnova and "Some Questions of the
Study of French Mediaeval An-
throponymy (HistoriographY and
Method)" by A.Kaplan.

policy is becoming much more inde-
pend,ent.

A distinctlve feature of Sharkov's
methori of research is the desire tr-r

bring out the ecrrnom.ic foundations
which underlie rhe processes in
foreign policy, to strcw them, as it
were, frorn within. 'I'hus, taking up
the probiem rjf the cornpetitiveness
of Japanese aird American gooCs, the
author, as it rvere, divides it into its
component parts" I{e analyses the
wages of workeis. laL.nur productivi-
ty, the experrditur6 of the manufac-
turer oil mallpower (pel' unit of out-
put) and the role of raw materials in
production costs. r{n examination of
these initial elements make,s the au-
thor's conciusion scientifically
grcurrded and hence more corrvinc-
ing" His calculations prove (in the
case of Japan and the United States)
the following proposition: "The high-
er the organic composition ttf capital.
the moye modest the importance of
wages in costs, and vice versa."

Considerable space is given to a
cornparison of labour productivity
ievels in Japan and the United States.
These indices help to evaluate the
degree of intensification of Iatrour in
Japan and in other capitalist coun.
tries. It is important to take into
account the point whether Japan will
be able to preserve for a long time
the high growth rate of labour pro-
ductivity and maintain superiority
over the United States in this re-
spect. lf she is able to do so, the
other imperialist countries, the flnit-
ed States in the first piace, will have
to wage an ece.nornic struggle a_eainst
Japan much more energetically than
until now. Hence the conclusion con-
cerning the growing exacerbation of
Japan"s contradictions not only with
the United States but also on a
broader international front.

'fhe book has no special chapter
dealing with the monopolies but their
influence on the development of ex-
ternal economic ties comrnands the
author's attention. The reader wiil
find much data concerning the battle
of monopoly giants of the two lead-

ing counlries in the capitalist worid.
the forms and methods of struggle by
the Japanese rnonopolies {or winning
the rr,ost advantageous positions ir-r

new rri.arkets.
ln view cf Japan's line of inten-

sifled rrilitarisalion the questicn of a
neu/ type of Japanese exporls, trade
in armarneuts, acquires great interest.
Sharkcv notes the politir:ai impor-
tance of this new tendency which al-
read:y within the near future nray be-
come an important factor in increas-
ing Japan's influence in deveiopiug
cLluntries, particularly in South dsia
and in Africa.

Special attenticn is pairi to analys.
ing the rnechanism. of external
econonlic relaiions and the specific
featurcs of the Americar and Japan-
ese trade systenls.

Examining a wide range of ques-
tions connected with the deveiopment
of Japanese-American relations, the
authol draws the reader's atteittion to
the fact. that the weakening of Ja-
pan's ecorromic depenCence on the
United States has beeu proceeding
for a long time unevenly, with fluctu-
ations, a clash of interests and
mounting coniredictions. The latter
ate steadiiy increasing as the
economic patt€rn of Japan and the
Llnited States draw closer along the
lines of further indristrialisatioir anC
the vigorous de.;elopment of progres-
sive sectors in industry.

A new front of struggle between
JaDanese and Arnerican production
lines of alrnost thc same type has
been opened because goods not of
the light but ol the heavy industry
are beconting the basiE of Japanese
exports.

Or.rtward!y, a rather paradoxical
situation is emerging: in the era of
the contemporary scientific and tech-
nologica! revolution Japanese-
American trade is becoming vested,
as it were, in a "colonial form"-
Japan is exporting to the United
Stgtes manufactured goods and is
buying in the .Am.lrican market raw
nraterials (metal scrap, copper, coai,
clil products, tirrber anci t,arious ag-

A.. IIIAPKOB. .frnonun u CIIIA
( Awa tttls c o n p e J+reHH btx 9 Ko Ho Jilll-
4ecr<ux omxoiuexuil). M., Hog-uo
<<M6Ic.lIE,>, 1971, 406 clP.

,4. SHARKOY, JaPan and the United
States (Analvsfs ol Present-DaY
Economic Relatbns), Moscow,
Mysl Publishers, 1971, 406 PP.

The book under revieu' covers a
wicle range of subjects: the signifi-
cance of foreign trade in the
econorny of Japan and the United
States, the scale of trade ties, the
Japanese liberalisation policy and the
penetration of Japan by American
capital, scientific and technologica!
progress and its importance in
Japanese-American relations. In the
concluding chapter the author anal-
yses a highty significant aspect of the
problem- the competitive position of
Jaoanese and American goods.

V. Samarkin,
Cand. Sc. (I{ist.)

One of the major distinctions of
the monograph is that the author
analyses Japanese-Arnerican relations
not statically but historically, reveal-
ing their evolution. His attentiorr is
focused on economic questions but,
considering the great complexity of
the closely interl.wined economic and
political processes, they are ex-
amined in their interconnection, in a
comprehensive way.

As a result of the essential shifts in
the 25 years after surrender Japan,
remaining a military and political ally
of the United States, is becorning its
stroirgest trade rival. Sharkov rightly
notes that the essence of the changes
consists in that the relationship of
forces between the USA and Japan is
altering in favour of the latter. In the
1970s Japanese-American relations
entered a ne{v phase: Japan is behav-
ing more and more independently,
her economic expansion is acquiring
quite an active nature and her foreign
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ricultural commodities). The result is
a financial benefit for .Iapan, in other
words, a favourable balance of trade.
But even as a raw rnaterial supplier
the United States is losing its attrac-
tiveness for Japan because of the
high prices and the freight rates for
long-distance shiPments.

Sharkov in no waY overestimates
the contradictions between Japan and
the United States, showing the com-
munity of interests still preserved,
but he emphasises that "before us is
a striking case of the development of
inter-irnperialist contradictions within
the bounds of a military-political
alliance".

The problern of the scientific and
technological progress commands an
exceedingly big place in the mono-
graph, and the author analYses its
influence on Japan's economic de-
veloprnent along rnany lines. In pre-
sent-day conditions scientific and
technological progress is exerting a

tremendous impact on the entire sys-
tem of Arnerican-Japanese economic
relations. It is almost impossible al-
ready to examine the old asPects of
these relations (trade, the export of
capital, business activity, and others)
without analysing the new ones.
Japan has elevated to the rank of
state economic policy the irnportation
of the results of "brain activity"'

From the beginning of 1946 and uP
to mid-1971 Japan imPorted about

These
chnol-
or re-
made

eondi-

tions for the organisation of national
research and development from new
advanced positions, to save resouxces
and win time in the struggle for the
second place in the capitalist world.

In the literature on Japan hastY
conclusions ate zt times drawn as
though the borrowing of foreign
know-how as a factor of economic
development has becorne exhausted
on the whole by 1970 in Japan. Yet
the main line in the develoPment of
.Iapan's scientific and technological
progress is a cornbination of her own
research and development work with
the steady use of advanced foreign
equipnnent, technology and know-
how-

The United States regarded the
penetration of its scientific and tech-
nological achievements in Japan as a

means of increasing the profits and
consolidating the positions of the
Arnerican monopolies, of tying the
Japanese monopolies to the American
military-industrial complex. But the
greater influence of science on pro-
duction has resulted in that goods of
the new type are becoming the object
of keen competitive st{uggle between
the US and Japanese monoPolies.

The struggle on'these fronts is be-
coming er/er more obstinate because
its participants are gigantic com-
panies which enjoy the support of the
state and are atrle extensively to fi-
nance scientific and technological
progress.

K. Popov,
D. Sc. (Econ.)

the relations between two brg states
in the Far East. The purpose of this
study, the author notes, is to "ex-
arnine the rnain historical facts and
events characterising both countries
at all stages of their development and
determining their role in this region
and the relations between them". The
historical problerns of China and
Japan, their home and foreign

policies are studred in close intercor-
nection and interdependerlce.

Sladkovsky begins with ancient
times and describes the initial and
subsequent stages in the shaping of
the state relations between China and
Japan and also tfie historical condi-
tions of their development. This has
enabled the author to give a clear
picture of these relations over the
many centuries of their existence and
to explain many complicated
phenomena in the public, political
and cultural life of China and Japan.
Chief among these are the causes and
consequences of ihe "isolation poli-
cy" pursued by the Chinese and
Japanese ruling classes in different
historical periods, the theory of the
so called common destiny of the two
countries now popular in Peking (the
theory was repe.atedly used in the
past by Japanese irnperialists to sub-
stantiate their "right" to penetrate
into China), and the strong anti-
Japanese sentiments of the Chinese
people.

The author focuses attention on the
major processes and events in the
more recent history of both coun-
tries. He traces the penetration of
Japan and other imperialist powers
into China, her division and colonisa-
tion. He also shows the growth of
inter-irnperialist contradictions caused
by the aggression in China and her
exploitation, and the Chinese
people's growing struggle against im-
perialism.

Sladkovsky shows the policy of the
collusion of the imperialist powers
with Japan against China, the cow-
ardly, conciliatory line of Chinese
v which betrayed the
v the people. He also
P stration of the hopes
o tionalist circle s of
cooperating with the USA and other
Western states "in the name of prog-
ress" and the loss of their faith in
Japan, a country "kindred in race and
culture", whose ruling circles acted
as the most dangerous and vicious
enemy of China's independence.

'Ihese were the conditions in which

the Chinese people were to find other
ways and means of freeing itself
from imperialism, feudalism, compra_
dore capital and militarism ,r,d to
build a people's denrocracy. The lib-
eration movement was growing apace
and the Great OctobJr Aevolution
had an enormous impact on it. The
first socialist state in the world that
came into existence to the north of
China based its relations with China
on complete equality. This weakened
the positions of imperialism in China
and opened up real prospects for re-
storing her national independence.

The antl-im.peria!ist movement in
China was led by the young Com-
munist Party and the Left patriots
headed by Sun Yet-sen. The author
analyses the course of the anti-
imperialist struggie which was to
expel the Japanese tioops, free the
country from foreign dominance in
the national economy and politics,
and turn China into a free dernocratic
state.

The entire period from the thirties
to the end of the Second World War.
was marked by armed Japanese ag-
gression in China. In his analysis of
the war and of the postwar period the
author shows
viet victories
and militarist
of China, and

the
eact
ory
the

the People's R.epublic of China.

The chapters on the economic and
political development of China in the
postwar years are of 'great interest.
Sladkovsky rraces the beginning of
the process uniting China into a
singNe socialist state and shows her
substantial achievements in the earlv
period of economic development, thL
growth of her prestige and influence
on the international scene, her role as
an equal member in the socialist com-
munity_of states, the signific4nce of
the help of the USSR and other
socialist countries .in China's prog-
TESS.
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M, CIAIIKOBCKI4I4. Kumail u
.$nanas. M., 'Llsg-no o!{3y63,,,
1971, 335 crp.

M. SLADKOVSKY, Ch"ina and
Japan, Moscow, Nauka Fub-
lishers, 1971, 335 pp.

The work is the first rnonograPhic
study attemptod in Soviet science on
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The bituation in the country
changed cornpletely after the Maoist
leadership adopted its nationalist, an-
ti-soviet political line. The book de-
scribes the historical background of
Maoism as a political trend, the con-
tent and consequences of the so
called cultural revolution and other
pertinent issues.

The author analyses the develoP-
ment of imperialist Japan in the post-
war years, the US policY of occupa-
tion, directed at restoring and pre-
serving Japan's militarY and
economic potential and at strengthen-
ing her monopolies. He shows the
natural interest of the Chinese and
Japanese peoples in commercial and
cultural eXchanges, in good-
neighbourly relations. At the same
time certain influential nationalist cir-
cles in Japan and the Maoist leader-
ship of China are attempting to tise
this interest for a rapprochentent on

A. CI43OHEHKO. OtePxu ucnnoPuu
c o aem c R o - lamuHq o Jile p uKaflc Kux
omuoweuuil (1924-1970 ez')' M',
I{3r-Bo .Hayxa,, 1971,204 crP'

A. SIZONENKO, Ifis/orY of Soviet-
Latin American Relatbns (1924-
1970). EssaYs, Moscow, Nauka
Publishers. 1971, 2O4 PP.

The Soviet Union's relations with
the countries of Latin America con-
sti(ute an important component of its
foreign policy today. The Soviet
Union has always advocated equal,
murually advantageous ties with these
countries, has always supported their
political and economic independence.
The interest in the history and pres-
ent stage of these relations which
have always greatly benefited both
sides is therefore quite understand-
able.

The Es.soy.s are devoted to the
papitalist countries of the continent;
socialist Cuba is not discussed in this
confext. The work is based on exten-

the basis of "Pan-Asiatism" and

peoples.
A. Markov'

Cand' Sc' (Hist')

sive factual material much of which
is put into scientific "circulation" for
the first time. The author divides the
history of Soviet-Latin American re-
lationi into three Periods, each
characterised by its own distinctive
features.

A feature of the first, Prewar
period was the enthusiasm with
which the working masses of Latin
America hailed the Great October
Socialist Revolution and demon-
strated their solidarity with it, a fact
which undoubtedly contributed to the
process of recognition of the USSR
Ly a number of countries of the con-
tihent. It is noteworthy, and the au-
thor shows this graphically, that the
first socialist state in the world dis-
played the initiative in establishing
noimal political and economic rela-
tions wiih Latin America. Already in
1920 Lenin stressed the need to nor-
malise trade relations with Mexico'
The Soviet lJnion's foreign PolicY
was clearly expressed in a statement
made in 1924 by Chicherin. People's
Cornmissar for Foreign Affairs, that
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t,he {"tSS}i rrzoukl welcom.e Ihe iftitia"
trl'te ol any cne of the coumf ries cf
fhe colrtinent ier e:s1ei-riish ri: laf ions
with the USSR" A sjoncrete expres-
sion ct this policl' .,1'as ti:re estal,"fish-
rnent of riiploenatic reletio*s "+mth
fu{exico and {Jru;guay.

The nr,onograph devo*es rn-uc.t:
space to the activities of Yuz:ham-
lorg. the Sovief-l,atin American joint
stock company (1927-1935), rvhich
played the rnain role in promoting
trade and business cooperation tre-
[ween fire USSR anrt the *ountries erf
fhe continent on principles of equali-
t1, and mutlal benefit. Hnwever, as
the author irotes, the continent's de-
penelence rn fhe prewar years nn the
irnperialist powers was sc greaf that
the srovement cf its workimg m"asses
and trusiness quarters l'avouring ex-
pansion of relations with the {JSSR
encountered serioils diffictiitir:s.

During the Second Slorld War,
when the heroic stnrggle nf the
Soviet Llnion against fascist Gerrnany
won thc Soviet people the sympathy
of democratic forces all or,,e;: the
world, it \r/as flo longer possihle to
prcvent the expransr'on of comfacts be-
tween the countries and peoples of
I-atin ,{merica and tfie USSR." fhir-
teen couotries of the continertt ex-
pressed their rear-liness to normalise
their retations with the Soviet Union.
The author rightly rnakes the point in
this eonnection that this tendencv
was based on the fa"cf that tlre
peo,nles of the t"iSsll. :-inri l-at,n
A mcrica pursuetl I he sarne airns in
fhe struggle against fascisrn ancl tlor
peace, freeclorn ;rnd dernocracy" In
ti:e years under review the founda-
tion of mutually advantageous coerp-
eration between the LISSR a-nd the
cnntirrent's countries was greatly ex-
panef ed"

Haif of the monograpn treats of
the postwar periorl, the third stage in
Serviet-I-atin Arnerican relatir:ns. The
arrt'iror wnifes that the eold tvar policy
pursued lry US imperialist cir-cles ad-
versely a-ffectetl the Soviet {-Ineon's
relations with some cf f.he region's
ccun{ries alttlough, as is, re peatedtr-rr

urrlerscorr:rJ i:r the r."r*rograph, post-
rvar c*ndif ir.'rns oti iect.ive.!y fa_voured
their c{eveiopment.'.i'ire reacfionery
iegimes lr Clliie, Brazrl- Columbia
and in gevcra! other- countries evcrr
ln,eiit so far as to Lrreak off tlitrrirrmatic:
relations ra,ith t"he {JSSR. F{orvever.
tregirning witfr r"he 60s 'che situation
ehangeil. The failr.rre of the cold war
polic,y lvas due in large measur.e, as
the author po!'nts out, to the fact that
it was totally at variance witl:l the
vital interests of tlee peoples of the
ccntincnt. Ey rhe treginning of !971
the Sovict Union rnaintained diplorna-
fic relations rvitir 16 (of the 24) I-atin
Arnerican stat.es which occupy 93 per
cent of the cnntinent's territory and
in which 97 per cent erf its popr-rlation
live

Sizoneni<o rliscusse,q the Soviet Utn-
ion's expancling contacts with the
cootirrent in the trade and econornic
sphere, in the spheres of culture and
science and also partly inter-
parliamentary exchange. I{ighly inter-
estitg is the chapter "The USSR and
the l\Jatir:nal Interesls of the Feoples
o{ I-atin ,Ar',:erica" whictr shows the
Sorriet Unios'l"s loil: as a sl:lu,i1cir sup-
porter of the indcpenrlence of fhc-se
pecrples, its firm stand against the
encroachmellts of the irnperiali.sts otr
tl"le scvereignty and fyeedorn of il:e
peoples of Nicaragua (1921'1,
Guaternala (1954), Fanarna (X964) and
the Dominican Repuhiic (1965). '[he
Soviei tTnio* ,:pe;rtcrlil, cerne rr*1 in
rdpp{!rt ot thq L.irriri Arr,r.rir'ari,.ourir-
tries in the {inited Natilrns. at thr:
UN Ci"rnferen{:es on Trarie and De-
veloprnenn in Geneva ( i9f!4), Nrw
Delhi (i96E) 'l-he ar-rth':r: rlrau,s the
conclusion thai ever brcarier cimies
of l-atin Arnerica irigirl-v aprpreciate
the facl that the sccialist cornnl.urrity,
and the Soviet tlnion in the {irst
place, champ.ion the nati*nal intr:n'ests
of ttrre clevelog'ring cnlrntrie:1. A"s he-
fore. the L,eninist pcliry, ihc mo.,ro-
graph stressed. underlies ,-lre Soviet
tlnion's retrafir:ns rvith the Latin
American countries tpilay -This ivas
also reaffirnrertr in the,iccic;ons of
the 24th ()cngreus of the eP5t"i-
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Being the first studY of its kind on
the subject the monograPh has at-
tracted the attention of Soviet and
foreign readers. In 1972 Progress
Publishers (Moscow) Put it out in

O. TEPHOBOfiT. @ut"ocoSun RY6or
(1790-1578). Muscx, Llag-ro Ee-
nopyccKoro Iocygapcteeuuoro
Vnnaepcnrera rrl. B. H. Jleuu-
va, 7972 r., 340 cTP.

O. TERNOVaY, PhilosoPhY in Cuba
(1790-1578), Minsk, BYelorussian
V. I. Lenin State UniversitY
Publishers, 1972, 34O PP.

Explaining whY the Period,from
1790 1o 1878 was. specifically chosen
the author writes that it was a sig-
nificant one in the history of Cuba. It
was the first (Creole) stage of the
liberation movement, the forerunner
of the Cuban revolution. The Prog-

Creole En-
ideological

dea is ad-
the genesis

of Cuban philosophy is rooted in the
Creole peiiod it would probably .be
more c6rrect to say that this period
saw the emergence of a Progressive,
an osoPhY.

the fact that the
co mPered the sPread
of enlightenment in
Cuba, the n the
first place and
botany, bega the
developmenl icul-
ture . Also art '
nourished by patriotic ideas, began to
burgeon.

Ii was the period when the crisis of
Spanish colonial rule, impeding the
formation of capitalist relations in
Cuba, became increasingly evident.
This crisis also led to the degradation
of the official religious and scholastic
ideology in the struggle against which
there was born a Progressive
philosophy in Cuba which, in turn,
ixerted a tremendous influence on

Spanish under the title URSS Y

I-atinoamdrica. AYer Y hoY. and metaphysics of scholastics, ex-
pound the ideas of the foremosl
thinkers of Europe.

An important place in Caballero's
philosophy is held by his teaching
on "prejudices" in which he included
everything "that fettered free thought
and the social activity of the indi-
vidual". He gave much attention to
defining "real philosophy" and its re-
lationship to other sciences. For
C-aballero philosophy was a discipli-
ne, which bad its owo subject of
research, independent of theology.

Ternovoy sees as the main thing in
Caballero's teaching his .affirmation
of the organic unity of philosophy
and science. At the same time his
concessions to theology are evident.
He maintained, for example, that a
"healthy and serene theology" had
the right to exist alongside
philosophy, that in the quest for truth
the coincidence of faith and know-
ledge was possible. Assessing his
writihgs Ternovoy writes that in his
philosophy "Caballero was not con-
sistent to the end, he side-stepped
controversial issues, shunned
materialism and atheism...". This not-
withstanding Caballero can be consi-
dered the father of modern Cuban
philosoph.y and science.

The philosopher who finally freed
Cuban philosophy from theology and
scholasticism was F6lix Varela y
Morales (1787-1853). The book shows
on extensive material Varela's con-
tribution to overthrowing scholasti-
cism in Cuba. By invalidating the
dogma about the superiority of faith
over reason Varela theoretically sub-
stantiated the nged to revise the
former notions regarding the correla-
tion of the authority of faith and
reason. In the philosophy study
course }re included instruction in the
theories of Locke and Candillac
whose teachings were progressive for
those times. He acquainted his pupils
with the latest advances in the natur-
al sciences, replaced instruction in
Latin with instruction in Spanish.

Varela wrote several rnajor works:
Instituciones de la Filosolia Ecl6cti-

va, (1812), Misceldnea Filosffica
(first edition in l819), Leccionei de
Filosofia, in three volumes (first edi-
tion in 1818). Through him Cuba
came to know of the latest achive-
ments in the natural sciences. His
instru a. strong
influe of pro-
gressi p.olitical
views aries.

In his definition of the componerit
parts of philosophy Varela followed,
on the whole, the same pattern as
Caballero: logics, ethics, metaphysics
and physics. Although he did not
single physics out of philosophy, in
physics he completely broke with
Aristotle and adhered to the new no-
tions about the physical picture of
the world, based on Newton's atom-
ism and mechanics. The teaching on
matter occupies a central place in
Varela's natural philosophy. The
Cuban philosopher recognised rnatter,
motion, time and space as objective
reality. In his conception of sen-
sationa'lism Varela in a number of
instances disagreed with his
teachers-Locke and Candillac. He
particularly sharply opposed the
thesis "idea is sensation", but in this
negation he went to another
extreme - to a depreciation of the
epistemological role of sensations.

Varela also tried to interpret in his
own way the origin and nature of
universals. Ternovoy points to a con-
tradictory character of his views on
this question. "Justified criticisrn of
the metaphysical doubling of things,
of essence divorcing frorn phenome-
non is followed by a converse, em-
pirico-phenomenalistic mistake, that
of identifying essence and phenome-
non, which led to an underestimation
of the category of substance as the
essence of things."

In his teaching on logics Varela,
unlike Caballero, gave preference to
the sensationalists rather than to the
rationalists. The author shows Var-
ela's specific attitude to the definition
of concepts. According to him defini-
tion is the result of analysis, it only
briefly expresses what we have
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A. Bekarevich,
Cand. Sc. (Econ.)

the formation of the national culture
and patriotic consciousness of the fu-
ture nation. Ternovoy considers the
orosressive and even revolutionary
ttrL"t"r of the class of Creole plan-
ters to be the distinctive feature of
this oeriod.

Foilowing the Leninist methodolo-
sv of classifying the history of ideas
i-n R.ussia aicording to periods the

Cuba. Thus at every one of the
staees the revolutionary storm is pre-
ced-ed by periods of "thought and
reason",-th;t is, by ideological prep-
aration. These stages are: Creolism
and revolution in the period between
fSeS ana 1878; the revolutionary and
democratic idgologY of Jos6 Marti
and the revotution of' 1895-1898;
Marxism'Leninism and the revolution

scholastic Yoke.
Philosophia El6ctiva

philosophical articles of
tontain a criticism of the

and the
Caballero
ergotism
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Discussing an assessment of Var-
ela's philosophicai ideas the author
believes that it cannot be redueed to
iust a rnattcr of rationalism" or sen-
iationalism and emPiricisnr. Two
sides need to be distinguished in the
creative and practical activity of the
philosopher-the destmctive and the
constructive.

Writing about the PhilosoPlical
views of Jos6 de la Luz Y Cabatrlero
(1800-1862), Ternovoy notes that they
were a develoPment of the views of
Caballero and Varela.

Luz expressed his PhilosoPhical
credo in the Carragr.tao's SYrutPses
(1835), the main content of which
was deterrnined by the materialistic
ideas of Bacon and Locke, and in
numerous polemical articles. FIe par-
ticularlv took issue with the estima-
tion of Cousin's PhilosoPhY'

condition to the ,progress of all sci-
ences in general.

The book devotes a whole chaPter
criticism of the
of Cousin. In
was popularised
and Manuel del
that eclecticism

in philo istent Princi-
ple -was Ie, that it re-
olvdA s was able to
oiiscern meaning of
eclectics also in politics where it
setved as the ideologica] substantia-
tion for tl,e immutability of existing
svstefl1s.-'Fhe 

book closes wiflh the chaPter
"Folernics anil Conclusions" in which
tbe author notes that one of the rnost
fundarnental issues in the history of
Cuban philosoptry in the period under
review 1s its general estimation' that
is, definition of the character of the
ohitrosoohical iine of Caballero-
Varela-Luz. [n Cuban bourgeois liter-

philosophers in its formal sense and
ihat in essence and in content their

tween the Creole philosophy and the
subsequent stages in tFre progressive
ideology of the revoiutionary move-
ment in Cuba.

E" '&XeNandremkov'
Cand. Sc. (F{ist')

USSR Academy of Sciences' Insti-
tute of Linguistics, in particular, the
book, Leninism and Theoretical Prob-
lems of Linguistics (Moscow, 1970)
and the collective monograph, Gener-
al Linguistics (Vol. l, Moscow, 1970,
Vol. 2, Moscow, 1972, and Vol. 3 in
print).

Four articles in the work deal wilh
Engels's concrete views on the prob-
lem ol "language and society". These
are: F. Engels and Some Problems of
Linguistics by R. tsudagov, F. Engels
Dn the Social Nature ol Languageby
N. Chemodanov; F. Engels and the
Historical Study of the Dutch Lan-
guage by S" Mironov, and Qnesfions
of Aomparative Studies in the Works
of Engels by G. Klimov. The concept
of language as a product of social
development has been Marxism's
main contribution to linguistic theory.
Linked with this concept is the new
understanding of man's essence as a
sum of all social relations, i. e., as a
social essence, and the materialist ap-
proach to the individual's speech ac-
tivities. These propositions, which
underlie- Engels's concrete linguistic
studies, are discussed by R. Budagov
in connection with the following set
of questions: a) the link between mat-
ter (substance) and relation, b) the
relation between system and develop-
ment, and c) the interaction between
language and thought. N.
Chenlodanov shows the inner Iink be-
tween the above philosophical theses
and Engels's series of works on
ethnogeny and glottogeny, crowned
by his Frankian Dialect. S. Mironov
shows the significance of this latter
work to present-day Dutch studies.
G. Klimov discusses in great detail
Engels's attitude towards compara-
tive historical linguistics. The subse-
quent development of linguistic sci-
ence has, of course, led to substantial
changes in some of that discipline's
propositions, which were also held by
Engels. However, his views reflected
the progressive thinking of the time,
as in this concrete area of linguistics,
too, Engels championed the socio-
historical approach to the study of
language.

Herein lies the main conclusion to
be drawn from the whole of this sec-
lion: the Marxist approach to lan-
guage demands that present-day lin-
guistic probfems should be tackled in
the sami way as Karl Marx and
Frederick Engels solved linguistic
problems of their day.

A distinctive feature of Marx's and
Engels's approach was their proceed-
ing from clear-cut philosophical pre-
mises, which they applied to concrete
language studies. Thus, between their
general philosophical theses and their
concrete linguistic solutions there
was always a medial link, which can
be described as the Marxist
"philosophy of language". The inclu-
sion, in this collection, of a series of
articles dealing with this precisely
particular theme does, therefore,
meet a very definite research need.
Three.articles comprise the section:
G. Kblshansky's The Problem ol
Contradictions in Language Struc-
ture, T . Lomtev's Internal Contradic-
tions as a Source of Historical Lan-
guage Structure Developmenl, aad Y.
Solntsev's Abstractions and the Prob-
lem of Abstract Entities in Linguis'
tics.

One has to admit, however, that
this section is the most open to criti-
cism, although it is true that most of
its shortcomings stem from the au-
thors treading a relatively uncharted
area of the Marxist theo ry of lan-
guage.

Kolshansky identifies the "global
contradiction in language" as a con-
tradiction between form and content,
the former understood as "the materi-
al being of lariguage", i. e., its real-
isation in sound and graphic signs,
and the latter "man's thought ac-
tivities (concepts, judgements, infer-
ences, etc.)". Thus, the present arti-
cle analyses, not language, but a
complex "language-thinking" object
which is apparently viewed as a kind
of independent system. From this it
logically follows that "the motive
source of these contradictions trans-
cends the limits of an immanent sys-
tem and lies. outside the sphere of
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I v. I. Lenin, Collected !/orks, Moscow,
Vol" 14, p. 127.

Suzetoc u esbt<o3tatue. M., Llsg-no
<HayKa>,, 1972, 311 crP.

Engels anil tr-inguistics, Nauka Pub-
lishers, Moscow, 1972, 3ll PP'

Dedieated to the l50th anniversary'
of the birth of Frederick Engels, this
colleetive work is on several counts a

neitable contritruticn to Saviet lrri-

fcrences do occur, of which rriore
below), the book covers severa! "En-

e., coftcrete {ts'
coficertt a! !an'
tfi tlle serics of

o,ught out tr1' the
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language proper. Let us define that
sphere as that of cognitive thinking".

In I-omtev's article the "basic in-
ternal contradiction" is proclaimed to
tre that "between the available re-
sources of a given language and the
growing needs of an exchange of
thoughts". However, as one reads the
article, one discovers that the categ-
ory of contradiction coincides with
the category of opposition in lan-
guage. z\s a description of opposi-
tions and correiations in the Eastern
Slavic case-system and its develop-
rnent, I-omtev's article is undoubted-
ly one of the best works in the field.
One wonders, however, if his iden-
tifying dialectical contradiction in lan-
guage with language opposition is a
satisfactory solution.

Both Kolshansky and Lomtev
seem to have taken insufficient
account of the present-day concept
of diaiectical contradiction, which
holds that the latter "does not level
itself to imrnediate coosideration in
the basis of being, i. e", by building
an ontological theory", and can only
be stated in the form of "scientifical-
ly substantiated antinomiy which,
being otrjective, cannot be elimirrated
by any degree of sophistication in
rigorous discourse within the bounds
of available knowtredge".r On this
basis, the most suitable forrn of es-
tablishing diaiectical contradiction in
language is provided by the an-
tinomies of "signified and signifier",
"code and text" (corresponding to
paradigmatics and syntagmatics),
"identity and difference" (corpes-
ponding to synonymy and
hornonymy), "synchrony and diac-
hrony", etc., which have ernerged as
a result of painstqking research over
the past decades.2

Solntsev's article is built around

I See Plrilosophical Enca,clopaedia, Yol.
4, Moscow, 1961 , p.404 (in R.ussian).
2 Cf" E. Benveniste, "saussure aprds un
demi-siicle", The Ru,ssian l,anguage and
the Soviet Society. A Socio-Linguistic
Study" The Voce.bulary of Modem
.Russiar Literary Language, L{osc<lw,
1968, pp. 23-24 \in Russian).

the striking. and trequently observed
analogies between various types of
definitions of the phoneme, on the
one hand, and such historico-
philosophical categories as "nominal-
ism". "realism". etc.; on the otherlsm , the other
(althorigh the lat(although the latter are not named in
the article). The author sets forth his
views on the subject, and has some
interesting things to say on the rela-
tionship between invariants and var-
iants, the mode of naming of abstracl
linguistic entities, etc.

On the whole, this sdction of the
book reveals a tendencY to find a
short cut from general philosophical
notions to linguistic categories, by-
passing the special intermediate area
of the "philosophy of language",
which has already come in for some
scholarly attention and Produced
results.

The next section contains articles

Family Relationships and Kinship
Terms. Each article is a comPlete
study though small in volume and the
entire section deals with the problem

. of glottogenesis and the formation ot
inherent langucge categories . Besides,
these articles fili in some of the gaps.
in the preceding seition.

A. Leontyev p6ints out, quite cor-
rectly in our view, that Marx's and
Engels's philosophical approach to
glottogenesis was marked by a "unity
of three aspects: the specifics of ac-
tivities (the relationship to Nature);
the specifics of communication (the
relations to one another), and the
specifics of the consciousness". The
relation to the latter, and, more nar-
rowly, to thinking, is thus only one
of the three aspects of the problem
of language development. This state-
ment rectifies the exaggeration of the
consciousness aspect to be seen in
sorne of the preceding articles. Leon-
tyev shows that "primitive man's
mentai development should by no
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means be identified with the develop-
ment of ' thinking"" Language is.
above all, a form of aclivit5z and
communication, which makes lari-
guage a specific semiotic system in
its own right, i. e., it is language that
forms an autonomous system, and
not the "language-thinking" complex,
although the intimate link with
thought is indubitable. Panfilov gives
a detailed study of the laws and
stages of development of the categ-
ory of number, one of the most ab-
stract categories of thinking. The
data provided by the history of num-
erals and the categories of grammati,
cal number in languages of different
types, as well as those provided by
ethnography and child psychology,
corroborate Engels's proposition that
the ability to abstract oneself in con-
sidering objects to be counted, from
all properties except number is the
result of long historical developrnent
and experience. The sensual-visual
mode of reflection of the quantitative
characteristics of concrete sets of ob-
jects is viewed by the author not as
an initia! stage in the development of
that mental faculty but as a histcricai
prerequisite for its appearance. The
considerable and variegated ianguage
rnaterial cited by the author eonfirrns
the proposition that the category of
number is one of abstract generalised
thinking. represented in language as a
classifying category similar to those
of norninal classes. In this respect,
the system of numerals in the Nivkh
language is particularly instructive.
Thus, Panfilov's investigation which
is of considerabie independant value
is convincing confirmation of the
thesis that language is a relatively
independent systern, though its close
connection with thinking cannot be
doubted.

In his brief but articulate contribu-
tion, V. Abayev uses the material of
the Ossetian language, folklore and
ethnography to trace archaic social
features which have long receded
into the past. Osset materiai t's shown
to bear out the thesis that language
and foiklore can pre.serye traces of

verl,old social structures and thus
serve as a valuable historieal source.
It is noteworthy that, in this respect,
Osset folkicire and ethnography re-
veal a striking typologicai resemblan-
ce to the language, folklore and eth-
nofraphy of neighbouring peoples, in
particular Kabardinian, Abkhasian
and Adyghian. The section of the
article dealing with Osset kinship
terrns meets an urgent need, in pre-
sent-day linguistics, for a social in-
vestigation into vocabulary, and is a
substantiai addition to the correspon-
ding -section of E. Benveniste's
work.r

'Ihe article s by Panfilov and
Abayev happily cornplement the coi-
jection on yet another count. Let us
recall, in this connection, the follow-
ing observation by Academician Kon-
rad: "In our study of Oriental
philosophy, we apply designations es-
tablished in philosophical science'
irere in Europe, e. g., materialism,
idealism. rationalism, intuitivism, and
so forth, without bothering io think
whether these designations at all fit
what we lvant to denote by therr; is
it not better to turn to desip;nations
and descriptions developed by Orien-
tal thought and to ascertain whether
these designations correspond to the
nature ard content of the phenomena
they describe... nt is work in this
direction that I caii the overcoming
cf Europe-ceutrism in science, which
I believe to t're one of the rnajor chal-
Ienges faced by the science of mari
and society toda5,".4 Mutatis
mutandis, these remarks by Konrad
also apply to linguistics, especially its
philosophical departrnent. The coilec-
tion rvoukl indeed have been rnarked
by a Europe-centrist bias without the
Ynateriais in the said two articles.

The fourth seetion is devoted to
the category of dialect in various his-

eniste, "'Le vocabulaire des in-
indo-europdennes". Vol. l.

_parentd, sociiti. paris. 1970,
6.

a N. I. Kr-,nr:ad, West and Eosr. Moscow.
1966: pp. 29-30 {in liussian].
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the relationship between these two

of the theory of generalised lan-guage
variants which emerged in tribal soci-

oeared and sPread.' V. Yartseva's article uses the ma-
terial of the English and the Celtic
dialects of the British isles and con-
cerns itself with a unique and intrigu-
ine asoecl of dialect variation, viz',
thE diveiopment of territorial and
temporal dialect di{ferences into nor-
mative-hierarchic ones. The article,
especially its Celtic part, -furnishes
rnuch material that is little known
here, and Presents an indePendent

oiece of research. M. Gukhman's ar-
ii.l. .or.tt a wide range of questions
connected with the above general
theme. The author gives greater pre-
cision to definitions of the concepts
of "dialect" and "supra-dialectal
forms of language" because the two
iur., u." often used indiscriminately

which supra-national speech -types
are formed may vary, not onlY be-
tween different languages but also at
different periods in the history of one
and the same language. Of great in-
terest is M. Gukhman's discussipn of

f"ii?"sl'li:#
and a "special
the Germanic

guages.
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Katsnelson's article considers
examples of systemic linguistic re-
construction as opposed to the
atomistic, and in this sense non-
systernic reconstructions of the Neo-
Grarnmarians. trn this connectiorr- the
author rnakes sorne interesting points.
He suggests, for instance, that since
in systemic reconstruction the inves-

oceeds porary
goes ctively

istory, lesser
absolute age of the recorded lacts
ceases to be relevant.

On the whole, as we have sought

to show in this brief survey, the dif-
ferences of view on individual ques-
tions arrd cerlain etrors or omission
are far outweighed by the basic unity
of this genginely Engelsian collec-
tion. By the same token, the book
heips identity the rnairr challenges
that must be met in order to Promote
still further the dialectical materialist
approach to language.

Y. Stepanov,
D. Sc. (Philol.),
M, Kumakhov,
D" Sc. (Philol.)



Kurrman-Gali KARAKEYEV,
iirresponding Member, USSR Academy of Sciences, President of the
Academy of Sciences of the Kirsrtiz SSR

THE DEVELOPMENT OF' THE SOCIAL SCIENCES IN THE KIRGHIZ
SOVIET SOCIAI,IST REPUBLIC

SCIENTIFIC I-IFE

Russian intelligentsia to give the world an objectivepicture of Krrghlzstan and

its,people. Th-eV had a warrn symp thy for the local population, and didfeople Th-ey had, a, wa1'n -:{Tq th1_f::.,J:?^]T.1r-HH'll{1'3* H:;;"iytdfu thai iepended upon thlm-to cement friendly relations between the

an scholars in
in promoting
not a single

esoulies were
practically not exploited.'--ir"iii'*;, col.nial policy deprived the Kirghiz pegple of the elementary
ulessi"es of civilisation, anh of-all civil rights, they had no national written
langua{e and were kept apart territorially and economically'

1hJ national rebirth of the Kirghiz people like that of the"ThJ national rebirth of ihe Kirghiz people like that of the other peopl_es of
Central Asia and Kazakhstan, t6eir iconornic, socio-political and cultural
progress is connected with the victory of the-.Great October Revolutioq, the
i"ufr.rilo" in practice of its ideals,-the strict observance of the Leninist

"uii""uiiti"r 
poiicy rvhich has established real freedom, the equality, friend-

ship and brotherhood of peoples in our country.

:k**

In Kirghizia studies in the sphere of the social sciences first came into
being and developed after the victory of the Great C)ctober Socialist Revolu-
tion. In our Republic, just as in the other former colonial outlying districts of
tsarist Russia all the conditions were then created for the spread of a cultural
revolution unparalleled in its extent and aims.

The creation of a national written language and the eradication of the
almost complete illiteracy of the population were the tasks of the socialist
changes in the field of culture in Kirghizia. ln 1924, the People's Comnris-
sariat for Education of the Turkesran Autonomous Soviet Socialist Republic
set up a Kirghiz Scientific Commission which did a great deal in creating a
Kirghiz written language and collecting folklore and ethnographic material.

After the national state demarcation of Central Asia and the formation of
the Kirghiz Autonomous Region scientific research in generat, including the
social sciences, was considerably extended" dn academic centre was set up in
December 1924 to guide research work in Kirghizia. A year later it was

the Scientific Commission in the Kirgh
. The Commission was charged with co
ith compiling and publishing textbooks a

After the formation of'the Kirghiz Autonomous Republic in 1926 a Central
Museum of Kirghizstan was
expedition to conduct econo
regions of the Altai mounta
studies provided the basis
available historical material
nent Russian orientalist, on the assignment of the Academic Centre of the
People's Ccrnmissariat of Education of the Kirghiz Autonornous Republic
wrote the first historical essay The Kirghiz, making extensive use of Russian,
Persian, Arabic and Turkic sources. As a fundamental compendium of materi-
al, Barthold's work has not lost its significance to this day.

The 1920s were a period of intensive work linked with the creation of ciur
national written language, the reform of the alphabet, and the elatroration of

The first institution of higher learning, the Kirghiz State Pedagogical
Institute, was opened in Frunze in 1932, ahd it became the major training
ground of the national intelligentsia.

The reconstitution of the Kirghiz Autonomous Repub.lic into a Union
Republic created even more favourable opportunities for the fnrther expan-
sion of research in the social sciences. A Committee on Science of the
Council of People's Commissars of the Kirghiz Republic was set up in 1936 to
organise planned and coordinated research i,vork. Its tasks included coordina-

2t)5
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It covers a long historical period stretching from the time man appeared in the
area which is now Kirghizia up to the present day. It incorporates the
experience and achievements of our national Soviet historiography during the
half-century of its existence. Throughout this wonk the historical process is
for the first tirne scientifically divided into periods; it covers in detail and
from every angle the ethnogenesis of the Kirghiz, reveals the wealth of the
ancient and originai culture of our people and sums up the experience of the
Communist Party and the Russian working class in guiding the local national-
liberation movement prior to the October Revolution and the process of
enlisting the peasant masses in the struggle for the victory of the socialist
,revolution. The second volume examines the experience of the Communist
Party in guiding the transition of the Kirghiz people to socialism bypassing the
capitalist stage of development. It reveals the role of the fraternal cooperation
of the Soviet peoples in the economic and cultural advance of our Republic
and describes its diverse ties with the other Union Republics.

A.vast arnount of factual matefial on archaeology, ethnography, anthropol-
ogy, history and linguistics has been collected by a special archaeological and

dition in the course of studying the formation of the Kirghiz
ublished Works ol the Kirghiz Archaeological and Ethnog-
(Volumes I-V, Moscow, Academy of Sciences Publishers,

1956-1968) have made a great contribution to the studv of the ethnogenesis of
the Kirghiz people.

per
B.
on
Ilyasov (Land Relations in Kirghizia at the End oJ the lgth and Early 2oth
Centuries), K. Usenbayev (The Accession of Sottth Kirghizia to Rassia and
The 1916 Revolt in Kirghizia), D. Aitmambetov (The Culture of the Kirghiz
People in the Second llalf of-the 19th and Early 20th Centuriei), and many
others.

The monographs and collective works on the history of the Soviet period
are not only of scientific value; they are also of great political significance for
in them is generalised the rich experience of the Kirghiz people who made the
transition from pre-capitalist relations to socialism without passing through the
capitalist stage of de the
October Revolution in the
Building of a Socialis in
Kirghizstin, $.dvancin un-
ism, From the History ol Cultural Development in Kirghizstan. Lenin and the
Peasantry of the Soviet East, Lenin and Socialist Construction in Soviet
Kirghizstan.

The Republic's nationalities policy and state organisation are a central
theme in studies by historians. Of considerable interest in this respect are the
works Forfy Years of the Kirghiz SSR, Reolisation ol the Leninisi Theory and
Programme on the National Question in Kirghizia, fhe Marxist-I-eninist'Solu-
tion of the National Question, and others"

Extensive work is being done by the Institute of the History of the Party
at the Central Committee of the Communist Party of Kirghizia. The works of
Marx, Engels and Lenin, a triography of Lenin, The llistory of the Communist
Party of the Soviet Union, The CPSU in Resolutions and Decisions of
Congresses, Conferences and Plenary Meetings ol the Central Contmitteehave
been issued in Kirghiz. A large gr has published Essays on the
History of the Communist Party o syrnposiums Problems of the
History of the Communist Party e printed annually.
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linked with these problems are worKs on scientific atheism. For a number of
y studied the ubjective reasons for the
p rvivals of I role of ideological and
p eliminating ices.

ontnbuted q collective works, for in-
stance, Ideology and Social Psychology, Problems of Modelling in Philosophy
and Natural Science, Consciousness and Communication, The Philosophico-Cons cio us nes s and Communicatio n, The Philo s o phico'

s of Communication, Religion and Religious Survivals,Psychological Problems of Communication, Religion and Religious Survivals,
Rilision,-Free Thinking and Atheism, The Psychology.of the Individual andReligion, Free Thinking and Atheism, The Ps

of aesthetics is generally linked with the psycholo-
uestions pertaining to the psychology of aesthetic
idated, and a study of the unity of the psychological

and the social in the artistic image has commenced. Among the works on
aesthetics, we should mention -Essays on the History of Kirghiz Art. The
Aesthetic Nature of Artistic Conventionality, The Artistic Image as a Form of
Cognition of the World and Historical Conilitions and the Personality of the
Artist.

on the awakening and growth of class consciousness among the working
masses.

Of great interest are wo
of the Constitution of the
Forms. of Activity of the
Contemporary Period, and
Soviet Socialist State of th
Admi

Li are studying the crystallisation and develop-
ment he history of Kirghiz Soviet literature, its
interc th the literature of other Soviet peoples and
problems of oral, poetic lore. They also publish works on folklore.
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Our ak-vns have played a tremendous part. in moulding and developing
Kirghiz Soviet literature. and hence the great interest of literary scholars in
their creative works. Prior to the revolution only a fe w ok_lns who were
literate committed their works to writing. whilc others only composed their
poen rY deal of effort in
colle ng s written hY' ok1-ns

have tw rk Moldo. a collec-
tion ov of Toktogul SatYl-
gano e t works of these and
other okyns.

A Kiighiz written literature has come into being and developed-in Soviet
times. and national literary studies began at the same time. At first the efforts
of philologists were aimed at bringing out the distinctions in the development
of our naiional literature and its gcnres- at studying the works of individual
rdrriters which were reflected in a number of nronographs.

-Es.say.s on the Historr- of Kirghiz Soviet Literafilre sum trp the develt)pment
of our literature over more than 40 years. These essays have provided the
groundwork for the History of Kirghiz. Soviet Literalttre prepared jointly with
the Institute of World Literature. USSR Academy of Sciences. Many monog-
raphs have been issued dealing with the emergence of socialist realism.
traditions and innovation in our national literature. the shaping and devc-ltrp-
ment of Kirghiz literature for children. the interconnection and interaction of
our literaturJ with the literatures of the other fraterrral Soviet peoples and also
the influence of folklore on the development of poetry.

Definite traditions have formed in otrr Republican Academy of Scienccs in
working on the historico-sociological and philological problems of Turkology.
comprehensive questions of Dungan studies (history. culture, larrguage. lite'ra-
ture and the way of life of the Dungan nationality) and on sottrces of
irrformation.

ln general work on Turkology mainly consists of finding and sttrdying
memorials of ancient Turkic writing of the 7th-lOth centuries in Talass and
Central Asia (Tuva, Khakassia, and the Mountainous Altai) New memoriafs
of ancient Turkic writing have heen found in Talass. deciphered and ptrh-
lished The Tuva Rescarch Institute of Language. I-iterature and History. thc
Kyzyl Pedagogical Institute and the Sayan Tuva Archaeological and the
Ethnographic Expedition of the USSR Academy of Sciences have fotrnd a

number of new memorials. Three ptrblications in the series "Memorials of thc
Ancient Trrrkic Writing of Tuva" have been issued. A mttnograph Cottlunpor-
ary and Ancient Yenisei Srridie.r (1. Batmanov. Z. Aragachi and G. Bahushkin)
traces the development of a number of Turkic languages (Kirghiz. Tttrinian.
Shorian and Khakassian) over the centuries. Several memorials have alstr
been discovered in the Altai. At present study of these written memori;rls is
concentrated chiefly in Kirghizia and is done jointly with Tuvinian scicntific
institutions. This work is of importance for establishing the history of part of
the Turkic language. It shows their enrichment after the October Revolution
and offers data for the history of the material cttlture of the Kirghiz and other
peoples..Besides the study of written memorizrls of the Orkhon-Yenisei-Talrss
types work is also being ctrnducted to find other materials on the paleographl'
of Kirghizia. It has resulted in the publication of The Epigrapht oJ Kirghi:iu
(1963) and The Language of Siro-Turkic Mem<triols of Kirghi;ia (19'7 l). hoth
written by Ch. Ojumagulov. Mention should also he made o.f the terthook for-
institutes in the Kirghiz language on a comparative grammar of the Ttrrkic
languages (K. Sartbayev): study of the Lobnor language which contairts man)
features of the Kirghiz language (U. Asanaliyev): the language of Ktrtarlgtr
Bilik, an I lth-century literary memorial (U. Asanaliyev and K. Ashiraliyev): rr
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for Soviet
Dungan D
Questions d a Concise Grammar of the Dungan

Language. rs are now compiling a large Russian-
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research oi social scientists in Kirghizia has noticeably advanced over

the last fe* y"urs. t-ocal icientific persorinel have made great advances. The

.J:."t-o,rti"'.-ot rtoOl." hur b"".r extended and the number of works pub-

il.f,LO t,u. increased. The importance attached to studies in the social sciences

i;;ih.-;;;;onirt 
"Au.ution'of 

ttre people and for the further development of
i;; ;;;;;;t u"a ."rt",e- of Soviet kirlhiriu is an earnest of their continued

fruitful progress.

Yakim GROSUL,
Corresponding Member, USSR . Tcgderyy-of Sciences' President'

A;ri;;y i7 3ciences of the Moldavian SSR

TIIE SOCIAL SCIENCES IN SOVIET MOLDAVIA

The Moldavian PeoPle have
development. The entire historY
and national liberation.

At the beginning of the l6th
dence and for more than three
oooressed bY the Turkish conquero
wiih the Russian and Ukrainian P

saw that their only possibility of li

these parts.
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The wo-rking people, however, continued to suffer great hardships. There
was- no industry to speak of, the land was for the mosl part in the-hands of
landowners and monasteries. Each landowner had as much land as l10-120
peasants combined.

Dniester and the Prut were called) from the young Soviet state.
The working people of the areas east of the Dniester who won their

freedom began to build a new society. On October 12, 1924, the Moldavian
Autonomous Soviet Socialist Republic was formed as part of the Ukrainian
SSR.

The formation of the Moldavian socialist nation had its specific features.
As a result of the boyar-Rumanian occupation of Bessarabia the Moldavian
p99pt" were divided into two parts each of which up to 1940 developed in
different socio-economic and political conditions. On June 28, 1940, Bes-
sarabia was reunited with the socialist Motherland and on August 2 the
Moldavian Soviet Socialist Republic was formed. This still further cemented
the ties of friendship and economic cooperation between the Moldavian and
9!h9r peoples of the Soviet Union, changed the spiritual make-up of the
Moldavian .nation, accelerated the process of their transformation into a
socialist nation which today consists of friendly classes and groups of working
people united by common economic, socio-political and ideological interests,
by their deep interest in building communism.

e power
e policy,; 

't'"Jiin thei and a
From a rian in
flourishi th a y,
and an ialist

Today Moldavia produces machines of high precision, machine tools,
computer technology, tractors, electric engines, precision instruments, various
kinds of building materials, pumps, washing machines, refrigerators, and a
variety of consumer goods.

Compared with 1940 the volume of the Republic's gross output has
increased 24-tdd,. Moldavia exports its industrial goods to 50 countries of the
world.

Agriculture too has registered substantial successes.It has become a mixed
agriculture run on a collective, profitable basis. In many kinds of farm
products and their yield the Republic has become one of the leading republics
in the country, Agrarian-industrial amalgamations have been formed where
agricultural production organically fuses with the industrial processing of its
produce.

As Moldavia's economy was taking shape and developing, close economic
ties were established with all the other republics of the country whose
incalculable help made possible the Moldavian people's successes in socialist
construction.
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institutions with close to six thousand research workers. two thousand of
whom have scientific degrees.

The R.epublic's main scientific centre is the Academy of Sciences of the
Moldavian SSR, founded in 1961 and which has already won well-deserved
academic authority. The Academy now counts l9 scientific establishments
with 700 researchers. Research is headed by l7 Members and 19 Correspond-
ing Members of the Academy. Two of them are the USSR State prize
wlnners.

The growth of the Republic's scientific potential has contributed to the
solution of major theoretical and economic problems. Just as in the other
Union Republics the main trends of research in Moldavia are determined by
the vital requirements of the country's economy.

It should be noted that the social sciences crystallised
sciences in Moldavia. This is explained by the need to tackle
with the affirmation of the Marxist-Leninist ideology. socialist
the development of l\{oldavian culture.

ahead of other
tasks connected
social relations,

Both the fundamental and the applied sciences are now widely rcpresented
in the Republic. They cover the main branches of knowledge and greatly
further the advance of the Republic's economy. Fruitful research is conducted
in theoretical and applied mathernatics, in current problems of modern
physics, organic and inorganic chemistry, industrial cybernetics, biological and
agricultural sciences, medicine, geophysics and geology, and in the engineer-
ing sciences. The works of Moldavian scientists in algebra, functional
analysis, differential equations and mathematical logics have been highly
appraised not only in the Soviet Union but also abroad, at many international
forums. Many works by Moldavian mathematicians have been published in
the United States, Canada, France and Japan.

In recent years research is being conducted in working out economico-
mathematical methods of optimal planning and managernent of the economy.
Moldavia has eight computer centres equipped with fourteen electronic com-
puters of different systems. Intensive research is under way to create new
powerful means of automatic programming which will make it possible to
increase the productivity of labour of programmers by 2-3 tirnes.

In communist construction an important part is played by the social
sciences which ascertain the objective laws of new social phenomena, study
the conflicts in the modern world. These sciences help to guide the develop-
ment of socialist society, are a powerful weapon in the revolutionary remak-
ing of the world.

es se the experience of struggle o{ the
he al emancipation and. following from
tif principles and methods of guiding
an nism,

Guided by the Marxist-Leninist understanding oI politics as the concen-
trated expression of eConomics the Communist"Party of the Soviet Union
pays great attention to the socio-economic problems connected with the
creation of the material and technical basis of communism. The historic
decisions of the 24th Congress of the CPSU graphicaliy show this.

Economists have, a big part to play in the scientific substantiation of the
Party's economic policy. Their efforts are concentrated on creatively develop-
ing the political econonly of socialism. of developed socialist society and on
this theoretical basis, on studying the fundamental econornic problems of
communist construction; on arming cadres with a knowledge of the essence,
the scale and conditions in which objective economic laws operate. the forms
in which they appear and how to make the fullest use of thein in the interests
of communist construction; on systemarically improving the methods of scien-
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economists is the elaboration by-th-e

of Sciences of the Moldavian SSR

" 
ot itt" Moldavian SSR of a general

the Republic's productive forces up to
unnitJit'" social development of rural

I
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together with the Institute of History, USSR Academy of Sciences and the
Inititute of History, Academy o[ Sciences of the Socialist Republic of
Rumania.

Among recent works by our historians are The Moldavian SSR in rhe

Great Pairiotic War, Industrial Developntent and the Working Class of the
Moldavi
System
says an
Support
with the
in Moldaviu. All these works have added to the developrrent of historio-
graphy.

The Republ successes to their
credit. A short unexPlored in this
respect. Not so erninent scholars B'
R.y6akov, T'. P e memorials of the
Pileolithic and Scythian-Sarmatian
and Goth memorials, Chernyakhov and ancient SIav culture, and memorials of
mediaeval Wallachia-Moldavia. This has made it possible to determine the
specific features of the local versions of these cuitures, their interaction with
neighbouring elements and peopl,es, helped our histor:ians to trace the origiri of
the population of Moldavia in antiquity.

The works of our linguists have advanced Moldavia as one of the leading
centres in the field of Romance philology, especially as regards the Eastern-
Romance languages.

c's literar a number of u'olks *'hich
rxist-I-eni ent aspects of the national
from its tober Revoli"rtion' They are

study of inian literary ties and their

development of Molr:lavian iiterattlre in
the inethod of sncialist realism, the

the elosc*nit {amily of fraterna.l litera-
n thi:: field mention shclrld be rnade of
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Essays on the Hislory of Soviet Moldavian Literature prepared jointly with the
Gorky Institute of World [-iterature, USSR Academy of Sciences.

There have been fruitful studies in recent years in the history of
philosophy and sociology in Moldavia, with the emphasis on concrete
sociological research. Other subjects of research are the development of
Moldavian culture, its interconnection with the cultures of the fraternal
peoples, people's and modern art.

The Directives of the 24th Congress of the CPSU for the new five-year
plan noted the ever growing role of Science in communist construction. This
places higher demands on scientists in accomplishing the pressing tasks of
building the material and technical basis of communism. The Congress set
before Soviet science the task of further expanding fundamental and applied
research and making fuller use of the achievements of science in the accelera-
tion of technological progress.

Science's contribution to the national economy has substantially gro.wn.
Calculations show that the overall effect from the scientific results introduced
in the Republic's economy overtops considerably the actual investments in
scrence

Science is cementing its creative ties with production by expanding the
scale of research in scientific institutions and universities on a contractual
basis with ministries, departments and enterprises.

The broad development of research would Le irnpossible without a highly
skilled scientific personnel. The training of young scientists has always been
in the centre of attention of Party and government bodies and of the
Academy. As regards the qualitative changes in the training of scientific
personnel it should be noted that we are now training scientists in such vital
branches of knowledge as industrial cybernetics, biophysics, the physics of
semiconductors, molecular biophysics, automation of production processes,
the use of electronic computers in the economy and in research, the scientific
organisation of labour, the application of mathematical methods .in the
economy, etc.

Soviet Moldavia's scientists are indebted to the fraternal assistance of their
colleagues in our multinational state for theirachievements. Constant creative
contaCts with the leading institutes of the country and, in the first place' with
the USSR Academy of Sciences greatly help to raise the level of our research-

Our creative contacts take many forms: joint investigations, the training of
personnel, mutuai consultations and the coordination of research. Our scien-
tists maintain close ties with their colleagues in the fraternal republics also in
the sphere of the organisation of joint sessions, meetings and conferences. In
the past year alone more than a hundred of the Academy's researchers
delivered reports at various all-Union sessions and conferences' Many of
these are held in the capital and in other cities of Moldavia.

Also the international cooperation of scientists is expanding, thanks, in
large measure, to the Republii's scientific achievements which have put it in
the international arena.

Scientists of the fraternal socialist countries exchange publications, their
experience of research with their Moldavian colleagues, actively participate,in
scientific forums. In the past five years the Academy of Sciences of the
Moldavian SSR has held 85 conferences which were attended by scholars
fro m

M s are doing much to popularise the achievements of
Sovie se knowledge among the working people. This is being
done forms such as "science Days", thernatic te lecasts

"scientists at the Rortnd Table", scientific-theoretical conferences, pttbiic
lectrrre centres-

fl
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The successes scored hy science in
result of the wise Lcninist nationalities
Soviet Government which promote the
cultures of the peoples of the Soviet

SOVIET ENCYCLOPAEDIA
PUBI,ISHING HOIJSE PUBI-ICATIONS

The initiative to publish Soviet en-
cyclopaedias belongs to. V. l. Lenin.
In pursuance of a government deci-
sion of February 13, 1925 prepara-
tions were begun to this end and a
year later Vol. I of the Great Soviet
Encyclopaedia appeared. Academi-
cian O. Schmidt was Editor-in-Chief
of the first edition.

Since then tht: St'viet Encyc-
Iopaedia Publishing House hirs pre-
pared and published two editions of
the Encyclop:redia: the first ( 1926
1947\ in 6,5 volumes lnd the second
( 1949- 1957) in -5 I volu mes. Acrrdemi
cian S Vavilov. President of the
USSR Acatiemy of .Sciences. wirs
Editor-in-Chief of the :;econcl edition

ln 1967. in:rccorclunc,: with a gov
ernment decisitln. prepir rirtions begut.r
on a third.. J0-volume edition. To
drrte l2 volurnes have been put out.
Academician A. Prokhorov is Editor-
in-Chief of the new etlition.

All three editions of the Greal
Soliet Enc.yclopaedia. irll-emhracing
in their r:rnge tlf suhjcct.. irrc univer-
siLl editions. Ahout -50 per cent of the
material inclutled in them cover the
suciaI sciences. The numher of terrns
given has increased from edition to
edition: in the [irst one thcre were
6-5.(X)0. in the second lbout 96.(X)01 in
the third there will be close to
100.000. Also the numher of copies

Soviet Moldavia are before all else the
policy of the Communist Party and the
development of the individual national
Union.

since the first eclition hlrs increased
substantially.

The services of c minent Soviet
scholirrs irnd rrlso of scholars of many
other countries are enlisted lts ttu-
thors" reviewers. and consulting
editors: ahout 16.000 authors collabo-
rated. for example. i n the preparation
o[ the second edition of the Encyc-
lopaed ia .

The third editiorr is heing printed in
type specially designr:d for it The
edition is richly supplied with geo-
gr:tphical and historical maps irnd il-
Iustration s

The Srnall Soliet Ent ylctpaetlia
which strw three editions hetween
l92ti and 1960. tlre lirst and third in
l0 volumes each. th,: recond in Il
volumes, is directly rela.tred to the
Great Soviet Ent.ttlopaedia.

The Great Sorriet Ent'ylopaetlia
Yearbook. a univer s:tl reference
book. has been rrppeirring since 1957.
Each volume contains a fund of ma-
terial on major events in political lifo,
on economic. cultur:rl, scientific and
technologicai progress in the Soviet
Union and other countries of the
world for the corresprlnding year.
'fhe Yenrbook is a kincl of Soviet
Wlto's Who: it contains hundreds of
bi6graphical dirtir ub,)ut prominent
Soviet statesmen, Pitrty und public
personalities. about scientists. prize
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winners, heroes of the Soviet Union
and of Socialist Labour, etc.

Mention should also be made of
another comPrehensive reference
book, the Encyclopaedic Dictionary,
a three-volume edition of which ap-
peared in I953-1955 and a two-
volume edition in 1963-1964.

Of great interest to the Soviet and
also the foreign reader is the encyc-
lopaedic reference book Union of
Soviet Socialist Republics. Three
such reference books were prepared
and pubiished bY the Publishing
House for the 30th (1947), the 40th
(1957) and the 50th anniversaries re-
spectively of the Creat October
Sbcialist 

- Revolution. In them the
reader will find comprehensive refer-
ence material on the PoPulation of
the USSR., its natural resources, state
structure. history. economy. on sci-
entific and technological progress'
culture, literature, music, the theatre,
art, architecture, cinema, the pre-ss,

radio and television- The said refer-
ence books also contain short articles
devoted to the Union and Autonom-
ous Republics-their economY, his-
tory, culture.

Towards the end of the fifties the
Publishing House began fo put out a

I hilosoPhY'
t literature,

countries

The PhitosoPhical EncYcloPaedia,
containing 4,500 terms, appeared in 5

volumes (tS0O-tSZO). The Editor-in-
Chief is Academician F- Konstan-
tinov. It covers such subjects as

dialectical and historical materialism,
philosoPhY and t

hical thinking of
of the IISSR'

hy from antiquity
of the 20th cen

philosophical problems of natural sci-

ence, sociology, psychology' logics'
ethics, aesthetics, religion and
atheism.. The Encyclopaedia contains
a scientifically-substantiated criticism
of anti-communism, Right and "Left"
revisionism.

To date 14 of the Planned 16 vol-
umes of the Sovlet Historical Encyc-
lopaedi
terms.
tion fir
Chief
The EncycloPaedia will have two
more volumei containing a subject
and a name index.

Th nes from
posit ologY,the
iristo d nations
from Y. Natur-

communist,
national-libera
history of the
Asia, Africa
given wide coverage.

a vast number of facts, chronological
and statistical tables, historical maps
and documentarY illustrations.

ln 1972, Vol. 2 of the Planned four
volumes (4,000 terms) of the -Encyc-
lopaedia of Political Economy -was
priblished. The Encyclopaedia.whose
Editor-in-Chief is Academician A.
R.umyantsev, will devote much space
to articles revealing the essence of
the categor
political eco
of the basic
ecoriomy of

economlc
ncy of so-
public con-

tlrnover,
ting, statis-
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tics, etc. Considerable attention rvill
Iikewise be paid to questions related
to scientific and technological prog-
ress, the productivity of labour, the
developmeni of the world socialist
system, in particular, socialist integ-
ration, specialisation, cooperation,
coordination of the economies of the
socialist countries. The Encyc-
lopaedia examines theoretical ques-
tions of the political economy of
capitalism, particularly modern im-
perialism, the state of the world
capitalist economy, critically reviews
the present bourgeois schools and
trends in political economy. For the
first time there is shown in an edition
of this kind the evolution of the
economic thinking of different coun-
tries and nations.

The Concise Literary Encyc-
lopaedia has, beginning with 1962,
appeared in eight volumes under the
editorship of A. Surkov, the poet. It
will contain 15,000 terms. The Encyc-
lopaedia carries information about
the literature and literary processes in
the oifferent continenis, ahout the
theory of literature, and of poetry,
about prosody and aesthetics. Lin-
guistics is widely represe4ted on its
pages: the literary languages of the
world, lexicographic, phonetic and
grammar terms. The Encyclopaedia
also contains biographical data on the
major writers, literary critics and
linguists of the countries of the
world.

The four volumes of the Pedagogi-
cal Encyclopaedia (1964-1968; 3,500
terms), contains material on the his-
tory and theory of pedagogics, on
didactics, teaching methods, child
and pedagogical psychology, on the
educational systems in the USSR and
in other countries of the world. on
higher and specialised secondary edu-
cation. Prime attention is focused on
education of the rising generation.
The Encyclopaedia's Editors-in-Chief
are I. Kairov, Member of the USSR
Academy of Pedagogical Sciences
and Professor F. Petrov.

To date three volumes (1962-1971)
of the concise art encyclopaedia The
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Art of the Countries cnd Nalians af
the World have been published. The
Encyclopaedia which will contain
about 10,000 articles and terrns.
treats of the theory and history of
painting, sculpture, drawing, architec-
ture, town-building, ar-rd the foik art
of more than two hundred countries
and nations. The edition is ricirly il-
lustrated.

Another concise encyclopaedia The
Great October Socialist Revolution
consistt of approximately 1,C00 arti-
cles and refererrce notes, arranged al-
phat'retically, related to various as-
pects of the revolutionary events of
1917 and the beginning of 1918"
Based on documentary materials. the
book contains a wealth of informa-
tion on the Leninist party of Bol-
sheviks, on the leader of the revolu-
tion, its heroes and architects, and its
motive forces: the working class, toil-
ing peasantry, revolutionary soldiers
and sailors; on the course of the re-
volution.

Of considerable interest is the re-
ference book Economic Life of the
USSR. A Chronicle of Events and
Facts, 1917-1959. Moscow, 1962 (the
second, two-volurne edition, covering
the years 1917-1965, was published in
1967). lt acquaihts rhe reader with
the major d'ecisions of the CPSIJ and
the Soviet Government on economic
issues, with the materials of Farty
congresses and conferences and deci-
sions of national economic irnpor-
tance taken by them, with the
budgets of the Soviet state. its finan-
cial measures. and economic agree-
ments concluded with other coun-
tries, informs the reader about the
various big plants and power stations
that have been put into operation,
etc.

The two-volurne encylcopaedic re-
ference book (1962-1963) Alrica con-
tains a wealth of information about
the continent: its natural resources.
population, economy, culture, its
struggle for national rebirth, etc.

The Soviet Encyclopaedia Publish-
ing House also puts out dictionaries.
S. Ozhegov's four-volume general



wo rld.

lior:rrnhisches Instilttl. Leipzig' and
in' English in 196l hY Pergamon

reference hook
Socia/ist RePub-
een translated in
and in Poland

(Pd nictwo Naukowe'
\h tz Verlag. Berlin.
has the SHE' the arti-
cle ist PartY of the

Soviet Union". The Small Soviet En'

Ve nezue!a).
Contacts have also been estab-

lished with encyclopaedic puttlishing
houses in Great Britain, the 'USA'
Italv" France, the FRG' with whom
the Soviet Encyclopaedia Publishing

sclentific inforrna-
reference material'

House has PrePared
alian encYcloPaedia

I! Milione, for Encyclopaedio Brilan-
nica and ftrr the lnrclnolutnnl Yctr'
book and Statesmen Who's Who'
and also for Focal Pre's Ltd' (Lon-
don) and Worldmark Pre.r.s Ltd- (New
yort<), as well as for many publishing
houses of the socialist countrtes'

ln 197? Crowell Collier and Mac-
millan Inc. (New York) concluded an

asreemenl with N{ezhdunarodnaYa
K-niea to lranslate into English and
puhish in the United States a new'
third edition of Lhe Great Soviet En-
cyclopaetlia.

M. Kuznetsov, Cand' Sc' (Philos')
Deoutv ('hairman- Scientific and

Edirorlal Council. Soviet EncYc-
loPaedia Publishing House
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SCIENTIFIC COLI,ABORATION OF

The collaboration between Soviet
and French historians dates back to
October l9-58 when they came to-
gether in Paris to familiarise them_
selves with the research being done
in the two countries into the history
of France and Russia. At this meei_
ing the subject of discussion was the
history of serfdom in Russia and
France from the llth to l6th centu-
ries, the rnediaeval town. the Great
French Revolution of the l8th cen-
tury, the industrial revolution and
economic crises of the lgth century,
Franco-Russian relations at the end
of the lgrh century- The Sovier de-
legation was headed by Academician
V-. Vclgin. an authoriry on the history
of France. Since then historians oi
the USSR and France have been
meeting rggularly alternately in
France and in the Soviet Union, of
late every two years.

much to promote scientific conlacts
between French and Soviet his-
torians.

the delega-
ntry where
drawn r'nto
rts on the
s, of mod-

SOVIET AND FRENCII HISTORIANS

ern and current history and representthe country's leading scientific
centres.
scholars
Sciences
and Inst
USSR. h
Leningrad universities as well as of
higher educational institutions in
other cities. In Fran
lars of the Univers
Ecole pratique des
(Paris) and of the
tions and centres of Toulouse. Cler_
mont-Ferrand, Nancy, Nantes and
other c ities .

The conferences discuss subjects
of mutual interest and as a rule hear
parallel reports hy French and Soviet
hrstorrans. Among the suhjecrs co_
vered were: the hislor-y of the hereti-
cal movements of the l3th-l6th cen_turies, of the
lTth ce develop-
ment o Enlight_enment he GreatFrench gth cen_tury, the Paris Commune of lg7 l.
Franco-Russian and Sovict-French
relations. Two subjects that have be_
come permanent iterns on the confer_
ence agenda are: the Great French
Revolution of the lSth century and
Franco-Russian and Soviet_French
relatio n s.

on some questions of the Great
French Revolution. Different views
were.also expressed concerning thesocial roots of the heretical riove_
ments in France in the I3th-l6th cen-
turies, the character of the popular
movements on the eve of and duringthe Fronde. Bur for all the differl
ences in methodological principles



scientif ic irnPortance '

manv others.--- gJsides articles specially written

difficult of access.- th"t" is el'erY teason to believe'
judgine frorn the experience to date

1 The Age o! Enlightenment, Ftanco-
Russian -Economic Ties, Moscow-Paris,
l97t- Au sidcle des l-wmieres. La Russie el
l'Europe, XVf _XX sidcles' Paris-
Moscow, 1970.
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of the scientific collaboration of
Soviet and French historians, that the
further expansion of friendly ties will

yield still more fruitful scientific
results.

Z. Belousova, Cand. Sc. (Hist.)

Co nE resses "Con te re n ces .Sympos i u m s

LONG-TERM PLANNING AND FORECASTING

An International Eeonomic dssoci-
ation (IEA) Conference on Long-
Term Planning and Forecasting was
held in Moscow in December 1972.lt
was attended by more than 60 promi-
nent scholars from 16 countries at the
invitation of the USSR Academy of
Sciences and the Soviet Economic
Association. Twenty-two reports
dealing with urgent economic prob-
lems were heard.

Two major reports made at the
Conference by Academician N.
Fedorenko (USSR) and Professor E.
Malinvaud (France) systematically
examined the methodological prob-
lems of long-term planning and fore-
casting in countries with different so-
cial systems.

N. Fedorenko spoke about a fore-
casting system that includes socio-
economic prognoses for specific
aims, and scientific and technological
prognoses that bring out the real na-
ture of the forecasted aims of socio-
economic development. He detailed
these two types of prognoses,
showed the relationship between the
methods used and formal models,
and examined the socio-economic
consequences of scientific and tech-
nological progress.

The report by E. Malinvaud con-
tained the propositions used mainly
for indicative pllanning, which is ac-
cepted ln some capitalist countries
and which basically differs from
planning in socialist countries.

The Conference participants who
discussed these reports noted the dif-
ficulties arising in long-term planning
and forecasting, especially with re-

gard to environmental problems, the
influence of structural changes and
the resulting changes in prices, and
the use of economico-mathematical
models.

In his report H. Chenery (USA)
cited the results of his extensive sur-
vey of the cumulative processes tak-
ing place in the developing countries
due to foreign aid and to the mobil-
isation of internal resources. He criti-
cised the policy of the developed
capitalist countries seeking to limit
their aid.

A lively discussion followed the re-
port by Corresponding Member of
the USSR Academy of Sciences A.
Aganbegyan, in which he elucidated
the comprehensive programme of re-
search on Iong-term planning and
forecasting, carried out by the
Siberian Branch of the USSR
Academy of Sciences. This program-
me provides for the use of various
models of the determinist type as
well as of macroeconomic regression
models. Inter-branch optimisation
models are also widely applied. The
most interesting viewpoint expresseci
during this discussion is that the suc-
cess of a forecast depends not so
much on concurrence of magnitudes
with the future reality as on the
effect of currently-taken decisions
important for the future.

A number of reports dealt with the
experience of long-term planning and
forecasting in socialist countries. The
report by K. Rorwit (Poland) paid
special attention to programmes as an
important instrument for the com-
prehensive solution of major tasks,
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economy.
The ieport bY E' Denison (USA)

acquainted the participants with the
US economic forecast for 1980' It
qave a prognosis of potential income
ialculated bv analysing the sources-
of erowth ai well as a Prognosis of
,"^i in.ome. which differs from the
potential one by virtue of the differ-
ences in the intensiveness of utilising

economic literature.
Fede
ined
long-
the

growth constructed in West European
iountries. two important points musi

IMPROVI]MENT OF ECONOMIC STIMULATION _oF PRODUCTION

- the theoretical principlcs of cost
accor-inting at the present stage of
developed socia]ist society:

- the summing up of the extreri-
ence of the u'ork done by rninistries,
associations and enterprises under
tfue economic refcrm;

-- the problerns of extending the
sphere of cost accounting methods of
supervision at various levels oi
economlc managerncnt;

- the ways of improving the
economic instrurnents of management
with ernphasis on more active utilisa-
tion of the finance and credit
mechanisrn:

_. irnprovement of rnethods clf
economic and material stirnulation for
higher effectiveness of production.

The report by onding
Member of the USS ;ny of
Sciences G. Koziov, "Cost
Accounting tlncler Developed Socia.l-
ism"'. stressed that with the advance-
rnent to cornmunism, it is essential to
rnod.ify the methods erf ma.nagernentr
so as to make them conform more
fully to the requirernents of the pres-
ent stage of the socialist economy.
The ncw level of socialisation e harac-
teristic of the period of developed
socialisrn demands the filrtFrer con-
solidation of centralised planning.
higher concentration of prorluction
and the establrshrnent cf a higher
type of enterprises. This process en-
tails a further expansion of cost ac-
counting relations. .At the $)resent
stage of developed socialism" cost ac-
counting is becorning a major instru-
ment for economic planning and man-
agement, and its role in intensifying
production is sharply increasing.

The reports by Professors I.,. Abal-
kin, S. D;-arasov and .A- Smirnov
drew attention to the current transi.
tion frorn incomplete to cornElete
cost accounting, marked blr' the ex-
tension of cost accounting relations
in all trasic economic spheres. These
reports lay emphasis on ihe ohjecfive
necessity to transfer all associalions
and economic branches of nalional
economy to cost accounting. The far-
flung possibility of ernploying cost

accour.r(ing rs due ro tl"le fact that it is
a r'orrprehensivc garram;c category
refiecfing thc process of interaction
between production. distribution and
consumption.

Great interest was aroused by the
reports by K. Rudnev, Minister of
the IJSSR for trnstrument-Making,
Means of A,utomation and Control
Systems and i Goberrnan" trdead of
the Chief Departmeni for Motoi-
Vehicle Transport, Executive Corn-
mittee of the l4oscow Citv Soviet.
They summed up some cf the results
of the perforrnace of enterprises car-
rying on experiments. brar:ght to light
reservcs for economic growth. and
put folward proposals for fr:rther irn-
proving the cost accounting mechan-
ism. IJmphasis was traid on the neces-
sify to streanrline price formation so
as to encourag,e enterprises nnd as-
socia.tions to reDew rheir output and
improve its quality.

In his repcrt "On the Work of
State Farns Transferred to Complete
Cost,{ccounting and l\,{easures to
Further the Ecnnomic Reform"'- I)e-
puty hdinisfcr of ,{griculture o{ the
tisSR, A. Chu'trarcv. lrrousht out t]re
acivanlages of tht new sysrcrn ot
planning an<I economic stimulation
and em.phasi:ed that ttrie przrctir:e of
sli/itching state farrns fo c{:rrnplete
cost ar;coElnting anC self -
reimhursement corrfirrned the prog-
ressive nr$rrre of this rneasure. The
report by R, Cumerov" !)eputy Direc-
t,rr of ihe Price-F-orrnation Researcl.l
lnstitu{r o{ the State Frir:e Cornsrit-
tee, LfSSR Ctruncil of &{iuisters,
pointed to the irniroriance of forrning
a nornrative hasc fcrr fixing prices
and e-ttal:lislring nniforrn prices for
agricultural llioduce in the varioirs
geographica[-econom.l'c zofles. The
Deputy llireetor rrf thc Research In-
sf.itute ol Agriculi.ural Econorny, Pro-
fessor G" Rusakor,, devofed his re-
port to the rnethr:ds of appraising thc
results of work pei-iormt--d by col,i
accounting entelprisrs. "Ihc Flcatl of
thc Political Econorny Departnient of
Tarlu University, Prr-rfr:ssol- N,t.
llronst,:in spoke a[,<;ut the improvc

be taken into account: the role of the
sources of raw materials and the
emergence of an international labour
market.

L. Kantorovich and V- Makarov
(USSR) spoke about usiflg their mod-
els of growth for analysing the pros-
pects of forthcoming development.
il. H.i.rpp. (Finland) cited the results
of experiments in aPPlYing a simp-
lified inter-branch balance for analys-
ing possible changes in the branch
structure.

A series of reports dealt with man-
power resources and planning in the
iield of education (D. Bradistilov,
Bulgaria; H. Maier, the German
Democratic Re?ublic; C. von Weiz-
sdcker, the Federal Republic of Ger-
many; E. Berkovi6, Yugoslavia) and
*'ith the forecasting of living stan-
dards, demand and consumPtjon (A.
Deaton, Britiinl G. Vangrevelinghe.
France). The methods and objectives
of planning in capitalist firms were
also described in detail (D. Grove'
USA; NI. Horimoto, Japan).

On the closing daY of the Corrfer-
ence the forecasting of scientific and
technological progress was discussed
(E. Mansfield, USA: H. Aujac'
France). Attention was drawn 1o the
definite successes achieved in the
field of modelling scientific and tech-
nological progress, and to a certain
lag in providing the necessary statisti-
cal information that would make it
possible to use the given models for
the purpose of forecasting.

E. Filippovsky, Cand. Sc. (Econ.)

An All-Union Scientif ic Confer-
ence on the Problems of Furthering
anC Consolidating Cost Accounting
and Improving Economic Stimulation
of Prodrrction was held in December
19'72 in Moscow. Sponsored by the
USSR Academy of Sciences' Scien-
tific Council for the comprehensive
problem "The Scientific Principles of
Cost Accounting". the Conference

was attended by some 700 scholars,
specialists of ministries, governmen-
tal departments and enterprises, and
teachers of higher educational estab-
lishrnents.

In his opening address, Corres-
ponding Member of the USSR
Academy of Sciences P. Bunich drew
attention of the participants to the
main issues facing the Conference:
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tions: "Cost Accounting and national economy'
Economic Methods of Management",
t;;t Accounting and -Materiai N. Vasilov, Cand' Sc' (Econ')

PROBLEMS OF'STATE CAPITALISM IN THE DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

With the petty ,bourgeoisie and the
intermediate strata close to it playing
a dominant role in political life, the
state sector grows in a great measure,
primarily by acquiring the property of
the foreign and local big bourgeoisie.
But what is more important is that
the state economic structure becomes
relatively independent of other set-
ups; it evolves qualitatively and can
no longer be called "State-capitalist"
in the true sense of the word.

As noted by a number of speakers,
it would be wrong to exaggerate the
degree of revolutionism and radical-
ism of the petty-bourgeois circles. In
some countries considerable sections
of the petty bourgeoisie still follow
the propertied classes. In others,
another danger arises as socio-
economic reforms are carried out:
bureaucratic Leftist deviations man-
ifested in the endeavour to "etatise"
everything, even small-scale retail
trade.

On the whole, the
the evolution of the I. Sanovich

THE PHILOSOPHICAL ASPECTS OF CONTEMPORARY ASTRONOMY

discussion on
state -cap itali st

Astronomy ranks among the sci-
ences that are today in the forefront
of natural science. Indeed, its rapid
stides have given rise to a number of
funddmental problems of epistemolo-
gy, methodology, and philosophy. A
far-ranging discussion of these prob-
Iems took place at a symposium on
the philosophical problems of con-
temporary astronomy, held in Mos-
cow in December .1972.

The Symposium, co-sponsored by
the Council on the Philosophical
Probleme of Contemporary Natural
Science under the Presidium of the
USSR Academy of Sciences and by
the Academy's Institute of
Philosophy, was dedicated to the
500th birth anniversary of the great
Polish scientist N. Copernicus. It was
attended by 300 astronomers,, physi-
cists, philosophers, and specialists in
other fields.

structure has once again shown the
motive forces of revolutionary
changes in the Third World to be
quite different from those in the
capitalist West. But acknowledge-
ment of the revolutionary potential of
the intermediate class forces by no
means imply belittling the role of th€
woiking class. On the contrary, it
reflects the increasingly diversified
forms and methods of revolutionary
struggle and the stepped-up social ac-
tivity of all the working masses. This
is a result of the victories scorecl by
the international working-class move-
ment and by its principal
off spring - the world socialist sys-
tem. The impact of these victories on
socio-economic and socio-political
development in the Third World
countries continues to grow. The im-
portance of this impact for the
emergence of a new, socialist. struc-
ture inta multi-structural sociely can
hardly be overestimated.

The Symposium heard the follow-
ing papers: "Philosophical Problems
in Studying the lJniverse" by
Academician V. Ambartsumyan and
V. Kazyutinsky, Cand. Sc. (Philos.);
"New Physical Laws and As-
trophysics" by Academician V.
Ginzburg; "Problems of Contempor-
ary Cosmology" by Academician Y.
Zeldovich and I. Novikov, D. Sc.
(Philos.); "Philosophical Problems of
Cosmology" by Academician G.
Naan, Academy of Sciences of the
Estonian Republic; "The Epis-
temological Aspects of Cosmology"
by A. Zelmanov, Cand. Sc. (Phys. &
Math.); and "Philosophical Problems
Concerning Intelligent Civilisations in
the Universe" by-I. Shklovsky, Cor-
responding Member of the USSR
Academy of Sciences.

Much attention was given at the
Symposium to analysing' the
methodological problems of contem-
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A symposium on the evolution of
the state-monopoly structure in the
Third World countries was held in
Moscow in December 1972.

It was attended bY Soviet scholars
and sponsored bY the Institute of
Oriental Studies of the USSR
Academv of Sciences and bY the
journal Narody Asii i A[riki (Peoples
of Asia and Africa). More than fifty
reports and communications were
made on a wide range of issues con-
nected with the genesis, evolution.
context of formation, social and class
content of state capitalism and the
state sector, with the implementation
of the state economic policy, with the
methods of studying it, and so on.

The main report was made bY A.
Levkovsky, D. Sc. (Econ.). The
growing economic role of the state in
ihe developing countries, he said, re-
flects the urgency for resolving the
tasks of reorganising the colonial
structure of the economY and ac-
celerating social progress. The state's
share in total capital investments in
the economy of the Third World is
continuously increasing. In the late
1960s it reached 45-55 Per cent, as

compared with 25-35 Per cent in the
early 1950s.

The building of an indePendent na-
tional economy capable of effecting
rapid extended reproduction has
brought into being the principal in-
strument for achieving this most
difficult goal-the state sector. The
degree of develoPment of the state
sector in one developing country or
another, its size, and the methods
and trends of its activity vary accord-

ing to the social classes whose inter'
esis the state chiefly reflects. Being
the practical instrument of the state
econbmic policy, this sector is also a
form of existence of state capitalism
in a society with a mixed structure.

The development trend of the state
capitalist structure in the csuntries of
Asia and Africa, its efficiencY and
the degree of its radicalism depend
not only and not so much on the
general level of their socio-economic
development as on the nature of their

was paid at the

. develoPment-. of
rn the socialist'

oriented countries. Facts were cited
showing the efficacy of the state sec-
tor foi economic advance in such
countries as EgYPt, Algeria, SYria,
Burma and Tanzania.

the bourgeoisie are either non-
existent there or they are losing their
economic and political positions.
While the petty bourgeoisie not only
retains, but often strengthens its posi-
tion, and its influence on state power
and,'accordingly, on the state sector,
considerably increases. The class in-
terests of the petty bourgeoisie create
vast opportunities for the state to ex-
tend iii enterprise or control to al-
most all types of economic activity.
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porary astropirysics and, mare speci-
f:ically, the trvo main trer'ds th'at have
hecome esta'olisired in it. 'Ihe first of
these i-" the "c!assicli" 'rrend follorved
Lry rnost astrophysiti:!rs. This trend
stems, ln the lvolds of V. Ambartsu-
myan, from the idea th:rt cosmic
trodies and their sli stems srose
througtrr the conclensa-tion of r:rrefied
mattei. Basic to this trend, also, is
the assumption that all the observed
stages in the evoluticrn of cosmic
bodies may be interpreted within the
framework of the fundami;ntal Iaws
of physics known uP on
these premises ar cf the
formation of ste s and
stars, a theory of stellar evolution,
and severa I hypotheses cr-rrrce rning
the origin and evolution of tire solar
system.

A diarnetricaliy opposite viewpoinr
is being evolved bY V,, Arnbartsu-
myan. He considers that the thetlries
founded on "classicai" i<jeas are in
poox agreement, if not altogether at
variance. with the new discoveries in
astrophysics. In his view, observa-
tions indicate that the evolutionary
processes in the Universe are Pro-
ceeding not from the rarefied to a

denser state, but in the very opposite
direction: from a superdense to a less
dense state. Many stages in these

e nuclei of
.- lend them-
at all, to im-

of the {unda-
mental laws of contemporary
physics. Such is the aPproach that
forms the basis of the trend in as-
trophysical research that might tenta
tively be descritred as the Byurakan

Ambartsumyan and

trend both irr terrns of research prin-
ciples (consistently generalised obser-
vition results) and in terms of the
results obtained.

V. Ginzburg, while not denYing
that new fundarnental physical ccn-
cepts can be introduced in p,rinciple,
beiieves that such concepts are not
needed to describe the phenomena in
the nuclei of galaxies and in quasars
(at the present stage of their investi-
gation).

Each of these viewPoints had both
p the

ical
end
as-

pects. by Professor B. Vorontsov-
Velvamiti<-rv (who believes, on the
whole, that astrophysics wili bring
*rboqt a synthesis of the tu'o trends),
Frofessor ts. Kukarkin, Professor T'
Agekyan, and bY V.
Sc. (Fhilos"). On the o
"classicai" trend receiv
of Professor S. Fikelner, Frofessor
,4,. Masevich, Frofessor S- KaPlan,
L. Ozernoy, D. Sc. (PhYs. & Math.),
Y. Efremov, Cand. Sc. (PhYs. &
Math.), and some other participants'

Relativistic cosmology is concerned
with the L]niverse as a whole, a.o

object that has not been singled out
by any empirical means. Cosmologi-
cal theories and models are alwaYs
achieved by extrapolating certain
characterist:ics of the observable reg-
ion oil the Universe.

Y. Zeldovich and I' Novikov, in
er, he PhYsical
of sPecificallY,
in of the "hot

'. f in the large,
in the view of the authors of the
paper, is approximatelY homogete-
ous. There is no qriestion of new
laws arising with the trarrsition frorn
the scale of the Earth and the solar
system to the scale of the {Jniverse
a! a whole" The general theorY of
relativity is the theory applicatrle to
the Universe as distinct from New-
ton's theory, which is appticable to
rhe solar systern.
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E. Lifshits, Corresponding Member
of the USSR Academy of Sciences,
also believes that general relativity
gives rise to nq contradictions, what-
ever the physical conditions (dis-
tances, densities) to which it is
applied.

A. Zelmanov, in mustering argu-
ments in support of one of the "non-
classical" variants of relativistic cos-
rnology, came to the conclusion that
the principle of a one=sided and iso-
tropic Universe is an extremely simp-
lified hypothesis. Far more fruitful,
in his view, is the opposite conten-
tion: that the entire diversity of con-
ditions and phenomena permitted by
fundamental physical theories can be
realised in the Universe. To describe
the Universe adequately it is
necessary to build up a "single physi-
cal theory", which would either
synthesise general relativity and re-
lativistic quantum theory or else
show such a synthesis to be impossi-
ble. And it must not be ruled out that
a single physical theory may prove to
be absolutely extrapolatable cos-
mologically.

G. Naan pointed to such features
of cosmology as a substantial meas-
ure of uncertainty concerning the ob-
ject, the mode of investigation, and
the results. Relativistic cosmology, in
his view, is most correct in its "clas-
sical" variant. The most reliable cos-
mological conclusions, in his view
(contrary to the general opinion), are
the conclusions reached within the
cosmological framework; the least re-
Iiable are those borrowed from other
sections of astronomy (for example.
derived from observations).

There was much heated controver-
sy over the question of the Universe
as an object of cosmology. In thq
Ambartsumyan and KazyutinskY
paper it was suggested that certain
physical system tremendous in scope,
but nevertheless not all-embracing,
could well serve as the Universe-an
object of cosmology. This would be
"everything existing" not in some ab-
solute and final sense, but in relation
to a definite stage in our learning,

Further investigations will probably
prompt us more than once to enlarge
the totality of physical objects that
we considered existing and, hence, to
generalise the concept of the "Uni-
verse as a whole".

In theii examination of the
philosophical aspects of cosmology,
the authors of the paper Pointed to
the fallacy of the view that the religi-
ous outlook and the scientific,
materialistic outlook differ because
of different pictures of the world. In
actual fact, these philosophies are in
conffict because of different interpre-
tations of the picture of the world
painted by modern science, specifi-
cally astronomy. The authors criti-
cised the theological interpretations
of relativistic cosmology: views about
the world "doubling" into a material
and a "transcendentai" world,
creationist speculation over the no-
tion o'f an "initial momenl of time" in
cosmology, etc. In the paper it was
shown that such interpretations of
the conclusions of relativistic cosmol-
ogy are deeply alien to the spirit of
this science. At the same time the
conclusions of relativistic cosmology
are in agreement with the principles
of materialist dialectics.

On the other hand, Zelmanov (ex-
pressing the viewpoint current among
most cosmologists) considers that the
(Jniverse as an object of cosmology
is a global aspect of the material
world.

There was an interesting discussion
on the philosophical problems related
to the possible existence of extrater-
restrial civilisations and the establish-
ment of contacts with them. The pre-
sent state of research in this field
was reviewed by I. ShklovskY. He
pointed out that whereas the problem
was now quite clear, there w-as as yet
no solution to it: we simPIY do not
know whether extraterrestrial rational
beings exist. Shklovsky then ex-
amined some features cf the evolutio-
nary process from the simPle to the
complex that could give rise to the
emergence of life and intelligence in
tke Universe. He formulated some of
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trend.
The

Kazyutinsky paper dealt in detail
with the initial premises, hypotheses,
and assumptions on which each of
these trends is founded, with the
criterion of practical results in as-
trophysics, and with the present state
of the theories concerning the struc-
ture and evolution of cosmic objects.
The authors of the paper explained
their preference for tlr* Byurakan
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the philosophical problems involved
in this, among them the following: is
the emergence of intelligent life,
civilisation, and the technological era
in the developmert o.f society inevita-
ble or not; will continuous technolog-
ical progress go on or will it be re-
placed by some other forms of de-
velopment; what is the duration of
the technological erai can society
from some future moment advance
without the development of produc-
tive forces or will this. lead to its
stagnation and degradation, and will
we be able to achieve mutual under-
standing with an extraterrestrial civil-
isation, should we contact it? None
of these questions have been reliably
answered yet. Shklovsky also be-
lieves that mankind's future develop-
m.ent may raise the question of artifi-
cial intelligent systems.

The debate on Shklovsky's PaPer
centered, first and foremost, on the
presentation of the problem of ex-
traterrestrial civilisations, and also on
the concepts of "intelligence" and
"civilisation".

E. Markaryan, D. Sc. (Philos.),
considers that the concepts of "civil-
isation" and "culture" are analogous.
Culture, in his opinion, is essentially
the ability of living beings, united in
stable collectives, to evolve a system
of potentially non-predetermined
biological types of the organisation of
means and mechanisms for adapting
to the environment and suPPorting
social life.

There was heated controversy over
the problems of analysing the de-
velopment level, rate, and back-
ground of intelligent civilisations in
the Universe. L. Gindilis, Cand. Sc.
(Phys. & Math.), defended the view
that the exponential law of the de-
velopment of our civilisation in mod-
ern times is not universal and will
have to give way to other laws of
development. This conclusion should
also be valid for other technological
civilisations. Gindilis pointed to two
viewpoints on the lifetime of tech-
nologically developed civilisations: 1)
that this lifetime is limited to several

hundred, several thousand,. or several
million years, and 2) that this lifetime
is indefinitely long, that, having once
arisen, such a civilisation embarks
upon practically unlimited develop-
ment. Both viewpoints require furth-
er elaboration.

Finally, there was a discussion on
whether understanding could be
achieved in an exchange of meaning-
ful information between intelligent
civilisations in the Universe.

In the opinion of B. Panovkin,
Cand. Sc. (Phys. & Math.), an essen-
tial prerequisite for this is a common
or similar biological and social evolu-
tion of the civilisations that have es-
tablished contact. This is something
that can scarcely be expected very
often.

A problem that was reflected in all
the discussions at the symposium and
touched upon by the majority of the
speakers was the one of evaluating
the general trends and prospects of
present-day astronomy.

The view expressed in the Ambar-
tsumyan and Kazyutinsky paper was
that a revolution is taking place in
contemporary astronomy, a revolu-
tion possibly comparable in scale and
consequences to the Copernican. Its
main aspects are:1) revolutionary
changes in the instruments lor study-
ing the Universe; 2) the discovery of
a multitude of bizarre phenomena,
which necessitate a profound revision
of our system of knowledge concern-
ing the Universe and possibly (but
not necessarily) generalising and
clarifying the system of fundamental
physical laws, and 3) revising the
philosophical and methoilological
loundations of contemporary as-
tronomy.

This interpretation of the trends in
the development of conternporary as-
tronomy was supported by Academi-
cian B. Kedrov, Professor S. Vse-
khsvyatskiy and other Symposium
participants.

A differing view was voiced by V.
Ginzburg. In his opinion, astronomy
is experiencing a revolution as-
sociated primarily with fundamental
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changes in the methods of studying
the Universe (the transformation of
optical astronomy into all-wave as-
tronomy).

Various aspects of the scientific re-
volutions and, specifically, the re-
volution in astronomy were discussed
by G. Naan, Y. Efremov, Professor
P. Dyshlev, Professor M. Mos-
tepanenko, A. Eremeyeva, Cand. Sc.
(Phys. & Math.), and others. The
view was also expressed (Professor

D. Martynov) that there are no
grounds as yet for speaking of a re-
volution in contemporary astronomy.

On the whole, thd Symposium de-
monstrated a growing measure of
cooperation between astrophysicists,
cosmologists, and philosophers in
working on the philosophical prob-
lems of contemporary astronomy.

V. Kazyutinsky, Cand. Sc. (Philos.)

PROBLEMS OF PSYCHOLOGICAL SCIENCE

The 20th International Congress of
Psychology was held in Tokyo in Au-
gust 1972. It was attended by 2,400
scientists from 53 countries, including
a Soviet delegation headed by B.
Lomov, Director of the Institute of
Psychology, USSR Academy of Sci-
ences.

The Congress proceedings were in
the form of plenary sessions, lec-
tures, symposiums and meetings, at
which review papers and individually
submitted papers were read, free dis-
cussions held with the showing of
scientific films. The programme also
included excursions to research insti-
tutes, clinics, educational establish-
ments and factories. During the Con-
gress more than 500 papers were read
at 120 sittings" An exhibition of sci.
entific equipment and literature on
psychology was organised.

Members of the Soviet delegation
participated in the work of most of
the panels and sittings; l7 of its
members read papers. Altogether 65
papers by Soviet scientists were in-
cluded in the Congress programme.
During the Congress Soviet scientists
established contacts with their
foreign colleagues and exchanged
opinions on a wide range of prob-
lems.

Important questions of general
psychology and a numtrer of
branches of psychology-pedagogi-
cal, social; engineering and
physiological psychology and pathop-
sychology were examined at the sym-

p<lsiums (in particular, the paper
"Neurophysiological Mechanisms 

-of
Memory at the Level of Neuronal
Interrelations" by p. Anokhin,
Member of the USSR Academy of
Sciences, rvas regarded as one of the
most interesting).

Most of the papers contained con-
crete experimental data on problems
of perception. attention, hemorv.
thinking, man's mental states and io

of actual data.
Speaking about the trend of explo-

rations in the realm of theory, it
should be noted that a depaiture
from concepts traditional for Western
psychology (behaviourism, gestalt-
psychology, Freudism and others) is
becoming evident. Thus, in theories
of behaviour where behavioural no-
tions predominated for a long time,
some new trends have appeared con-
nected with a study of the internal
mechanisms and structure of be-
havio logical descrip-
tions sses in the spiiit
of ge are giving way
to I the rnaterial
(physiological and biochemical) foun-
dations of these processes.

In particular, problems of
mathematical statistics as applied to
psychology were discussed, such as
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methods of verifying hypotheses, the
probabilistic
relationships
analysis by
scaling, the
conditions f
of data on homogeneous populations,
the use of factor analysis for intra-
group comparison

Congress partic
great attention to
Soviet scientist A
Importance of the Notion of Object-
Oriented dctivity for Psychology",
read in his absence bY O.
Tikhomirc".

"Will psychology ever become a

science?" L. [-a Fave, a Canadian
scientist, asked, having in mind that a

theories of behaviourism as con-
tradictory and eclectic. Psychology
must solve dilemmas bY using mod-
ern mathematical logic.

Y. Morimasa (Japan) also emPhas-
ised the need for a theoretical system
of science to unite all the "existing
theories" and to make practical use
of psychological science.

N. Resemeier (Federal RePublic of
Germany) and I\I. Adler (SPain),
analysing psychological publications
for sixty years (1905-1965), tried to
determine psychology's place in the
system of sciences, laying stress on
the methods of research typical for
some or other sciences.

M. McPherson and J. Popplestone
of the Archives of the HistorY of
American Psychology, described their
research work in the history of na-
tional psychology. They called the
1960s a decade of "invasion" into the
sphere of the history of science.

The nurnerous papers and com-
munications on problems of social
psychology (heard at symposiums and
at l1 meetings wtrich discussed indi-
vidually subrnitted papers) showed
the intention of psychologists closely
to study the social problems of the
world.

Various questions were examined:
the psychology of small grouPs and
problems of lea-dership; national va-r-
iants of socio-psychological prob-
lems; cross-cultural studies of general
social phenomena; Problems of
socialisation of the younger genera-
tion; methods of sociometric studies.
' The effects of cooperation, leader-
ship style and member compatibility
upon small group productivity were
studied by G. O'Brien (Australia), T'
Hewett and D. Hornik (USA). TheY
compared leadership style (orienta-
tion on personal relations in a group
or on the accomPlishment of the
task), different forms of organisation
(coordination of work and coopera-
tion), degree of comPatibilitY of
group members.

improved organisational performance'
The work of a grouP dePends on the
motivational model of the Ieader: one
leader is oriented on the accomplish-
ment of the task; another on the es-

tablishnrent of good relations among
the grouP members.

R. Helmreich and R. Bakeman
(USA) in their communication dealt
with a study of cohesiveness and sol-
itude effecti on the performance of a

small scientific group in an undersea
environment.

Political and social Problems of
ali-

"3i
her

ouestions were reflected in a number
of communications bY researchers
from the United States, Britain and
the Federal RePublic of GermanY'

K. Larsen (USA) summed uP the
results of an international survey on
questions of the future: 10,000 inter-
ii"*. on the ProsPects of Peaceful
relations and of a world conflict were
taken in Czechoslovakia, NorwaY,
Poland, SPain, Sweden and Yugos-
lavia among different groups of the
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population (15-40 years of age). The
author ljelieves that the behaviour of
people depends both on historical
precedents and the anticipation of the
future.

Scientists, studying psychological
differences between people arrived,
in particular, at the conclusion that
the widest gap between white and
black groups of the population is ob-
servable in the sphere of social prob-
lems and requirements. Low correla-
tions attest to substantial social
differences-this evident truth rvas
noted in the paper of L. Szatray and
D. tsryson (USA). A poll of 100
white Americans, 100 black Arneri-
cans and 100 Americans of Japanese
origin (all students of the sarne cnl-
lege) taken by M. Maykovich (USA)
Ied the author of the paper to the
conclusion that the assumption that
the dom.inant whites are characterised
by positive traits and the minority
blacks by negative ones was n0
longer valid.

The problem of socialisation-one
of the nrost widely studied in LIS
psychoiogy-includes various social
phenomena. 'I'he struggle of^ young
people against wars of aggr'ession,
against militarisation, for disarma-
ment, organised protests in connec-
tion with various politieal events-all
these are elements of socialisation
displayed through "activism".

The problem of vocational pre-
paredness was also examined as an
aspect of socialisation of particulariy
great importance at school age (T.
Yamashita, Japan). A hypothetical re-
lative criterion is constructed which
makes it possihle to determine the
degree of this preparedness.

A Iarge number of symposiums
dealt with cross-cultural studies in
the sphere of projcctive techniques,
cross-cultural approaches to the
structure of intelligence, juvenile de-
linquency and also with problems of
social interaction in conditions of dif-
ferent cultures.

A group of US psychologists of-
fered a project for studyirrg ethnic
grouDs. The nced for ethnic criteriil

which determir:e the botrnds of the
acceptable and the impermissible in
the professional, scientific and
human bchaviour c-t pcople of differ-
ent ethnic"groups is regarded as a
vital one for psychologists and politi-
cal leaders. Precise ethnic ciiteria
wil! enable psychologists to ascertain
tile nature and the source of some or
other conflicts without car.rsing harm
either to the subject, or research, or
sclence.

The sclution of some social prob-
Xems tfrrough "synergetica'", the work
of laboratories which train individual
perception; a mathernatical model of
responsitrility diffusion; the need for
multi-stage relations in a sociometric
structure; inter-nation differences of
the concept "educated man"; chil-
dren's drawings as a method of find-
ing and measuring cultural
values-these are only a srnall part
of the problerns of social psychology
proposed for examination by scien-
tist s.

Th ical principles andscren ology of Soviet so_cial were described in

The problem of engineering
psychology was taken up at several
sympc-rsiums: "The Man-Machine'
System", "Cornputer Simutration of
Human Behaviour". "Inf orrnation
Frocessing in Cognition", and others.
B. I-omov (USSR), the organiser and
chairman of the "Man-Machine Svs-
tem" symposium, read a communila-
tion "On the Interrelations of En-
gineering Fsychology and Other
Psychological Disciplines"" Engineer-
ing psychology rvhich arose as a re-
sult of the need for knowledge about
the mental functions, processes and
sta{.es of man connecred in his activi-
ty with tectrrnological progress, pro-
ceeds from the general theoreiical
conccpt of rnan as a iink in the mdn-
agement system. But the problem
"man as a Iink in the management
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system" is a the
more general the
subject of lab om-
munication". de-
velopm
depend
entire
ences:
ogy, social, differential and pedagogi-
cal psychology.

K. de Greene (USA) repo-rted some
data related to the "man-machine sys-
tem" theory. Computers were discus-
sed as man-machine system Per se, as

adjuncts to the study of man-machine
syitems and as integrative nodes of
the technological subsystem of the
hierarchial socio-technical system.

P. Foley, a Canadian researcher,
spoke about design criterion in a

"human-centred" man-machine sys-
tem. He holds that, bY utilising the
information of the biological sci-
ences, particularly experimental
psychology and the efforts of
psycholinguists and social psycholog-
ists, it is nepessary to determine the
nature of communication processes.
W. Hacker (GDR) dealt with the
same theme.

Problems of the PsYchologY ot
development and instruction were the
subject of both lectures and sYm-
posiums. More than 50 PaPers were
iead. A discussion was held on the
problem "DeveloPment of Mental
Capabilities" in which Soviet, Japan-
ese and American psychologists took
part. The communication on this sub-
ject by the Soviet psychologists I.
Petrovsky and V. LubovskY aroused
considerable interest. At the sym-
posium "Learning in Early Irr{ancy",
a paper "On the Particularities of the
Development of Auditory Perception
in Early Infancy" was read by E.
Alexandryan (USSR).

Much attention was paid ro prob-
trems of optimisational instruction in
school. Recognising communication
as an important means of instruction
and development in the modern
school D. Olson (Canada) examined
the interrelations between the forms

of instructional experience, the struc-
ture of information which the school
child receives with their help, and the
content of knowledge and the nature
of the skills and abilities.

Y. Sayeki (JaPan) links the notion
of instructional optimisation with
"human rationality" which manifests
itself in agreement with the rules of
optimal judgements and the open na-
ture of man. During PlaY and studY a
child strives for such rationality. ln-
struction helps the child to develop
it.

Sessions on problems ol the in-
dividual discussed methods of study-
ing the individual and national var-
iants of these methods; the role of
social factors in the development of
the individual; problems of develop-
ing seff in juveniles;
problem alitY of delin-
quents; aspect of the
problem al; Psycholog-
ical principles of vocational guidance;
cross-cultural comparisons of the in'
dividual; problems of pathopsycholo-
gy of the individual.

The Soviet researchers B. Zaigar'
nik, K. Platonov, A. Puni, S. Rubin-
stein, R. Voronova, M. Menshikova
and V. Norakidze in their written
papers and oral communications on
problems of the individiral in health
and in disease expounded the Posi-
tions of Soviet psychology based on
the Marxist-Leninist understanding of
the individual.

"Implications of Asian Psychology
in World Perspbctives" was the sub-
ject of the closing Congress sYm-
posium. The papers "Implications of
Psychology ot Zen" and "The Confu-
cian Concept of Human Nature" and
others made at this sitting aroused an
unfavourable reaction among many
participants. The ideas theY con-
lained run counter to the importance
and tasks of psychologY in the con-
temporary
sivity and
problems.
with any p
on a religious world view in different
national variants.
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During the Congress the main
bodies of the International Union of
Psychological Science, specifically
the General Assembly of the IUPS,
met. At its final sitting the General
Assembly elected J. Nuttin of Bel-
gium President of IUPS and ten
members of its Executive Committee,
including the Soviet scientists A.
Leontyev and B. Lomov. It reaf-
firmed the decision of the l9th Intei-

national Congress of Psychology to
hold thg 2l st Congress in Paris in
1976 (beginning with I972 congresses
will be convened once in four years).
The General Assembly also decided
to accept the invitation of the Ger-
man Democratic Republic to hold the
22nd Congress in Leipzig in 1980.

R. Voronova, Cand. Sc. (Psychology)

CHRONICLE

* In October 1972 Sofia was the
venue of a symposium devoted to
elaboration of the sc.ientific concep-
tion of Soviet-Bulgarian economjc
coopera vm_,posiirm iute
of Soc tion
Studies for
Economic, Scientific and Technical
Cooperation of the Council of Minis-
1.ers o,f the 'Bulgarian People's Repub-
lic, the Economic Institute of'the
Bulgarian Academy of Sciences and
the Institute of Economics of the
World Socialist System, USSR
Academy of Sciences.

- The__ symposium heard reports by
the following Soviet scholars: profes-
sor I. Dudinsky, Deputy Director of
the Institute of Economics of the
World Socialist System-..On the
Factors of Development of the In_
tegration Process in the Economrc
Relations between the USSR and
Bulgaria in Perspective, up to 1990',;
Professor Y. Shiryayev, Head of oneof the Institute's departments-,.On
the Directions and Forms of the Ex_

va, senior researcher. participated in
the _ . discussion on piice-formation
problems.

The Bulgarian side was represented
by Academic Secretary E. Mateyev,
Professor N. Tsarevsky, Director of
the Scientific Institute of Socialist
Economic Integration Studies, K.
Dobryev, Director of the Economic
Institute of the Bulgarian Academy
of Scieaces, I. Videnov, Chairrnan of
the Prices Committee under the
Council of Ministers, M. Savov, De-
puty Director of the International In-
stitute of Economic Problems of the
World Socialist System, and by mem-
bers of the State Planning Commit-
tee, the Ministry of Foreign Trade
and other departments and scientific
institutions.

* The Hungarian Scientific Council
for World Economics and the Insti-
tute of Economics of the World
Socialist ,System, USSR Academy of
Sciences,. held a symposium- in
Budapest, September 1972, to elabo-
rate the scientific conception of
Soviet-Hungarian economic coopera-
tion up to 1990.

_ Reports. were delivered by the
Soviet scientists: O. Bogomolov, Di-
rector of the Institute of Economics
of System, "Onthe rm Develop_
me n Relations";
L. f asectorof
the Institute, "Analysis of the Stateof Soviet-Hungarian Economic Rela-
tions and Some Prospects of Their
Developrnent"; K. Popov, D, Sc.
(Econ.),"On the Forms and Methods
of Economic Relations Between the
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CMEA Mernoer Countries in the
Feriorl up to 199C. (Cr.rnforn.rably to
the Problems of the Developrnent of
Soviet-FIu ngarian Co operation)" .

.Also Candidates of Science (Econ.)
E. Rayevskaya, V. Sorokin and M.
Usiyevich took part in the syrfl-
poslurTl.

Cln the E{ungarian side there Par-
ticipate t1 J. Bognar, Corresponding
Member of the F{ungarizrn Acaderny'
of Sciences. Chairmair of the F{tln-
garian Scientific Council for W'orld
Economics: J. Szabci, Pro-Rector of
the Higher PartY School under thc
CC of the F{ungarian Socialist Work-
ers' FartY; A. Balassa, Assistant
Head of the Board of the State Plan-
ning Cornmittee; F. Koz-rna, F{ead of
the Board r:rf the Cornrnission for ln-
ternational Econornic llelations under
the Council of Mirristers; E"

retarY of the Soviet-
Governmentatr Com-
os, Director of the

Institute of Social Sciences under the
CC of the Flungarlan Sociaiist Work-
ers' Party; S. Ausch, Head of a sec-
tor of the Institute t'r{ Ec,"-rnolnics of
the Hungarian AcademY of Sciences;
T. Kiss, Head o{ a dePartment oi the
Institute of EconomY and Planning
under the State Planning Comrnittee;
M. Simai" D. Sc' (Econ.) and B.
T6las. t{ead of a dePartment of thc
Ministry of Foreign Affairs.

* In C)ctol'rer 1972 the F{ungarian
Ecollornic Society organised a Soviet-
Hungarian goIlsrquium in Brrdapest
with the participation of schclars of
the Institute of Econornics of the
USSR Acaderny cf Sciences. The fol-
Iowing subjects were sliscussed: "lte-
sults and Prospects of the ldungarian
Econontic lle fcrin", "tr-ong-term
Economic Planning in Hungary" ancl
"Application of Calculations Regard-
ing the Economy of Irrvestrnents in
Hungary". 'Ihe main reports cn the
Hungarian side were made bY B.
Nagy, I. Geteny and A. Madarasi, on
the Soviet side. by D. Allakhverdyan,
V. Krasovsky and V. Starodutr-
rovsky.

* A plenarY meeting of the C-onl-

missiorr of Etristorians of the USSR
and Czechostovakia was held in
Smolenice, near Bratislava, SeP-
tember 1972. The meeting was
opened by J. Foulik, Vice-President
o? the Czechoslovak AcademY of Sci-
ences. The oPening address was
made by Acadernician P. PosPelo-v,
Chairman of the Soviet Part of the
Commission. The subject of discus-
sion was "The Second World War
and Soviet-Czechoslovak Relations in
the War Years"'. Reports were made
bv tr). Zhiiin (USSRF"Some Current
Pioblcms of thc HistorY of the Sec-
ond Vy'orld War", and bY V' Kral
(Czechoslovakia) - "Czechoslovakia

(LISSR) detrrvere
ical Aspects of
Relations in the

* A meeting devoted to the 250th
anniversary of the birth of the great
Ukrainian enlightener, philosopher
ancl poet Grigory Skovoroda was held
in Moscow in December 1972. Be-
sides scholars and cultural workers
from all the Union Republics the
rneeting was attended by A. Kirilen-
ko and N" Podgorny, members of the
Political. Bureau, CC CPSU; P. De-
michev and B. Ponomarev" Alternate
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Members of the Political Bureau, C(l
CPSU, Secretaries of the CPSU Cen-
tral Committee; I. Kapitonov and K.
Katushev, Secretaries of the CPSLI
Central Committeel and by a delega-
tion from the Ukrainian SSR, headecl
hy V. Malanchuk, Secretary of the,
Central Committee of the Communist
Party of the Ukraine. C)pening the
meeting, M. Lukonin, Secretary oI
the Board of the Union of Writers oI
the USSR, reminded those present of
the special decree signed by Lenin in
l9l8 to erect monuments to outstand-
ing revolutionaries and social think-
ers, to farned writers, scholars and
philosophers of the past. Grigory.
Skovoroda's name was listed among
them. The report on the life and
work of this eminent scholar and
poet was made by Academician F.
Konstantinov, Chairman of the AII-
Union Jubilee Comrnittee. Academi-
cian I. Beloded, Chairman of the Uk-
rainian Jubilee Committee. and others
spoke of the en-during significance of
Skovoroda's legacy.

Meetings devoted to this memora-
ble date were held in the capital of
the Ukraine, Kiev, and in other cities
of the Soviet Union.

* A meeting devoted to the 120th
anniversary of the birth of Jos6
Marti, outstanding Cuban revoiutio-
nary and democrat was held in
January 1973 in the Institute of Latin
America, USSR. Academy of Sci-
ences. The meeting heard tbe reports
"Josd Martf and the Cuban Revolu-
tion" (V. Tsaregorodtsev); "Revolu-
tion and Humanism in the World
Outlook of Jos6 Marti (V. Shishkin);
and "Josd Marti. the Ideologist and
Leader of the National-Liberation
Struggle of the Cuban People at the
End of the l9th Century" (A. Zori-
na). It was also addressed bv the
Cuban poetess Mary Cruz who
characterised Jos6 Mart i as the
ideological inspirer of the Moncada
programme.

* A symposium on current prob-
lems of sources studies took place in
Tallinn in October 1972 und.er the au-

splces of the Institute of the History
of the USSR, USSR Academy of Sci
ences, the Institute of History , the
Academy of Sciences of the Estonian
SSR. the Archaeographical Commis-
sion under the Department of History
of the USSR Academy of Sciences
and the Chair of Sources Studies of
the History Faculty of Moscow
University. The reports and com-
munications made at the symposium
covered rnany theoretical and
methodological problems. Several re-
ports were devoted to sources studies
research of the Lenin heritage. The
participants noted the fruitfulness of
such research for gaining a deeper
insight into the content of Lenin's
works and for examining his methods
of work with various source s. The
symposium also discussed the origin
and evolution of the various kinds of
sources, demonstrativeness in
sources studies, the application of
mathematical methods in such
studies. and a numtrer of other ques-
tions.

* In Septemher 1972 Leeuwen-
horst, near Leiden (Holland) was the
venue of ttte 24th International Con-
gress of Chinese Studies. It was at-
tended by about 150 scholars frorn
more than 20 countries. The socialist
countries were represented by
sinologists from the Soviet Union,
Czechoslovakia, the GDR, tlungary
and Poland. The plenary and section
meetings heard some .50 reports cov-
ering a wide range of subjects,
among them history (mainly ancient
and mediaevalt. literarary criticism,
art, linguistics, socioiogy, the history
of philosophy, demography, biblio-
graphy, textual criticism.0n the
proposal of Belgian scholars the rrcxt.
2-5th Internationai Congress cf Chin-
ese Studies will be held in Ghent
(Belgium) in 1974.

* The l5th Meeting of the perma-
nent International Altaistic Confer-
ence- (PIAC) iook place in
Stredersdorf. near Vienna. in August
1972. The main item on the agEnda
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scholars from manY countries, de-
cided to award to V. Tsintsius, a

Soviet specialist in the sphere , 
of

studies of the Tungus-Manchurian
languages, the medal of Indiana Uni-
,eriity-, annuallY awarded bY PIAC
for outstanding achievements in AI-
taistic studies.
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HotueHun. M., 1973, N 2, crp. 138.

Ist Inflation unser Schicksal? Infla-
tion und Stabilitdt in der Wirtschaft.
Bolz K. (Hrsg"). Mtinchen,
W. Goldmann Verlag, 1972, 153 S.Peq.: Marccnr,rosa Il.- Hoewe
RHuzu sa pydexou no odt4ecmeex-
Hd-il-HayKa.u. M., 1973, .Irl! 2, crp.
30-36.

Chiriska Republika Lu.
roz$toiu gospodarczego.
Warszawa. Ksiazkai
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Peq.: .(amron B.- Ilpo1aeuot
flatouezo Bocmoxa. M., 1972, Np 4,
crp.737-139.

. Keleg R. Tiirkiyede Eehirlegme,
konut ve gecekondu" istanbul, Gergek
yayinevi, 1972,223 s.

Peq.: MouceeB fI.- Hoeorc xuuzu3a pydexou no odr4ecmaewtwu
rygywail. M., 1972,- l.l! 12, ,crp"
20-25.

Kleer J. Wzrost intensywny w kta-jach socjalistycznych. Warszawa, In-
stytut wydawniczy CRZZ, 1972,
214 s.

Peq,: Tapnorcruri O.- Hoewe
KHueu 3a pydercou no o6uqecmeen-
Hbtil HayKaril.. M., 1973, N l, crp.
3-9.

Kor5n L ldviikutatde ds gazdasdgi
eldrejelzds. Budapest, Kdzgazdasigi
ds jogi kdnyvkiadd, 1972, 229 old.-

Peq.: Earrglr 3.-Hoewe KHu?u 3apydexou no oduqecmeexxu-*t
HayKail. M", 1972, Ni 12, crp. 3-8.

Kornai J. Anti-Equilibrum. Amster -
dam-London, North-Holland Publish-
ing Co., 1971, 402 pp.

Peq.: Maftrrruuac E.- Sxoxouuxo
u ttamei4arnuvecKue nemoiot. M.,
1973, J',l! 1, crp. 182-186.

Landau 2., Tomaszewski J. Zarys
historii gospodarczej Polski. t9I8-
1939. Warszzwa, 1970, 321 s.

Peq.: Marsees l.- Coeemcxoe
ctaenuoeeleuue. M., 1973, N! l, crp.
8l-83.

Meadows D. H., Meadows D. L.,
Randers J., Behrens W. The Limits
tg Grgwtll. A Report for the Club ot
$g^g't Project on the Predicament a!
Mankind. New York, Universe
Books, l9?2,205 pp.

Peq.: l. Mararpcrnfi E., Tapacoa
K.-Mupoean gKoHo.tluKa u i4etc-
0ynapolttue
}M, crp. I
IO.- Hoowe
o6t4ecmeeux
N! I, crp.2

Millei R., Williams R. Tlre New
Economics ol Richard Nixsn.
F-reetes, Flaats and Fiscal Poltcy.

New York, Happer's Magzzirre, 1972,
88 pp.

Peq.: Koxgparren
KHU?u ga pydecrcou no
Hd.t4 Haykaru. M., 1973,
8- 13.

lO,- Hoewe
odt4ecmaex-
N 2, cTp.

__Ferroqx F., Denizet J., Bourguinat
H. Inflation, dollar, euro-dollal.
Paris, Gallimard,, 1971, 316 p.

Peq.: Kagaresu.r 8.. Currcaon
[,.- Mupoaafl gKauo-t4uKa u .il.ew-
iyxapo)xwe omHoutevua. M., 1973,
}.& 2, crp. 136-142.

Ramos C6rdova S. lChile. (Jna
econamta de transici<jn2 Habana,
Casa de las Am6ricas , 7972, 539 p.

trq., Iarpnxon A.-Me*lyxa-
poluan-crcuzxa, M., 1972, N! 12,crp.
125-127.

Setting National Priorities: the 197i
Budget. By C. L. Shultze a.o.
Washington, D. C., The Brookings
Institution, 1972, XX, 469 pp.

Peq.: rlop6rncxuft C.- CIIIA-
,KOHOilUKA, nOrlUmUKA, UoeOnOzUg.
M., 1973, J,,11 2, crp. 89-90.

Silva A. Cuba y el mercado inter-
nacional azucarero. La Habana.
Editorial de ciencias sociales, 1971,
217 p.

Peq.: Berapesu,t A.- JlamuHcKafl
Alaepuxa. M., 1973, N! 1, crp.
176-178.

SocialkaBitalismen. Stockholm,
7971.

Peq.: Xyrcon B., Olrcesu.r 1O.,
Cuxopa B.-Bonpocbt e<ouottiuKu.
M., 1973,. N l, crp. 79-90.

Sreekantaradhya B. S. Public Debt
and Economic Development in India.
New Delhi, Sterling Publishers, 1972,
232 pp.

Feq.: Ianxoncrnfr B.- Hoawe
t<Hu?u sa pydemou no o6t4ecmaeu-
Hbil-*t- HayKa.il. M., 1973, J,rl! l, ctp.
26-32.

Stiehler G. Geschichte und Ver-
antwortung. Zur Frage der Alternati-
ven in der gesellschaftlichen Entwick-
!y!!g. Serlirr, Deutscher Verlag der
Wissenschaften, 1972, l0l S.

FerI.: lncAxoB B"- Hoede xuuzu
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3a py6ex,coJil no oot4ecmeev{brin
HayKAil. M., 1973, Nt 2, e"rP. 43-47-

Suomen kanstntalouden kehitYs-
mahdo lli s nud et reuo teen 1980. Helsin-
ki, Taloudellinen sunnitelukeskus,
1972, 190 s"

Peq.: Jlouarur B.- Hoeue xwuzu
sa pydexou no o6t4ecmeexuwu
xayxat. M., 1973, J$ 2, crP. 18-22.

Literary Criticism. Linguistics

Biatokozowicz B. Z dziei6w wza-
iemnvch oolsko-rosyiskich zwiqzk6w
iiterdckici w XIX wieku. Warszawa'
Ksia2ka i wiedza, l97l' 394 s'

Piu.: l. [Irt6esxo E.-Codemcxoe
caaenxoeedenue' M., 1973' Ng l, crP'
85-88: 2. Eerga V-- BonPocor
tumepamYPu. M'. 1973' N 2, crP'
277 -280.

Internationale Bibliagraphie zut
Geschichte der deutschen Literatur
von den Anfiieen bis zur Gegenwart.
T. 2.1-2.2.'Berlin, Volk und Wissen,
tg7l-1972. T.2.1. 1971. l03l s'
T.2.2. 1972. l126 S.

Peq.: I{rrarres !'.- BonPocw
tumepamypbr. M', 1973' N! 2, crP'
284-287.

MatY atlas gwar Polskich.
T. i-13. Wroclaw etc., WYdawnict-
wo Polskiej Akademii nauk,
1957-1970.

Pertr.: ,[seugreaencrufi VI. -Bonpot:ot ntatxosxanta,r-. M., 1973,
JS 1, crp. 134--138.

Panganiban J. V. DiksiYunaryong
Pilipiio-Ingles. Ikalawang paglilry1-
boC. Manila" Bede's P. H., 1970,
361 p.

Peq.: Marapenxo B.- HaPo}ur'
Asuu u ASpuxu. M., 1973, )"1! 1, crP.
220-221"

Peco A. Ocnovi akcentologiie
srpskohwatskog iezika. Beograd,
Nauina knjiga, 1971, 180 s.

Peq.: Koaecos B.- Becmnux
Jlexw+epa1cxozo yHueepcumema. JI.,
1973, J\! 2. Wcmopua, ,3btK,
tumepamypa. Bun. l, crp. 162-164.

RamovS F. Zbrano delo. Prva
knjiga. Ljubijana, 1971,327 s.

Peq.: Eepurrref,s C.- Coaemcxoe
ctaonuoee}euue. M., 1973, .hl! l, crP.
88-89.

Weiss E. Johannes R. Becher und
die sowjetische Literaturentwicklung
(1917-19ii). Berlin, Akademie-
Yerlag, 1971.

PerI.: Bupran II.- Uuocmpaxxaa
tumepamypa. M., 7973, N! I, crp.
265-266.

Education. Pedagogics

Cameron J. The DeveloPment of
Education in East Africa. New York,
1970, 148 pp.

Peq.: Eougapeuro lb.- Coeem-
cxaa nedaeoeuxa. M., 1973, }..l! 1,

crp. 143-145.

Fitzpatrik Sh. Tlre Commissariat of
Enlightenment. Soviet Organisation
of bdu,:ution and the Ans under
Lunacharsky. October 1917-1921.
Cambridge, 1970.

Peq.: Br.rryxnoscrufi l,- Coeem-
cxaa neAaaozuxa. M., 1973, I11 I,
crp. 139-141.

MacKenzie N., Eraut M., Jones H.
Art d'enseigner et art d'apprendre.
Paris, UNESCO et Assoc. intern. des
universitds, 1971, 236 p.

Peu.: lllytuypux C.- Hoewe rcttuzu
3a pybexott no o6t4ecmqeunuu
Hayranl. M., 1972, J'.l! 12, crp.
45-48.

In English

Basmanov, M. Crtntentpotary
Trofskyisnr: Irs Anti-R.evolutionary
Nafure" 214 pp.

Gvishiani, 
.D. 

Organisation and Man'
agement. 462 pp.

Lerinism anrl Modern China's Prob-
lems. 254 pp.

Lisitsyn, Y. HealtLr Protection in the
L/SSR. 126 pp.

Marx and Engels Through the Eyes of
Their Contemporaries. 206 pp.

Marxism-Leninism on War and the
Army. 431 pp.

Marxism-[,eninism on Proletarian In'
ternationalism. -574 pp.

Modrzhinskaya, Y. Leninism and the
Battle of Ideas. 364 pp.

Mrachkovskaya, J. From Revisionism
to Betrayal.117 pp.

Petros-van, M. Humanism. 312 pp.

The Scientific and Technological Re-
volution: Social Effects and Pros-
pecfs. 280 pp.

Slepov, L. CPSU-Party ol Pro-
leturian lnternationalisn. 280 pp"

Soviet Economic Reform: Progress
and Problems. 248 pp.

Soviet Planning: Principles and
Technique. 194 pp.

Spidchenko, K. Econo mic Geograph,-
of the World. l9l pp"

Trapeznikov, S. At the Turning.
Points of History. 29--\ pP.

Zarodov. L. Leninism and Contem'
p1)rary Prohlems o,f the Transitiorr
l'rom Capitalism to Socialism. 360 pp.

In French

Le Conseil Gdniral de la Premibre
I n t e rnatio nal e ( 1 864- I 866).

La Conlirtnce de Londres (1865).
Prrrci'.s-verhaux. 396 p.

Critique des thiories apologitiques
bctrrgeoises. 192 p.

Histoire de la socilti soviitique. 535
P.

Kilsanov A., Les Etats-Unis et
l'Europe occidentale. 505 p.

L6ontiev L., Prdcis d'6conomie
politique. 304 p.

P6r6sl6guine Y., Principes d'organ-
isation des finances et du cridit en
U.R.S.S. l9l p.

Les problimes actuels de l'esthitique
marxiste. 256 p.

Socialisme et culture. 386 p.

Le systime socialiste mondial et l'an-
ticommunisme. 39j p"

Spirkine A., Yakhot O., lnitiatbn au
matdrialisme dialectique et au
matirialisme historique. 259 p.

Trechnikov A., Ddcouverte et explo-
ration de I'Antarctide. 528 p.

Urlanis B., Guerres et population.
288 p.

Z6linski K. La littirature sovi4tique.
Les problbmes et les hommes.317 p.

In Spanish

Afanasiev, V. Socialisnro y comunis-
nro, 205 p6gs.

Gligorian, I-. y Dolgopolov, Y.
Fundamentos del Derecho estatal
sovi€tico. 3-59 pigs.

Guerra y Revolucidn en Espafta
(1936-19i9). En cuatro tomos. Tomo
II" 29{5 pries.

Henry, E. Sociulistas y comunistas,
ipueden rnarchat juntos? 237 p6gs.

Historia de la sociedad sot'iritica.429
pegs

Kerimov, D. Y Chejarin, E. La
democracia socialisttt Y la lucha
ideoligica actual. 245 Pdgs.

La instrucci6n Piblica en la URSS.
170 p5gs.

El leninismo y los Problemas de la
China de hoy.278 PAgs.
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NEW BOOKS ON THE SOCIAI, SCIENCES PIIT OI]T BY PROGRESS
PUBLISTIERS

The present list includes new
books by Soviet authors on the social
sciences put out in Moscow in the
second half of 1972 by Progress Pub-

lishers in English, French and Span-
ish. (For the list of books published
in the first half of 1972 see our jour-
nal No. 1 (ll), 1973.)
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Lisitsin, Y. La sanidad prtbica en la
URSS. 139 p6gs.

La lucha de los bolcheviques en tres
revoluciones por ganarse el ej0rcito.
255 p6gs.

Sizonenko, A. La URSS y
Latinoamirica ayer y hoy. 182 p6gs.

Spidchenko, K. Geograf(a econ6mi-
ca del muhdo. 194 pirgs.

Urlanis, B. Las gueruas y la pobla-
ci6n. 365 p6gs.

Tras la fachada de las teortas bur-
guesas. 250 pitgs.

INOZEMTSEV Nikolai

FEDOSEYEV Pyotr

SHISHKtN Alexander

POSPELOV Gennady

NOVIKOV Konstantin

Our Authors

Academician, Director of the lnstitute of World
Economy and lnternational Relations, USSR
Academy of Sciences. Author of the Monog-
raphs Armerican lmperia!ism and the German
Question, US Foreign Policy and the Epoch ol
lmperialism, Contemporary Capitalism: New
Developments and Contradictions, and other
works; editor and author of a number of chap-
ters of a three-volume study, lnternational Re-
Iations Alter the Second World War, and of
the book Political Economy ol Modern
Monopoly Capilal.

,Academician, Vice-President, USSFI Academy
of Sciences, Chairrnan of the Social Sciences
Department of the Presidium of the USSR
Academy of Sciences, Director of the lnstitute
oi lV'larxism-Leninism under rhe CG CPSU. Au-
thor of rnany works on philosophy, sociology,
historical materialism and scientific commun-
ism (dialectics of contemporary social deveiop-
ment, interaction of productive forces and pro-
duction relations, the role of the masses and
the individual in history, problerns of human-
ism), including the monographs Dialectics ol
the Present Epoch, Communism and
Philosophy, Marxism in the 20th Century.
Marx, Engels, Lenin and thei Present Epocli.

D. Sc. (Philos.), Professor, Head of the Chair of
Philosophy, Moscow State Nnstitute of lnterna-
tional Relations. His works include: Fundamen-
tals ol Marxist Eihics, From the llistory ol
Ettric Theories, The 20th Century and Moral
Values oI Hurnanity (co-author) and many
other works on the problems of ethics.

D. Sc. (Geol. and Mineral.), Head of the
Laboratory of thei lrlstitute of Geol d
Geophysics, Siberian Eranch, USSH y
of Sciences, l!'1 addltion to beinE n
geological research, w!'ites on Marxisi ethics
Flis trooks: Scienee and Culture, Science and
Morals.

Cand. $c. (Fhilos.), Docent, Reci.or of the
Kuban State University (Krasnodar). l-.lis works
include: The Active Bole of a Person and Free
Choice ol His Social Role. Freedom oI the
Subject in the Philosophy ol Existentialism,
lntelpretation @{ Freedorn ol Wlll in Pre-
Itriarxist Fhilosophy
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DRUZHININ Nikolai

MELETINSKY Elizar

LIKHTENSTEIN Vladimir

RASTYANNIKOV Victor

MOMDJAN Khatchik

Acadenr!cian, 5.n ailthof!ty- in the history of the

development of capitalisrn in Russia.

D. Sc. (Philol.), researcher at the Gorky lnsti-
tute of 

'World Literature. IJSSR Academy of
I Pit16 Prize
e l'lero ol a
, 'Edda'and
100 articles

S.

Cand. Sc. (Econ.), researcher at the All-Union
Scientific hesearch lnstitute of Cybernetics.
Specialises in the f ield of rnathernatical
methods in economic studies. l-lis main works:
Models ol Discrete Programming, Evolutional
and Simulative Method of Planning.

D. Sc. (Econ.), senior researcher at the lnstitute
of Oriental Studies, USSR Academy of Sci-
ences. Speci f the
Third Wdrld es of
South Asia). or ol
the books: 

'P akis-

D. Sc. (Philos.), Professor, Head of the Chair of
Marxist-Leninist philosophy, Academy of the
Social Sciences under the CC CPSU, Merited
Scientist of the RSFSR. He wrote the books:
The October Revolutlon and Collapse ol the
ldealistic Conceptions of Soclal Development,
Communlsm and Christianlty,The Phllosophy
ol Helvetius and other works.
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Nauka Ltd.,
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Jordan

Jordan Dstribution dgency
P. O. Box 375, Amman

Kenya

Equatorial Publishers Ltd.,
P. O. Box 7973, Nairobi

Kuwait

The Kuwait Bookshops,
Company Ltd., P.A.B. 2942

Malta

Polcar. 7 iUarket St , Floriana

Nepal

Baje Kn .fasal, Bank Road
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New Zealand

Frogressive Books,
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Nigeria

Home and Overseas Newspapers,
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Pakistan

People's Publishing }trouse,
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Paradise Subscription Agency,
Fatima Jinnah Road. Katachi-4

Somalia

Samater's.
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People's Publishing House.
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Sudan
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Syria

Svne Rar-El-Fa;r,
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